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Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
The development of electrohydraulic floating-disc valves at the University of Surrey started in 
the early 1980's. The progress in the last ten years since then has shown that floating-disc 
valves have the advantages of fast response time, reliable operation, simple configurations, few 
critical dimensions with no precision sliding surfaces, leading to low cost design and 
manufacture. They have great potential to ftll the gap between conventional solenoid valves and 
high precision servo valves. However, limitations existed in previous designs hindering further 
development; for instance relatively large moving mass, low hydraulic stiffness, difficulty of 
installing springs and poor null position when operating in proportional control mode. 
The work presented in this thesis concentrates on improving the disc valve electromagnetic 
characteristics, hydraulic stiffness, electric power consumption, operating reliability, valve size 
and cost. A novel diaphragm-disc force motor has been successfully developed through this 
research. The theoretical study and experimental work has shown that the force motor has the 
features of high spring stiffness, fast response, improved accuracy and linearity, and 
miniaturised size. By implementing a pair of petmanent ring magnets, the diaphragm-disc force 
motor also has the advantages of lower electric power consumption, dual-lane for fail safety 
operation, and higher control accuracy. Due to the use of conventional mild steel instead of 
Remco B soft iron as the coil magnetic conductor material, the valve manufacturing cost has 
been further reduced. Above all, this novel configuration shows good prospects of competing 
with the existing torque motor due to its low cost and simple construction. 
The research described also involves designing and testing two prototype disc valves for 
specific applications. A single disc pilot valve associated with the diaphragm configuration and 
permanent magnet atTangement has ｾ･･ｮ＠ built for use in an aviation engine fuel supply system. 
It has a dual-lane operating mode with a valve size of 58x50x50 millimetres, which is the 
smallest valve yet made in the disc valve family. The initial test results showed that the valve 
has good linearity and a bandwidth of 60Hz in a blocked-load condition. Another successfully 
built valve is an improved version of a position controlled double-disc valve for use in vehicle 
semi-active suspension systems. It has been demonstrated that using proportional plus 
derivative electronic network compensation, the valve can operate continually in the whole 
damper control domain with the characteristics of balanced fluid forces and low electric power 
consumption. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Introduction 
Fluid power systems are used in a wide variety of applications ranging from 
precision control systems, such as robotics and aerospace, to heavy industrial 
systems, such as forging presses and steel rolling mills, and mobile systems, 
such as agricultural machines and civil engineering plant. The relatively high 
power-to-weight ratio of electrohydraulics together with the advantages of 
electronic signal processing produces a flexible and efficient means of power 
transfer and control. This marriage of hydraulics and electronics is now being 
complemented by the developments in low-cost microcomputer control. {Ref. 1 } 
1.1 Electrohydraulic Control Valves 
As components in a fluid control system, hydraulic control valves may be classified as 
digital or analog control devices, which are mainly used to control position, velocity, 
and/or force. The main difference between these valves is that digital control valves have 
only two control states: on and off, and analog control valves have a continues control 
mode. It is possible to implement the control of both types of valves with electronic 
technology. Therefore, they are described as electrohydraulic control valves. 
1.1.1 Digital Control Valves and Analog Control Valves 
The features of digital control valves (also called switching valves) may be briefly 
summarised in two aspects: 
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a) simple construction, low cost, less sensitivity to contamination and large selection 
of control elements; 
b) simplicity of system design, less influence of friction and hysteresis and good 
resistant to disturbances in control systems. 
Primarily, due to the advantages of simple construction and low-cost, digital control valves 
have been widely used in the hydraulic power industry. However, because each control 
element usually has only one function, a large number of components have to be used even 
for very simple hydraulic control systems. 
Compared with conventional digital control valves, servo valves acting as analog control 
devices have several advantages; these include fast response, high accuracy, continuous 
flow modulation which minimizes noise disturbance. Servo valves have, therefore, been 
well developed and widely used in the aerospace, military industries and other advanced 
control applications. However, their general industrial use compared with digital control 
valves has always been restricted by high cost, complicated design and maintenance, plus 
high sensitivity to contamination. For instance, the average cost of a servo valve according 
to the market survey is between $1,000 and $2,000 (£650 and £1,300), which is between 
five to ten times of a switching valve, depending on its complexity. While, electronic 
controllers would cost another $500 (£350) or more to the price {Refs. 2-12}. 
A proportional hydraulic valve is a relatively low-cost device which has an output 
proportional to an electric input signal. Owing to the employment of electronic techniques, 
proportional valvesmay possess some features of servo valves, such as, accuracy, moderate 
dynamic response and remote electronic control; but ·may also have the advantages 
attributed to digital valves, such as, simple construction, ease of maintenance, low-cost and 
low sensitivity to contamination. Due to the rapid development of microprocessor 
technology and the advanced microelectronics, it is common to use a conventional digital 
valve by interfacing propottional solenoids{Refs. 13-19}. Especially in those cases where 
servo valves are too expensive, proportional valves can be used to significantly simplify a 
hydraulic system. It is also different from a servo valve in that it has no internal mechanical 
feedback. The closed-loop control can be realised by using cheaper external feedback and 
even in some cases no feedback is needed at all. However, compared with a servo valve, 
its applications are limited by its lower response and accuracy. Table (1.1) describes the 
general performance of the electrohydraulic valves. This indicates that proportional valves 
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can fill the gap between digital control valves and servo valves, meeting the needs of 
various industrial applications {Refs. 20-27}. 
T bl (11) El h d li al a e ectro ｴｹｾ＠ rau c v ves pe ormance 
TYPE Step Response Rated Flow Rated Pressure 
(msec) (Litre/min) (MPa) 
Digital (On-off) Valves 
Single stage 18-60 0-40 35 
Two stage 50-170 0-1000 31 
Proportional Valves 
Low cost, non-feedback 32-75 0-65 35 
1 stage, 1 feedback 18-31 0-70 35 
2 stage, 1 feedback 30-67 0-310 35 
2 stage, 2 feedback 24-37 0-310 35 
1 stage, closed-loop >10 0-28 35 
Servo Valves 
Two stage 15-35 0-150 35 
1.1.2 Torque 1\.fotors and Foree Motors 
The rapid development and wide use of electtic and electronic devices make them ideal for 
feedback sensing and for signal control and amplification. On the other hand, the features 
of high power/weight ratio and compactness of hydraulic elements makes them suited as 
power devices. There is therefore a need to interface the electronic signal with the hydraulic 
power device. Electric servomotors, magnetostrictive devices, piezoelectric crystals, 
proportional solenoids, step motors, and moving coil devices have been or are being used 
to control fluid actuators from an electrical signal. However, a torque motor or a force 
motor is by far the most widely used electro-mechanical or mechatronic device. In general, 
there are two kinds of mechatronic configurations available: proportional plunge type 
solenoids directly developed from switching valves and torque motors widely used in servo 
valves. 
Two types of basic plunge solenoids are used in the proportional valve technology: stroke 
controlled solenoids and force controlled solenoids. Fig. (1.1) shows an outline of a stroke 
controlled solenoid. The position of the solenoid armature is produced by a balance of the 
electromagnetic force, which is the function of the current, and a spring force. A change in 
current leads to a proportional response in displacement. Where accurate positioning is 
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required this type of device can be complemented by position feedback. The stroke 
controlled solenoids are mainly used for directional, flow, or pressure controlled valves. 
A force controlled solenoid is shown in Fig. (1.2). Compared with the stroke controlled 
solenoid, the operating displacement of the force controlled solenoid is very small so as to 
achieve high control stiffness and also a low power consumption. Therefore, force 
controlled solenoids are suitable for use as pilot valves for pressure, flow, and directional 
control valves. Moreover, closed-loop control can be realised by using various types of 
electronic transducers (e.g. displacement transducer or pressure transducer, etc.) to achieve 
feedback signals. These types of force motors can offer relatively high power output but 
lower frequency response than torque motors. 
A torque motor produces rotary motion. Its bridge type magnetic circuit provides good 
linear torque output proportional to current input. There are several types of torque motors 
depending on their mechanical configurations, for instance, electromagnet type or 
permanent magnet type, atmature or motive coil type, etc. It may also be classified as being 
wet or dry, depending on whether it is immersed in the fluid. However, the working 
principle is more or less the same. Fig. (1.3) shows a typical permanent magnetic torque 
motor. 
It consists of an armature mounted on a torsion pin pivot and suspended in the air gap of a 
magnetic field. Two permanent magnets with two pole pieces form the framework around 
the armature and provide paths for the magnetic flux. When the coils are exited, the 
armature ends become polarized and each end is attracted to one pole piece and repelled by 
the other. A torque is thus produced and the motion is proportional to current input. A 
torque motor can possess both good steady-state characteristics and fast response. 
However, it has limited power capability and this in turn limits the flow capacity of the 
servo valve. 
To provide a high pressure range and a large flow rate, moderately priced commercially 
available pt;oportional control valves are used as the first stage to pilot a conventional valve. 
In some cases a third stage may even be needed to provide very high power capability 
{Refs. 28-32}. Table (1.2) provides technical comparison of these two types of control 
devices. 
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T bl (1 2) a e ｾ＠ h . al ec n1c 1 1 f al com pansons o servo v ves vs proportiona va ves 
Type Servo valve Proportional 
Electtical actuation Torque-motor Solenoid 
Electric power input (Watt) 10-2 - 10° 101 - 102 
Response time (msec) ｾＳＰ＠ >30 
Frequencyresponse(-3dB) ｾＲＵＨｴｯ＠ 200) <25 
Accuracy (error%) ｾＱ＠ ｾＳ＠
Sensitivity(%)* <0.5 <1 
Filtration{Jlm) 10 25 
Comparative cost 3 1 
* The valve sensitivity is defined as the minimum change of an input reference signal resulting in a change 
in the output variable, which is described as a percentage value referred to the maximum. 
This research puts forward a newly developed force motor called a disc type force motor, 
which is different from the above devices. This type of force motor is suitable for use to 
provide the electrohydraulic interface to digital, proportional, or servo valves. A disc type 
force motor configuration is shown in Fig. (1.4). 
The device has a symmetrical structure which consists of two flat face cylinder type coils 
with a spider diaphragm armature. Closed magnetic loops including four air gaps are 
formed on ·both side of the armature. When the coils are excited differentially, the disc 
armature is actuated axially. An output force is hence generated and it is proportional to the 
coil current. The diaphragm-disc is introduced to provide a restoring force to the null 
position and with the additional benefit that the natural frequency increases due to a lower 
disc moving mass and relatively higher spring stiffness. Two permanent magnets can also 
be implemented inside the coils. Under this situation, even one excited coil can push and 
pull the armature moving from either face of the coil to another without distorting the force 
motor characteristics. Due to its symmetrical atTangement, the force motor can be designed 
as a wet type shown in Fig. (1.4). It can be seen in the figure that two fixed upstream 
orifices and nozzles are implemented in the coils forming a fluid bridge loop together with 
the disc atmature. Therefore, the diaphragm is also acting as a back pressure flapper-nozzle 
arrangement to provide coupling between the electromagnetic and hydraulic forces. Each 
disc chamber has provision for radial outward flow of fluid into the drain port. Hence, by 
changing the disc position in proportion to the current input, the output pressure in load 
ports A and Bare controlled proportionally. 
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This type of force motor can also be designed to be sealed from the fluid in a dry 
compartment, preventing contamination from the magnetic circuits. Fig. (1.5) gives an 
example. A mechanical rod, as a cantilever spring, can be connected to the next power 
stage, for instance, a spool valve, to provide the feedback from power stage to pilot stage. 
As a moving part, the mass of the diaphragm-disc, which serves not only as an armature 
but also a spring and a flapper, is much less than that of a conventional servo valve, thus, 
possesses even faster response with higher stiffness. 
The disc type force motor has a simple construction and compact size, few critical 
dimensions with no precision sliding surfaces, low manufacturing costs, a wide range of 
power output capacity, fast response and reliability in operation. Therefore, it has the 
potential to occupy a place between a plunge solenoid and a torque motor for 
electro hydraulic applications {Ref. 33}. 
1.2 Development of the Electrohydraulic Disc Valves 
In 1965, Bahr developed a pneumatic logic control element by using a small floating disc 
with no electrical input signal {Ref. 34}. Later its use as a power device in an all pneumatic 
pulse-width-modulation(PWM) scheme was investigated by Goldstein et al {Ref. 35}. 
The development of electrohydraulic disc valves at the University of Surrey started at the 
end of 1970's. A novel single disc digital valve was first introduced in 1981 by Parker and 
Yi.iksel {Refs. 36 and 37}. The valve was configured as a two-position, four-way 
switching valve. A floating disc was used as the armature in the design. Experimental 
switching tests showed that it could be switched continuously at 50 Hz, at supply pressure 
of 100 bar, from nozzle to nozzle. However, due to a large quiescent power loss it was 
suggested that the valve could be miniaturised and used as a pilot control device. 
Obviously, for the single-disc valve to be used as proportional control device, further 
investigation in both the fluid and electromagnetic characteristics, such as hydraulic 
stiffness, lineatity and compactness, would be required. In the same time, another type of 
digital floating-disc valve called a double-disc valve was investigated by Yi.iksel {Ref. 38}. 
The valve had a two-position, four-way arrangement and a direction control function. Its 
steady-state load flow and pressure charactetistics were shown to agree well with the 
theoretical model. The same switching rate as the single-disc valve was also achieved. The 
advantages over the single-disc valve were that of no quiescent power loss and lower 
sensitivity to contamination but had a more complex consttuction than the single-disc valve. 
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It was reported to be suitable for switching in a range of flow capacities in a single stage 
valve. 
During 1983-1985, Usman and Parker developed an electrohydraulic floating double-disc 
valve suitably used for both digital and proportional control {Refs. 39-41 }. The valve had 
a three or four-way, two or three-position control mode, and it had previously been 
successfully tested as switching or proportional device when controlling two different 
cylinders. The valve was reported as suitable for a low-cost manufacturing with CETOP 3 
international valve port standa!"rl configuration, capabilities of operating with corrosive or 
non-lubricating fluids, and applying PWM control techniques {Ref. 18}. Closed-loop 
position feedback control and various applications had been suggested. The defects of this 
design were that a) excessive leakage occutred when used in the proportional control mode, 
b) low null-position hydraulic stiffness, c) for proportional control it required careful 
matching of electromagnetic and fluid force to get disc balancing at different displacements, 
and d) fluid forces seem to be very dependent on oil temperature. Therefore, closed-loop 
control was considered to be necessary for proportional control resulting in higher valve 
cost. 
Further investigation was continued by Lau, from 1985 to 1987, attempting to reduce these 
drawbacks. The research concentrated on non-symmetrical configurations of both single-
disc and double-disc valves, with the built-in position transducer feedback control, and 
their dynamic stabilisation {Ref. 42}. Initially an unbalanced single-disc valve was 
constructed to test. The valve was designed as a two-port proportional control valve. A 
special differential capacitive transducer was installed in the valve to monitor the disc 
position. It was found that the valve could perform satisfactorily by using position 
feedback with electronic compensation. The disc was found to be stabilised under varying 
load conditions in some circumstances. However, as the transducer was constructed inside 
the valve, it has higher manufacturin.g and maintenance cost. As another 
application of the disc valve with position control in a semi-active vehicle suspension 
system, an electrically operated variable damper was developed, by using a non-
symmetrical double-disc valve {Ref. 43}. The valve was designed for closed-loop position 
control due to the non-linear hydraulic and magneticforces.Expedments showed that by 
implementing an internal position transducer, the valve could be controlled to generate the 
required range of damping force and an adequate dynamic perfotmance, with a response 
time in the range of 10 to 30 msec. Further research remained to be done to improve the 
valve performance and stability so as to suit the practical application. This included re-
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1.3 Outline of Research 
As described in sections 1.1 and 1.2, the floating disc valves have great potential to fill the 
performance gap between solenoid valves and servo valves. However, the previous 
designs have defects hindering further development. Due to space limitation, mechanical 
springs are difficult to be installed internally to improve the valve stiffness. Also one of the 
classical design criteria is that the thickness of a disc armature is not less than that of the 
coil yoke in order to achieve uniform flux in the magnetic loops. Such a disc thickness 
inevitably limits the valve dynamic characteristics. So thinner discs may be requested for 
optimum performance. Traditionally, the Swedish iron, REM CO B, has long been used for 
coil magnetic materials in disc valve designs. Although this soft iron magnet exhibits good 
magnetic properties, delicate heat-treatment is required to achieve its uniform and stable 
magnetic characteristics after cool machining. Therefore, finding a low-cost substitute to 
REMCO B needs to be considered for ease of manufacturing. Additionally, further efforts 
would be made in compact valve designs, low manufacturing cost and the improvement of 
the sensitivity to the fluid contamination from the magnetic circuits. 
In this research emphasis has been placed on improving the disc valve electromagnetic 
characteristics, hydraulic stiffness, compactness and lower fluid and electric power 
consumption, compared to earlier disc valve designs. A new design of a flat-face coil force 
motor which specially deals with the electromagnetic characteristics of a flat-face coil with a 
circular disc armature configuration, is introduced which differs from the previous work. 
As the static and dynamic characteristics of the force motor plays a major role in an 
electro hydraulic disc valve, a novel permanent magnet type force motor is described, 
aiming at high stiffness, high efficiency, fast response, reliability, compactness, and low-
cost. The major activities of this research are in designing two types of proportional 
electrohydraulic disc valve: a single-disc pilot valve in a fuel meteting system and a double-
disc valve in a semi-active vehicle suspension system. 
1. 3.1 Single-disc Pilot Valve Design 
The objective of developing a fuel pilot valve is to reach the stage where it can be used to 
proportionally control a metering valve in an aviation fuel supply system, so as to replace 
the present torque motor type servo valve for low cost manufacturing. 
The three requirements are: 
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a) To reduce the sensitivity to magnetic (iron oxide) contamination in the 
fuel. 
b) To make the coils driving the valve have two identical electrical 
excitation lanes; only one lane to be driven at any one time, with the 
performance on both lanes to be identical. This allows for electrical failure 
without detriment to the valve operation. 
c) To improve the linearity of flow control characteristics so that the valve 
can. be operated up to closed nozzle positions without excessive change in flow 
gain or latching. 
Technical design specifications of the valve suggested by Lucas Aerospace Ltd are given 
below: 
T bl (1 4) D' '1 al d . if a e 1sc p1 ot v ve estgn spec tcations 
Fixed orifices (do) 0.7/0.46 rom 
Nozzles ( dn) 1.5/0.7 rom 
Disc travel (TD) 0.2/0.18 rom 
Flow gain with one coil ±10% of nominal, reasonably linear, identical for 
excited and equal pressures both lanes, smooth with no discontinuities, no 
at the control ports latching 
Max flow (Q) ±0.27 (g/s )"-i (P5 - P d) KPa 
Max pressure drop(Ps-Pd) 0.7 to 11 MPa 
Drain pressure(Pd) 0.3 to 2 MPa 
Blocked load pressure gain >1400KPa or 0.6(Ps-P d) whichever is least at 
maximum cutTent 
Electrical resistance Not more than 100 Q per lane 
Electrical cutTent SOmA maximum per lane 
Hysteresis Not more than 1.5mA total for full range excursions 
Natural frequency 200 Hz minimum 
Bandwidth (current drive) 32Hz 
Weight <325g 
Operating fluid Aviation fuels 
Temperature -54 °C to +180 °C (<150 °C at least) 
Materials No copper or copper alloys in contact with fuel 
Vibration 22g up to 3KHz 
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1.3.2 Double-disc Suspension Valve Design 
A double-disc valve is required for incorporation into a standard "Montego" front 
suspension strut unit. As a semi-active car suspension unit, it is designed to create 
modulations of pressure-flow propottionally in response to an electrical current in its coil 
and the shock absorber damping characteristics. Sensors are located on the absorber to 
measure the differential pressure across inlet and outlet flows. The command signal is fed 
to an electronic control unit, whose prime function is to provide the magnified current to the 
coil at every instant. Correspondingly, the system pressure developed across the valve is 
modulated by the overall suspension control strategy. The basic requirements suggested by 
Lucas Automobile Ltd are listed below: 
T bl (1 5) n· 'f 1 a e tsc suspens1on va ve spec1 tcations 
Max. valve pressure drop (Pmax) 12.7 MPa 
Max. valve flow rate (Qmax) 28 Vmin 
Max. coil cun·ent <1.5 Amp 
Power supply 7.5 to 12 Volt 
Bandwidth ｾＲＵｈｺ＠
Working temperature -40 °C to +120 °C 
Fluid Castro! LHM/Mineral oil- ISO 32, equivalent 
"Hard tide" 15% Qmax under Pmax, approx. 
"Soft tide" Qmax under 25% Pmax, approx. 
1.4 Organisation of the Thesis 
This thesis is essentially divided into two parts. In the first part, the general electromagnetic 
characteristics of two disc type force motors are presented. In Chapter 2 configurations of 
an electromagnetic force motor and an electromagnetic motor with permanent magnets are 
introduced. The theoretical models are set up and the electromagnetic charactetistics are 
analysed. Chapter 3 puts forward the theoretical model of a diaphragm configuration and 
design. In Chapter 4 the electronic coil amplifiers and controllers are developed and the 
optimisation of the flat face coil design is discussed. Chapter 5 involves with the design of 
a versatile coil-disc test-rig to examine various coil-disc configurations. The experiments 
are also can·ied out and the results are then compared with the predictions. 
The second part of the thesis concentrates on proportional controlled disc valve designs and 
their electrohydraulic charactetistics. Following the theoretical modelling of the disc valves 
in Chapter 6, computer aided charactetistic analysis and lineatisation are canied out. Based 
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on the theoretical work, Chapter 7 deals with the design and experiments associated with a 
single disc pilot valve suitable for an aircraft fuel supply system. Another application of the 
proportional double-disc valve is described in Chapter 8, where a prototype pre-production 
suspension valve design based on the previous suspension valve and test results are 
described. Finally, conclusions are made and future work is recommended in Chapter 9. 
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1.5 Figures and Tables 
Proportional Solenoid 
Fi . (1.1) 
Fluid Device 
Fi . (1.2) 
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Introduction to Part One 
Introduction to Part One 
The flat-face coil configuration was first used as an electromagnetic receiver in 1876 
invented by Waltson {Ref. 44 }. The principle is widely used in today's electric sound 
appliances, such as, telephone receivers, speakers, earphones and microphones, etc. {Refs. 
45 and 46}. They convert electrical signals in the coils into high frequency movement of 
diaphragm armatures which produce sound waves. In industrial applications it is primarily 
used as a weight lifting or a static holding device{Refs. 47 and 48}, because of its large 
force output through a relatively short movement. However, the flat-face coil configuration 
is also suitable to be used in fluid control systems, and is particularly attractive for use in 
electrohydraulic disc type valves. Hence, the study of a proportional disc type force motor, 
which can meet the requirement for fast response, good accuracy, reliability, low current 
consumption and compact size, is required. 
In this part an investigation of two disc types of force motors is carried out in the following 
four chapters. Chapter 2 deals with configurations of an electromagnetic disc-type motor 
and a permanent magnetic disc-type force motor. A diaphragm configuration is then 
introduced to meet the requirement of high natural frequency and spring stiffness in 
Chapter 3. Coil design and optimisation and electronic control device designs are involved 
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides the details of test-rig design and experiment results. 
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Electromagnetic Disc-type Force Motors 
This chapter is concerned with a symmetrical flat-face coil-disc force motor. Two control 
schemes using single coil operation or differential current operation are discussed. The 
arrangement with petmanent magnets is also developed. Following the theoretical analysis, 
simplification and linearisation is introduced. The steady-state and dynamic characteristics 
are then investigated and discussed. 
2.1 Electromagnetic Theoretical Model 
In this section the theoretical model of a flat-face coil disc force motor is established. It 
mainly consists of three parts; the description of the working principle, the steady-state 
characteristics and the dynamic characteristics. 
2.1.1 Operating Principle 
A force motor is an electromagnetic device that converts an electronic signal into a small 
mechanical movement associated with relatively large forces. Fig. (2.1) shows a typical 
force motor configuration of a flat-face coil with a circular disc armature. It consists of two 
symmetrical circular flat-face coils and a disc type armature, which is made of soft magnetic 
material. There is a hole drilled through the centre of the coil core, which can be used for 
fluid flow or a push pin to externally actuate a fluid device. The cross section of the coil 
body is separated into two areas by the cylindrically shaped coil cores. They are designed 
to have equal areas in order to produce a uniform flux distribution. Therefore, the whole 
unit is characterised by symmetrical magnetic circuits of extremely short length and large 
sectional area, with two working air or fluid gaps in each side. These gaps are magnetically 
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in series and mechanically in parallel and hence produce a large holding area by contrast to 
the plunger type solenoids. The disc armature moves axially between the coils under the 
influence of the electromagnetic fields and the external forces, such as fluid forces or spring 
forces, etc .. 
It can be seen from the figure that when the disc armature reaches its maximum 
displacement there is still a clearance between the disc and the coil face, which is defined as 
the holding gap. It is primarily considered for two reasons in the design of floating disc 
valves: firstly, it allows as much fluid pressure balancing as possible round the disc in the 
steady-state condition and, secondly, it reduces the magnetic remanence for the disc to 
adhere to the coil face. Hence, the disc reversing response is improved. This research also 
shows that the holding-gap is also important as both the fluid and electromagnetic linear 
characteristics largely depend on it. 
Due to the symmetrical flat-face structure, the device can be operated by single-ended coil 
excitation or differential cun·ent excitation. The single-ended coil operation means that only 
one coil is energised at one time to attract the disc to its side from mid-position with a 
restoring force being provided by, say, a spring. The other coil provides the excitation 
when the disc is requested to move to the opposite direction. This arrangement, if used for 
proportional function, suffers from nonlinearity and the requirement of a special electric 
power control device. However, better linear characteristics can be achieved by differential 
cutTent operation which means that any current increase or decrease in one coil causes a 
simultaneous decrease or increase in the other equally. In this case, a quiescent current is 
usually required to be set up in both coils to avoid reversing the current direction or 
deadband cun·ent nonlinearity. Details of the characteristics of this type of force motor will 
be given in the following sections. 
2.1. 2 Steady-state Theoretical :Model 
Since the circuit is symmetrical, only one coil loop is considered for simplicity and the 
other is treated the same except for reversing the sign of the variables. In the circular flat-
face coil-disc configuration as shown in Fig. (2.1), by considering the right-hand side coil, 
there are two working air gaps configured in series separated by a magnetic path. Two 
magnetic loops, connected in series, form the complete circuit, which can be expressed 
using the magnetomotive force equation {Ref. 48}: 
NI = Ha (nxc) +LHiLi (2.1) 
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The first term on the right hand side of the equation represents the magnetomotive force 
( Nl) necessary to set up the magnetic field across the total air gaps(xa) and is the main 
element providing attraction to the disc armature. In the first term, n is the number of air 
gaps on each side of the disc armature(in this case n is taken as 2). The second term 
represents the magnetomotive force that creates the magnetic field inside the coil body. This 
depends on the magnetic material properties, its dimensions and the coil efficiency. It also 
affects the characteristics of the magnetic force, such as, linearity and hysteresis .. However, 
the influence of the second term is much smaller in comparison with the first and is usually 
omitted to simplify the modeling process. 
Since 
(2.2) 
where, l/Je is the electromagnetic flux through the disc armature, Jl0 , the working gap 
permeability, Ac , the coil core cross-section, I , the coil current and N , the coil turn 
number. 
Eq. (2.1) is then changed to 
(2.3) 
Suppose the initial disc position is defined as the mid-position of the total disc travel 
between nozzles as shown in the figure, the whole effective air gap, including the holding-
gap, H g, can be finally described by 
(2.4) 
where, x8 is the disc variable displacement; for convenience in calculation Xd is considered 
as the disc travel from either surface of the disc at the mid-position to the corresponding coil 
face excluding the holding-gap distance. Apparently, the disc thickness takes no effect in 
this calculation and the total disc travel from one coil face to the other is twice Xd . 
If a non-dimensional holding-gap is defined as the ratio of holding-gap to the disc travel 
from mid-position, or mathematically, 
a=H/Xd (2.5) 
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Eq. (2.4) yields 
xa +x x= (a+1)(1---) 
d a+l (2.6) 
ｷｨ･ｾ･Ｌ＠ x=x/Xd and a:?: O; -1 ｾｘ＠ ｾＱ＠
Any value of x between ±1 corresponds to a certain disc position. As the total disc travel 
has been divided in two regions from the mid-position, when x is positive, the disc 
operates in the right coil interval, and when x is negative, the disc operates in the left one. 
- -
When x equals zero, the disc is at the mid-or null position; when x equals 1, the right coil 
face is closed off by the maximum coil current input except for an air holding gap, H 8. 
Eventually, Eq. (2.3) can be written non-dimensionally if the constant flux is defined as 
(2.7) 
where, Imax represents the maximum coil em-rent. 
Therefore, the coil current in non-dimensional fotm is defined by 
-; I I I z =- ( I ｾＱＩ＠
]max' (2.8) 
Substituting Eqs. (2.6), (2. 7) and (2.8) into Eq. (2.3) yields 
i 
C/Je= q,eo -
1- +x 
a+l (2.9) 
Clearly, the flat-face coil electromagnetic characteristics are largely determined by the disc 
position and coil cutTent input. 
The electromagnetic force created by the coil acts against the external force so that the disc 
has an equilibdum position in the steady state. The equations for finding the magnetic force 
are well established and may be derived as follows{ Ref. 49}: 
Fexg =HaBe(V/2) 
work done= energy input (2.10) 
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Where, Fe is the induced magnetic force, x8 , the armature movement, and, Ha, Be and V8 
are the magnetic field strength, flux density and the working air gap volume, respectively. 
In principle, the external coil area is designed to be the same as the central core area. 
Therefore, the working gap volume is given by 
Vg= 2Ac_Xg 
Substituting Eqs. (2.2) and (2.9), Equation (2.10) is changed to a general form 
2 
F - C/Je e-
ＯＭｌｾ｣＠
where, 
-2 i F eo-----........,..__-
(l--X-)2 
a+l 
2 
ＱＭｌｾ｣Ｈｎｬｭ｡Ｚｊ＠
2 2 4(a+l) xd 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Eq. (2.12) describes the right or left coil force at any disc position, depending on the sign. 
It indicates that the electromagnetic force has a nonlinear relation with either coil current or 
disc position. If the right coil is taken as an example, the typical steady-state characteristics 
of the flat-face force motor are shown in Figs. (2.2) and (2.3) for a constant non-
dimensional holding gap a. 
Eq. (2.12) also shows that to some extent a affects the steady-state characteristics of a flat-
face force motor. The greater the a is, the less significant the effect of the disc displacement 
is in the equation. Fig. (2.4) illustrates a group of curves with different a values at a 
constant cunent. It can be seen from the figure that smaller a can offer greater force output 
in a short distance but with poor linearity. While larger a results in an improved linearity at 
the expense of a reduced magnetic force. 
Due to the non linearity of the single coil operation, this control scheme is only suitable for 
digital control, unless a closed loop control is considered. Therefore, differential current 
operation is introduced to improve the linearity. 
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2.1. 3 Differential Cwrent Operation 
For single-ended operation, one coil is energized at one time to attract the disc to its side 
from the mid-position. Reverse disc travel depends on the other coil excitation. However, 
the investigation of the previous section showed that single-ended coil operation has 
serious nonlinear current characteristics for proportional control. It will now be shown that 
the introduction of the differential current operation can minimise this nonlinearity. 
In the differential current control mode as shown in Fig. (2.5), a voltage, Eb, from a coil 
driver establishes a quiescent current in each coil but there is no net force on the disc 
because the identical opposite forces cancel each other. Any current increase or decrease in 
one coil causes a corresponding change in the other. Hence the current input to both coils is 
defined as follows: 
(2.14) 
where, I is the current in each coil, / 0 is the constant quiescent current in each coil, i, the 
signal cunent in each coil channel. 
In principle, 10 takes half value of the maximum current to avoid the current reversing 
which causes discontinuity of the magnetic force. When the maximum excitation takes 
place in one channel, the other coil cunent then decreases to zero. 
Therefore, the differential cun-ent is defined as 
It also has such a feature as 
Divided by 10 , Eq. (2.14) can also be stated in non-dimensional form 
where, 
- I -
I= I - (1± i) 
0 
T = i/I0 ＨＭＱｾ＠ ｦｾ＠ 1) 
Referring to Eq. (2.12), the combined electromagnetic force is then given by 
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(l +-X-)2 
a+l (2.19) 
As mentioned earlier, -1 s x ｾ＠ 1 , and a typically has values in the range 2 to 3, thus the 
term x /(a+ 1 ) in Eq. (2.19) is much less than 1, and the contribution of those to the 
higher power in the equation is therefore small. 
Substituted by Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) and omitting the terms of x /(a+ 1 ) to the second 
power, Eq. (2.19) may be simplified to 
--2 
x -: xi Fe=4Fe 0(--+ l+--) 
a+l a+1 (2.20) 
In Eq. (2.20), the first and the second terms of the right side in Eq. (2.20) refer to a linear 
relation with the electromagnetic force, respectively. The third term is a nonlinear factor 
influenced by the disc position and the square of the coil current change. The 
electromagnetic force characteristics is shown in Fig. (2.6), where, an improvement to the 
force linearity is seen compared with the single-ended coil mode. 
As a special case, when the quiescent current approaches to zero, Eq. (2.17) changes to 
Hence, Eq. (2.19) has the simplified form given by 
(2.21) 
This result explains that without a quiescent current, altering the current polarity would not 
change the electromagnetic force direction and the disc could not operate normally within the 
whole working range. Therefore, the quiescent current plays an important role in such a coil 
disc configuration and its magnitude should be at least half value of the maximum coil 
current. 
In the circumstance of applying the quiescent current, Eq. (2.21) is equivalent to the third 
term of Eq. (2.20). Obviously, its magnitude is much smaller than the other two due to the 
square of the current. However, Eq. (2.21) may be used to judge the linearity of the 
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electromagnetic force. By eliminating the third tetm, the lineadsed form of Eq. (2.20) is re-
wtitten as 
(2.22) 
The relative linearity of the differential electromagnetic force can be defined by the 
difference of the Eqs. (2.20) and (2.22) divided by the maximum electromagnetic force, or 
Eq. (2.21), namely, Eq. (2.21) over Eq. (2.20).Its mathematical expression is given by 
Eq.(2.21) 
e = -----::=-=-___,:-=--'--::"'""":=....,... 
max.Eq. (2.20) 
--2 
xi 
=--
a+3 (2.23) 
The relative linearity can be further described in Fig. (2.7), where a group of curves based 
on Eq. (2.23) changes with coil cun·ent under a set of constant disc positions. 
Apparently, when the disc moves to either side of the coils, the relative linearity approaches 
to the extreme that is given by 
1 - ｾ＠
emax= --, ( x= l=l) 
a+3 (2.24) 
Eq. (2.24) desctibes the lineatity when the disc armature approaches to either coil. The 
smaller the value of emax' the closer Eqs. (2.22) to (2.20) and the electromagnetic force 
appears more linear. As a is increased, for instance, 
/fa> 2 , 
then em ax< 20% 
It can be seen that a, the ratio of the coil holding-gap to the disc travel, plays an important 
role to improve the steady-state electromagnetic force linearity in a flat-face force motor. (It 
will be seen in Part Two of this thesis that a also has important effects upon the fluid 
characteristics.) Better force motor linearity may be achieved with a large a value. 
However, as a whole, the increase of a leads to greater electtic power consumption and 
larger volume of the force motor to achieve the required electromagnetic force. 1jlerefore, a 
compromise between lineatity and power consumption has to be made to decide a realistic 
value of a. 
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An example is given below to estimate the a limitation with respect to the electromagnetic 
force. In practice, the smallest holding gap is not less than 0.1mm due to the consideration 
of the machining permissibility. For a disc pilot valve configuration, if the disc travel is 
taken by 0.1mm, the smallest value of a is 1. Referring to Eq. (2.13), if a is taken as a 
variable, the electromagnetic force, Fe0 , with reference value of a equal to 1, is then the 
reciprocal of a. The derivation process is given by Appendix A. 
Table (2.1) Effect of a to electromagnetic force 
Parameter Holding gap Linearity Feo ( 1/a)IFeo( I lao) 
a Hg(mm) e% 1/a 
1 0.1 25 J 
2 0.2 20 0.5 
3 0.3 16.7 0.33 
4 0.4 14.3 0.25 
It is therefore suggested that a should be within the range of 2 < a < 4. 0 for small disc 
displacement applications. 
From Eq. (2.24) Fe is linear with respect to the disc position and the differential coil 
current. If the value of Fe is assumed to be in equilibrium with an opposing force at each 
disc displacement, the minimum coil current required can be calculated. 
It is clear that differential current operation can have much better linear performance than 
single-ended operation, especially in servo control applications. A disadvantage is that due 
to the existence of a quiescent current, about 75% more electric power is required to keep 
such a constant cutTent. Therefore, the use of the differential current mode is only restricted 
in low level cutTent applications so that the electrical power loss compared with the other 
losses involved is insignificant . 
2.1.4 Dynamic Characreristics 
The linearised differential electromagnetic force can be re-written from Eq. (2.22) as 
(2.25) 
K1 is defined as the current force constant of the force motor and Km, the magnetic spring 
rate of the force motor. They are given, respectively, by 
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4Feo 
and Km=----
(a+l)Xd (2.26) 
Referring to Fig. (2.5), the two coils of the force motor are supplied by a differential 
current amplifier. A voltage Eb establishes a quiescent current which is magnified from the 
input signal, e0 • Having a push-pull mode, the signal voltages e 1 and e2 gained from the 
amplifier are given by 
･ｬ］Ｍ･Ｒ］ａｾｧ＠ (2.27) 
where, Ae is the amplifier gain for each side and e K' the signal input to the amplifier. 
If the quiescent voltage, E0 , is countered, the voltage equations for each coil circuit are 
given by {Ref. 28} 
(2.28) 
where, Rc is the resistance of each coil, and t/JeJ and t/Je2, the electromagnetic flux through 
the disc atmature from the coils. 
Subtracting Eqs. (2.28) and combining with Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) yields 
(2.29) 
Referring to Eq. (2.9), the magnetic flux expressions generated by each coil are given by 
11 
lf>el = cpeo -
ＱＭｾ＠
a+l (2.30) 
-2 2 
The flux difference for the two coils, omitting the item, x /(a + 1 ) << 1 , yields 
(2.31) 
Substituting Eqs. (2.7) and (2.31) into Eq. (2.29) and Laplace transforming yields 
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(2.32) 
where, Lc is defined as the self-inductance of each coil and Kb, the counter electromotive 
force constant for each coil: 
N4>eo 
Lc= ---
4>efl 
XJa+l) (2.33) 
Eq. (2.32) establishes the relation between a control signal input and an electromagnetic 
output. 
Applying Newton's second law to the disc armature, the dynamic equation of the force 
motor is given by 
2 d x dx Fm=m--+Ba-d +KsX +FL 
dt2 t (2.34) 
where, m is the ine1tia of the disc armature and any attached load, Ba, the viscous damping 
coefficient of mechanical armature mounting(normally, Ba = 0 ), Ks, the external spring 
stiffness, F L, any arbitrary load, etc .. 
Combining with Eq. (2.25) and Laplace transforming yields 
(2.35) 
The disc armature mass is given by 
n 2 
m;= -D ThPm 
4 (2.36) 
where, Dis the disc diameter, Th, the disc thickness and Pm' the disc material density. 
Eqs. (2.32) and (2.35) complete the description of the dynamic characteristics of the flat-
face coil disc force motor. The system diagram is shown in Fig. (2.8). 
If neglecting the mechanical damping coefficient, Ba, definitions can be made as follows 
(2.37) 
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where, me is defined as circuit break frequency, 
1 
and, mn is defined as disc armature natural frequency, 
and, 
Therefore, the disc position in Laplace form is given by 
s 1+-
Kr me 
-------Age g- FL 
Rc:Ks(l-K,/ Ks) Ks(l-K,/ Ks) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
From Eqs. (2.26) and (2.33), it can be found the relation, KtKb = KmLc and (J)c =Rc /Lc. 
Letting 
Rc Ks( 1-Kn/Ks) (2.43) 
be defined as static magnitude coefficient, Eq. (2.42) can be simplified to 
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x= 
2 
s 
------+ 
s 
-------+1 
(2.44) 
Eq. (2.44) gives the dynamic characteristics of the flat-face coil force motor. If the 
coefficients in the equation are known, the system behaviour of the force motor is then 
achieved. 
Without the consideration of the exten1alload, FL, Eq. (2.44) in non-dimensional terms yields 
X 
3 2 
___ s ____ + ___ s ___ + s +1 
ｭ･ｲｯｾＨｬＭｋＬｲＯｋ Ｘ Ｉ＠ ｭｾＨｬＭｋＬｲＡｋｳＩ＠ roe(l-K,r!Ks) 
where, non-dimensional signal input is defined by 
and, Eg is the magnitude of signal input. 
The system's stability can be detetmined by Hutwitz determinants: 
1 
------>0, 
2 
OJn(l-K n/K sJ 
1 1 
1 
Therefore, the system is stable only if K s > K m . 
>0 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
The computer aided analysis of the dynamic characteristics of the disc force motor has been 
made using MatLab, a proprietry software product for Macintosh computers {Ref. 50}. 
Based on Eq. (2.45), the frequency response of the force motor is shown in Fig. (2.9). 
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The transient response for a step input is shown as an example in Fig. (2.10). A set of 
determined coefficients used in the simulation is given below: 
T bl (2 2) D a e ata use d" m computtng s1m ulti a ons 
Gv(s) Ge(s) Gc(s) Gb(S) 
m=1.91xl0-3kg Kt=7 .61xl Ol N/ A A2=100 Kb=7.61Wb/m 
K8=30xl 03N/m Rc=80Q E2=20xl0-3V 
Km=1.09xl04Nfm Lc=5.33xl0-1H Xd=O.lxl0-3m 
Ba=O 
It can be seen from this example shown in the figures, the force motor system has a 
bandwidth of 30Hz and transient response time for a voltage step input is about 0.03 
second. 
2.2 Permanent Magnetic Coil-disc Configuration 
Today, the permanent magnet is part of daily pattern of living to be found in industries, 
offices and homes in many applications. Technically, permanent magnets can be produced 
from a fairly large range of materials with widely differing magnetic and mechanical 
properties. However, owing to the wider use of rare-earth elements in magnet materials, 
usage of such permanent magnet components grow steadily for their high energy densities 
and high coercivities, small sizes, variety of shapes, flexible magnetic orientation, good 
stability and low cost {Refs. 51-57}. This section will introduce the extended application 
of the rare-earth magnets in the disc type force motor. 
The permanent magnetic force motor shown in Fig. (2.11) has a symmetrical configuration 
the same as the conventional disc force motor described previously but two small 
permanent ring magnets are installed axially inside each coil body. A circular disc armature 
is centred by restoring springs. Due to the arrangement of the magnets, the coils can be 
operated differentially without the requirement of the quiescent cun-ent. It can even work 
over the whole disc moving range in a single-ended coil operation. This means that once a 
coil fails in work the other coil still provides effective operation. The main advantages of 
this arrangement over the one without the magnets are its better linearity, even faster 
response and lower coil current assumption and compact size. This configuration is 
particularly suitable for use in those circumstances where a dual control lane system is 
needed for safety and reliability, such as in aircraft servo control systems. 
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2. 2.1 OpenUing Principle 
The configuration is shown in Fig. (2.11). A pair of permanent ring magnets are fixed on 
the faces of the central coil bodies. The magnets have axial magnetic poles and the like pole 
is arranged to face to each other. The disc is centralized by a pair of spdngs, which ensures 
that the disc returns to the mid-position if it is unloaded. The primary function of such an 
arrangement is to create high density vadable electromagnetic fields in both coils so that 
their combined magnetic strength can be changed depending upon the coil current polarity 
as well as the magnitude without the need for a quiescent current. The details of the 
operating principle are explained below. 
There are two types of magnetic fields: one is originated by the permanent magnets, and the 
other is generated by the coils varying with the current input. Due to the identical central 
and external coil cross-section areas, each magnetic source forms two complete magnetic 
loops inside the coil. Considering the right coil, the flux, cl>P17 created by the right ring 
magnet, is conducted by the central core. After crossing the air gap into the disc the flux 
spreads radially and then goes via the gaps into the external ring cross-section. Taking the 
path of the yoke the flux finally retu1ns to another magnetic pole. When the disc drifts away 
from the mid-position, the magnetic field in both disc sides is either enhanced or weakened. 
The disc is pulled to the enhanced field and pushed away from the weakened one. Without 
an external force the movement of the disc armature is unstable until it is stopped by the coil 
wall. Therefore, restoring springs are essentially required. 
For proportional control the coils can be operated in the differential current mode or in the 
single-ended current mode. The electromagnetic flux, tPeb created by the coil current 
changes correspond to the current direction as well as its magnitude and disc position. 
Therefore, the combined magnetic field is either enhanced or weakened in a push-pull 
control mode under either differential cutTent operation or single-ended coil operation. By 
taking the right coil as an example shown in Fig. (2.11), if the current is in the positive 
direction, the total electromagnetic field inside the right coil is enhanced and the disc is 
pulled from the null position to the right coil. By reversing the current direction, the total 
electromagnetic field inside of the right coil is weakened and the disc is then pushed away 
from the null position towards the left coil. As one of their hydraulic applications, nozzles 
can be implemented in the central coils and the pressure-flow is therefore modulated. 
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2. 2. 2 Electromagnedc Ch.aracterisdcs 
The flat-face coil arrangement requires the permanent magnets to have a small volume with 
strong magnetic strength. It is therefore preferable that the ring magnet shown in Fig. 
(2.11) is made of rare-earth material {Refs. 54-57} with axial poles and has the same 
cross-section as the central coil core area. The theoretical work assumes no leakage 
magnetic flux other than that via the working gaps into the disc. Therefore, it can be 
shown{Ref. 49} that for a known flux density in a working gap of given dimensions, the 
volume of the magnet is a minimum when the value of [BHlmax' the energy density, is 
maximum. By applying this principle, the magnet energy equation can be written as 
(2.47) 
The items on the right-hand side of the equation are the magnetic energy density, [BHlmax1 
and magnet volume, V,", which are constant parameters determined by the propetties of the 
magnetic material and the geometrical form of the permanent magnets. The items on the 
left-hand of the equation describe the state of the working gap under the influence of the 
permanent magnet. These are flux density, BP, magnetic field strength, HP, and working 
gap volume, VP" 
Since, 
the total flux exhibited can be described as: 
(2.48) 
The working gap volume, VP, which varies with disc movement is given from Eq. (2.6) by 
(2.49) 
Therefore, the flux produced by the magnets on both sides of the disc area may be 
generally expressed by 
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= 4>. (1 - ::1:.x ) -112 l/>p po 
a+l 
When x = 0 , the initial value of the flux created by the magnet, fP po, is given by: 
J10 [BH] maxV rnA c 
2Xd(a+1) 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
The equation indicates that the magnetic flux is a function of the disc position only. Typical 
magnetic characteristics based on Eq. (2.50) are shown in Fig. (2.12). 
Again, it can be seen that by increasing the value of a, the magnetic flux appears more 
linear with respect to the disc position and it is more close to the linear function given by 
(2.52) 
Referring to Eq. (2.12), and substituting Eq. (2.50), the magnetic force generated by the 
magnets is given by 
Fp= FP 1-Fp2 
2 2 
l/> p 1--</J p 2 
ｊｬｾ｣＠
1 1 
=Fpo(---- ) 
1--x- ＱＫｾ＠
a+1 a+1 
where, the magnetic force at the null position is given by 
2 
Fpo= 
cppo 
ｊｬｾ｣＠
Since, 
ｬｸｬｾＱ＠ and a>1 
(2.53) 
(2.54) 
x 2 
Eq. (2.53) can be simplified by omitting the term, ( a+ 1) as in the previous analysis,to 
give 
(2.55) 
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The same result can also be achieved by substituting Eq. (2.52) into Eq. (2.12). Eq. (2.55), 
which further indicates that the magnetic force generated by the permanent magnets, 
changing with the disc position, has the similar configuration as a pair of splings, but, the 
force direction is taken as the same as the direction of the disc movement. 
2. 2. 3 Differentia Clll.lent Operation 
The differential current operation of the permanent disc force motor is designed to have the 
coils both energised in the opposite current polarities without the quiescent coil current. 
Suppose, the electromagnetic flux in the right coil takes the same direction of the light 
magnet shown in Fig. (2.11), the total electromagnetic force thus created inside both coils 
is expressed as, 
2 2 2 2 
= l/Jp1--l/>p2+ l/Je1--lf>e2+2 l/Je1l/Jp1+ l/Je2l/Jp2 
ｊＮｬｾ｣＠ ｊＮｬｾ｣＠ ｊＮｬｾ｣＠
=Fp+Fe+2Fep (2.56) 
The equation illustrates that the electromagnetic force is combined with three items, the 
electromagnetic force, Fe, purely energised by the coil, the magnetic force, Fp, purely 
generated by the permanent magnets and the force, F ep, influenced mutually by both the 
coils and the magnets. The steady-state magnetic force generated by the magnets has been 
determined by Eq. (2.55), and the electromagnetic force without a quiescent current is 
given by Eq. (2.21). 
The mutual electromagnetic force, Fep, is derived as follows. 
By substituting Eqs. (2.9) and (2.50), the third item of Eq. (2.56) yields 
Fep= Fepl+ Fep2 
i i 
=Fepof-------1- J 
ＨＱＭｾＩＳＯＲ＠ ＨＱＫｾＩＳＯＲ＠
a+l a+1 
where, 
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(2.58) 
It can be seen that if a is greater than 1, the disc position may have little effect on the 
magnitude of the mutual electromagnetic force. Therefore, Eq. (2.57) can be finally 
simplified to 
(2.59) 
Substituting Eqs.(2.21), (2.55), and (2.59) into Eq. (2.56), 
X -;2 X -; 
Fc=4Fe 0--l +2Fp 0--+4Fepol 
a+l a+l (2.60) 
This expression indicates that the electromagnetic force produced by the coils and the 
magnets is a function of the disc position and the coil current. The maximum value can be 
achieved by setting the non-dimensional disc position and the current to unity which is 
given by 
4Feo 2 Fpo 
Fcmax= --+ +4Fepo 
a+l a+l (2.61) 
As an example, the simulation of the theoretical static force characteristics versus coil 
current is shown in Fig. (2.13). The figure illustrates that the electromagnetic force has 
even better linearity than that in the conventional configuration[Fig. (2.6)]. This is due to 
the insignificant nonlinear term in Eq. (2.60). In practice, the first term is usually small 
compared with the other two if a small disc travel near the null position is considered. 
Therefore, Eq. (2.60) may have a more simplified fo1m given by 
X -; 
Fc=2Fp 0 --+4Fepol 
a+ I (2.62) 
Obviously, the difference between Eqs. (2.60) and (2.62) is equivalent to Eq. (2.21). 
Similarly, as stated previously, the relative linearity of the electromagnetic force is defined 
as Eq. (2.21) divided by Eq. (2.61) which is given by 
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E= 
- .-2 
xi 
1+(a+1) Fepol Fe 0 +Fp 0 1 2Feo 
-2 
xi 
2 
1 +(a+1 )'Y+r 12 (2.63) 
where, y, termed as magnetic flux ratio, is defined as the ratio of the permanent magnetic 
flux to the electromagnetic flux, or, the ratio of Fepo to Fp0 , in the condition of the null disc 
position, which is given by 
_ Fepo_ cppo 
'Y-----
Feo cp 
eo (2.64) 
Eq. (2.63) illustrates that the smaller the value of e, the closer Eq. (2.60) to Eq. (2.62) and 
the more linear the electromagnetic force appears. By fixing the ｲｾｴｩｯｳ＠ of a and y, a group 
of curves showing the relative linearity under a set of constant disc positions are given in 
Fig. (2.14). They have the similar shapes as those shown in Fig. (2.7) but even smaller 
magnitudes. Apparently, the maximum value of the relative linearity can be achieved as 
1 
Emax=--------------
2 
1+(a+1)y+y /2 (2.65) 
It is now clear from Eq. (2.65) that the linearity depends upon the holding-gap ratio and the 
magnetic flux ratio. An estimation based on Eq. (2.65) has been made and shown in Fig. 
(2.15). The calculated emax changing with different yvalues forms a continuing curve 
under the constant a. A group of curves are achieved and shown in the figure by giving a 
set of constant a's. 
Eventually, due to implementing rare-earth magnets, much better force linearity than the 
conventional one can be easily achieved by increasing r as well as increasing a. For 
instance, as shown in the figure: 
If a ｾ＠ 2 and y > 3 
then emax< 8% 
Practically, the linear conditions can be easily satisfied due to wide choice of permanent 
magnets if the application is restricted to low electric power consumption and small disc 
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movement. There is an example to calculate the values of yby selecting several rare-earth 
magnetic materials{Ref. 53 }with different volume sizes. Typical data used in a disc pilot 
valve design are given below: 
Nl=l50A 
For a ring magnet with an external diameter of 10 millimetre, the calculated values of rare 
listed in Table (2.3). 
Table (2.3) Estimation of value of r 
Material VACOMAX VACOMAX VACOMAX VACODYM 
Data 80T(SECos) 145(SECos) 225(Sm2C017) 400 (NdFeB) 
[BHlmax (kJ/m3) 80 145 200 230 
Vm (10-9m3) 100 200 100 200 100 200 100 200 
r 1.60 2.27 2.16 3.05 2.54 3.59 2.72 3.85 
From the above example, it is seen that the magnetic force ratio can be satisfied for the 
required lineatity by choice of the magnetic material or by adjusting the magnet dimensions. 
The suggested ranges of a and r according to applications are listed in Table (2.4). 
Table (2.4) Suggested ranges of a and r 
Application e a r 
Proportional control <10% 2-3 2-4 
Servo control <5% >2 >3 
Referring to Eq. (2.62), if the combined force is in equilibtium with the resistant force, 
which is known as a function of the disc position (for instance, a spring force), the steady-
state characteristics of the magnet-coil-disc configuration in differential current operation 
may be detetmined. 
2. 2. 4 Single-ended Coil Operation 
It is often required that in an emergency situation once either of the coils fails to operate, the 
other one coil can still proportionally control the disc over the whole working range. The 
permanent magnetic coil disc configuration can have this feature and this mode of operation 
is analysed below. 
Assuming the right coil is excited, similar to Eq. (2.56), the electromagnetic force is given 
by 
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(2.66) 
In the equation, Fe1 is determined by Eq. (2.12) and Fepl is determined by Eq. (2.57). 
Substituting the equations in Eq. (2.66) may have separate expressions: 
-2 
X i i Fc±=2Fp0--+Feo _ +2Fep0::--------
a+1 (1 __ ±x_)2 (1 - :iX )312 
a+1 a+1 
=F r 2/X + __ -z_·2 __ + Ｒｾ＠･ｾ＠ _ _ J 
a+1 (1- ±x )2 (1 - ±x )312 
a+1 a+1 (2.67) 
From the equation the direction of the electromagnetic force can be changed by reversing 
the coil current. The positive coil current results in the electromagnetic force attracting the 
disc to the right coil and once the coil current reverses the disc is pushed towards the left 
one. Obviously, due to one coil operation instead of two, the electromagnetic force is not 
symmetrical in phase. However, this may be improved by selecting either a larger size 
magnet or a stronger permanent magnetic material in order to increase the value of magnetic 
flux ratio, y. The electromagnetic force characteristics are shown in Fig. (2.16). The figure 
shows a reasonable linearity and adequate symmetry, though the force stiffness is not good 
as that in the differential cutTent mode. 
For proportional control, Eq. (2.67) may be linearised by restricting to a low level coil 
current and a large rvalue. Using the first order partial derivative with respect to current 
and disc position, Eq. (2.67) is linearised near the null position to give 
X -: 
= 2Fp 0--+ 2 Fepo l 
a+l (2.68) 
Two deductions can be made for this result. First, due to a small coil current, the second 
term in Eq. (2.67) is relatively small compared with the other and is consequentially 
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omitted, and secondly, the effect of the disc position becomes insignificant due to a larger 
a value in the third term of Eq. (2.67), therefore, the current as a single variable only is 
counted. Further the discussion, the force linearity may also be defined as follows. 
= [Eq.(2.67)-Eq.(2.68) ] 
emax Eq. (2. 67) {;=t=l) 
2 312 
(1+1/a) +2'}'[(1+1/a) -1] 
= 
-1 2 312 2 
2(a+l) y + 2y(1+11a) + (1+1/a) (2.69) 
Again, the linearity largely depends upon the magnetic flux ratio, y, and in consequence the 
force non-symmetry becomes insignificant. The characteristics are shown in Fig. (2.17). 
2. 2. 5 Dynamic Characteristics 
As already mentioned, the permanent magnetic coil-disc configuration does not need to 
provide a quiescent current so the coil cutTent supply may be designed to a push-pull mode 
controller that consists of two power amplifiers. Their voltage outputs are equal in value 
and opposite in direction. The dynamic analysis method is the same as the one discussed in 
section 2.1.4. For summary, Table (2.5) lists the definitions of the coefficients used for 
both differential current operation and single-ended coil operation. 
T bl (2 5) D a e 'ynamtc an al . al ff . Lytic coe 1c1ents or 1sc orce motor 
Control mode Kr Km Lc Kb 
Differential cun-ent 4Feo 4Feo NC/Jeo NC/Jeo 
operation without the I;; Xd(a +1) --atTangement of magnets 10 Xd(a+1) 
Differential current 4Fepo 2Fpo NC/Jeo 0 operation with the /max X d(a +1) --arrangement of magnets I max 
Single-ended coil 2Fepo 2Fpo NiP eo 
0 
operation with the I max Xd(a+1) --arrangement of magnets I max 
It can be seen from the table that owing to the permanent magnet arrangement, the dynamic 
characteristics of the force motor are not only determined by the coil configuration, but also 
by the magnet properties. This allows the selection of the rare-earth materials to improve 
the required force motor dynamic characteristics. 
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It can also be seen that due to the arrangement of the permanent magnets, the counter 
electromotive force constant,Kb, is zero. The disc position in Laplace form given by Eqs. 
(2.42) and (2.44) may be slightly modified to 
(2.73) 
and the condition of the force motor's stability is given by 
(2.74) 
Typical force motor's dynamic frequency response characteristics from voltage input to 
disc movement are shown in Fig. (2.18). Data used in simulation is listed in Table (2.6). 
T bl (2 6) D ta d . ti 1 ti a e a use 1n compu ng s1mu a ons 
Gv(s) Ge(s) Gc(s) Others 
m=1.91x1Q-3kg Kt=2.29x 1 Q2Nf A Al!=2 Kb=O 
K8=25x 1 Q3Nfm Rc=80Q El!=10x1Q-3y [BH]max=30x1 03 Jfm3 
Km=4.92x104N/m Lc=0.267H Xct=0.1x1Q-3m V m=l.Ox10-7m3 
Ba=1N-sec/m Imax=50x10-3 A 
The disc force motor can offer a fast response to a signal input but it is also quite load 
sensitive and its characteristics are highly dependent on the type of load. From Eq. (2.73) it 
is seen that the steady-state stiffness of the force motor to loads is 
(2.75) 
Anyway, the stability requirement is taken into account in the whole system design. 
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2.3 Smnmary 
In this chapter two types of symmetrical flat-face coil-disc force motors have been 
developed. From the theoretical investigations, conclusions can be made as follows. 
1) For proportional control, the coil disc force motor can have a good linear 
performance if supplied with a differential current. Its linearity can be improved by 
specifying the holding-gap ratio, a to lie in the range Ｒｾ｡＼ＴＮ＠
2) With the permanent magnet arrangement, the force motor can have even better 
performance than the conventional one. Its linearity is determined by the magnetic flux 
ratio, y, as well as a. For differential current operation, a quiescent current is no longer 
needed. Consequently, the maximum electric power consumption of the arrangement is 
only a quarter compared with that of the conventional one. A table is shown below to 
compare these two atTangements. 
T bl (2 7) a e c ompanson o fth e two an·angements o fth d' £ e tsc orce motor 
Disc force motor Conventional Type Magnetic Type 
Data 
{X, 2-4 2-4 
'Y N/A >4 
e% 20-14 <5 
Quiescent cutTent (lo) Imax/2 0 
Power loss at null position · 75%Pmax 0 
3) Single-ended coil operation of the disc force motor is not suitable for proportional 
control due to its non-linearity and low electromagnetic force stiffness. However, by the 
implement of the magnets, the force charactelistics are significantly improved. Comparing 
Fig. (2.16) with Fig. (2.2), the coil arrangement with the magnets has a more linear output 
than the one without the magnets. The force stiffness is more or less constant and has little 
effect on current input change. 
4) It has been verified in the theory that with the arrangement of the magnets single-
ended coil operation for the whole disc travel is feasible. By reversing the coil current, the 
electromagnetic forced changes in direction and the disc armature is pushed away from its 
mid-position. This is patticularly significant for use in the circumstances where a dual lane 
configuration is required for fail safety. 
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5) Table (2.8) gives a summary of the disc force motor characteristics. 
Table (2.8) Characteristic functions of disc force motors 
Control 
mode 
Conventional 
single-ended 
coil operation 
Conventional 
differential 
current 
operation 
Differential 
current 
operation 
with 
arrangement 
of magnets 
Single-ended 
coil operation 
with 
arrangement 
of magnets 
Electromagnetic force 
(Fe) 
-2 i Feo ____ _ 
(l--x-) 2 
a+l 
- -2 
4F eo( _x_+ f+ ｾＩ＠
a+l a+l 
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Linearity 
(e) 
N/A 
1 
a+3 
1 
1 +( a+1 )y+112y 2 
(1+11a) 2 +2y[(1+11a) 312 -1] 
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2.4 Figures and Tables 
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Diaphragm-Disc Configurations 
The basic functions of a disc in a floating-disc valve are twofold. It acts as a fluid control 
component to control the nozzle opening so as to provide the required pressure-flow 
modulation, which is similar to a nozzle-flapper configuration, and it also acts as a 
magnetic armature to transform an electromagnetic signal to a mechanical displacement. 
However, the drawbacks of this an·angement are its relatively large moving mass, difficulty 
in arranging springs for high valve stiffness, and poor null position when operating in 
proportional control mode. These defects limit the further development of the valve to a 
more accurate control device. However, the experimental work, which will be dealt with in 
Chapter 5, shows that the disc thickness has little effect upon the electromagnetic 
characteristics of the coil-disc force motor for low current and shott stroke applications. 
This provides the possibility for a novel diaphragm-disc coil configuration with the 
additional features of low spring mass and accurate null position for proportional control 
purposes. 
However, few references can be found in the studies and practice of shim metal diaphragms 
in hydraulic control valve applications. The objective of this chapter is to investigate the 
diaphragm-disc configurations and the diaphragm-disc designs by referring to the basic 
principles of mechanics { Refs.58-62}. 
3.1 Theoretical Model of a Diaphragm-disc 
A simple diaphragm-disc, which is normally made of spring steel, is shown in Fig. (3.1). 
It has a metal circular plate supported by groups of cantilever webs that provide the spring 
stiffness. The central disc and webs are in the same plane without any external load. Under 
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uniform load perpendicular to the disc surface, the central disc moves against the web 
spring force around the mid-position. If the diaphragm has a constant spring rate, the disc 
movement is then proportional to the external load or the electromagnetic force. The general 
requirements of a diaphragm -disc are its spring stiffness, magnetic characteristics, rigid 
central plate and compact size. The study of the diaphragm-disc is divided into two 
sections: the first section deals with the deflection of a thin disc and the second is concerned 
with the diaphragm spring rate. 
3.1.1 Rigidity of a Thin Disc 
The disc rigidity can be considered in two aspects, one is the shim permanent deflection 
due to loading, and the other is the disc bending due to a non-uniform load. To examine the 
disc permanent deflection after withdrawing the external load applied to it, a group of 
relevant experiments were taken by Lucas Automotive Ltd to investigate the permanent 
deflection of spring steel shims with thickness ranging from 0.15-0.64mm(0.006"-
0.025"). Conclusion can be drawn from the test results shown in Appendix B, that no 
permanent deflection occurs within the diaphragm deflection of 0.5mm. In disc valve 
applications, because the total disc travel is seldom greater than this value, the permanent 
disc deflection is therefore under no consideration. 
The theoretical model of the fluid and electromagnetic characteristics in a floating disc valve 
is based on the parallel disc pattern, which provides unifotm radial gap for electromagnetic 
flux or fluid flow. It can be easily satisfied using thick rigid discs which have been 
employed in earlier designs. However, for thinner disc applications, the disc bending that 
would alter the fluid and electromagnetic characteristics in the flat face coil-disc 
configuration has to be considered. Therefore, the investigation of the rigidity for a thin 
disc becomes essential. For ease of study the central diaphragm-disc is treated separately as 
a plate with a circularly supported edge and subjected to a uniform load vertically on its 
surface. This is illustrated in Fig. (3.2). 
If the load acting on a circular disc is symmetrically distributed about the axis perpendicular 
to the plate through its centre, the deflection surface to which the middle plane of the plate 
is bent will also be symmetdcal. In all points equally distant from the centre of the plate the 
deflections will be the same, and it is sufficient to consider deflections in one diametral 
section through the axis of symmetry. 
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Theoretical work shows that under a uniform load, a circular disc with a simply supported 
edge has a pure symmetrical bending given by {Ref. 59} 
(3.1) 
In this equation, OJ is the disc deflection at any point from the static disc centre in a 
transverse direction; q, the load intensity; a, the disc radius; r, the radial distance of points 
from the middle disc surface; v, Poisson's ratio and U, the flexural rigidity of the disc 
which is given by 
ETh U=--
2 
1-v (3.2) ' 
where, E is modulus of elasticity in tension and compression and Th, the disc thickness. 
The shearing force Q, at a distance r from the centre of the disc is determined from the 
equation 
(3.3) 
For the diaphragm-disc force motor application, the electromagnetic force can be treated as 
a uniform load perpendicularly distributed to the central disc surface. Therefore the load 
density is a constant given by 
(3.4) 
where, Dis the central disc diameter and Fe is the electromagnetic force generated by the 
coils. 
Substituting Eq. (3.4) and replacing a and r by D and variable diameter, d, Eq. (3.1) 
becomes 
(3.5) 
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Three examples of a thin disc of diameter 25mm, thickness of 1.0, 0.5 and 0.3mm, 
respectively, are given in Fig. (3.3) to show the deflection of the disc by applying Eq. 
(3.5). In order to make the disc bending more physical, the disc working distance is 
divided int_o Eq. (3.5). This becomes a ratio of the disc bending to the disc travel. 
The main data used in the calculation are as follows: 
D =25 mm, E = 210 x 103 N lmm2 
X d = 0.1 mm, Fe= JON, v= 0.3 
The simulation results show that the maximum disc deflection occurs at the centre of the 
disc, where the ratio of the deflection to the disc travel is less than 0.5%. Compared with 
the disc movement, such a small bending can be neglected. Thus in a hydraulic valve 
application the central disc can be assumed to be rigid and have an integral motion parallel 
to the coil face when a uniform extetnalload is applied. 
3.1. 2 Diaphragm-disc's Stiffness 
A diaphragm-disc shown in Fig. (3.1) normally has a symmetrical spider-cantilever 
configuration by which the spring rate and its linearity are determined. It has two pairs of 
straight cantilevers of identical length, L/2, with a central plate of the diameter, D. 
Normally, the thickness of the central plate is equal to that of the beams for ease of design 
and manufacture. Apart from the material used, the diaphragm stiffness depends upon the 
cantilever dimensions and the number of beam pairs. 
On the basis of the study in the first section the deflection of the disc is small compared 
with that of the cantilevers, so that the diaphragm-disc is treated as a rigid plate acting on by 
a concentrated force as shown in Fig. (3.4-a). Due to the symmetrical structure, only one 
quarter of the configuration is taken into account. Therefore, it can be simplified to a 
straight cantilever fixed at one end and a concentrated force, Fel2n, loaded at the other, 
which is illustrated in Fig. (3.4-b ), where n is the number of the cantilever pairs (in this 
case, n=2). In fact, the deflection of the whole plate is considered to be identical to the 
point at N of the beam. Therefore, further simplification can be made to a single leaf spring 
MN, which is subjected to a force, Fel2n, together with a couple, Mn , at the free end and a 
couple, Mm, at the fixed end. This is shown in Fig. (3.4-c). Therefore, the maximum 
deflection at N is treated as the disc axial movement parallel to the coil surface. On the basis 
of these simplifications, the theoretical deflection and the spring rate is predictable. The 
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second order differential equation of the deflection {Ref. 60} of any point on the beam MN 
is given by 
Fe L 
d 2 ro 2n(2-x)+Mc 
--=- (0 5 x5 V2) 
dx2 Elb (3.6) 
In the equation, the couple, Me, is given by 
(3.7) 
Ibis the beam constant moment of inertia. For a uniform rectangular cross-section, Ibis 
given by 
where, b is the beam width. 
By considering the boundary condition 
ｾｾ＠ =ro = 0, if x=O 
dro 0 ｾＫ＠ L dx= 'lJ x =2 
(3.8) 
and, substituting Eqs. (3. 7) and (3.8), the deflection of the cantilever is then detived as 
(3.9) 
The maximum deflection taking place at point N is given by 
The deflection at N also represents the motion of the central disc. So, the stiffness of the 
diaphragm-disc is 
Fe 4nEr,P 
K=--=---
s 3 
Wmax L (3.10) 
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Additionally, the diaphragm-disc natural frequency,fn, is 
ｬｾｳ＠f =- - (Hz) 
n 2n m (3.11) 
where, if the material density, p, is known, the mass of the moving body is given by 
(3.12) 
Eqs. (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) describe the main parameters that decide the diaphragm-
disc's configuration characteristics which are dependent on the structural configuration. 
The required spring stiffness can be established from the constant web width curves shown 
in Fig. (3.5) on the basis of the calculation given by Eq. (3.10), changing with the ratio of 
the web's length to thickness. 
As an example, the deflection curve of the diaphragm is shown in Fig. (3.6) and the data 
used in the estimation are given below. 
Table (3.1) Data used in diaphragm deflection prediction 
D=25mm E=210x103 N/mm2 
Fe=10N 
Th=0.5mm b=l.2mm 
L=16mm p=8.0x 10-6 kg/mm3 
n=2 V=0.3 
The calculated spting rate and natural frequency are 
Ks=61.5Nim1n, In= 858Hz , m = 2.1g 
The theoretical investigation has shown that the working stiffness of a simple diaphragm-
disc arrangement has been significantly improved. It can also be seen that due to the use of 
a thinner disc, the moving mass may be reduced by 4-8 times compared to a free disc of 2-
4 mm in thickness. 
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3.2 Diaphragm-disc Design 
This section deals with the designs of the diaphragm-discs on the basis of the above 
theoretical work. Obviously, the diaphragm stiffness is affected by the length of the web, 
the width of the beam and the thickness of the diaphragm. A prototype straight web 
diaphragm-disc suitable for calibration on the test-rig is discussed first and then modified 
versions are described. Finally, the miniatudsed diaphragm-disc with even more flexible 
spring-rate for disc valve applications is designed. The test set-up and the experiment 
details are described in Chapter 5. 
3. 2.1 Prototype Diaphragm-disc ｾｩｧｮ＠
A prototype diaphragm-disc with 2 groups of straight webs has been designed for . 
calibration purpose. The diaphragm-disc that is shown in Fig. (3.7) consists of the central 
working disc, two straight cross webs and a clamping ring plate with 4 locating holes. It 
has a central hole of 2. 7mm in diameter for the connection of the pin that is used to detect 
the disc position in the test. The diaphragm-disc is cut by wire erosion and made of spring 
steel sheet of thickness 0.5 mm, which can be magnetised. The dimensions of the 
diaphragm-disc are given in Fig. (3. 7). 
Two samples of this design with different cantilever widths have been made for calibration. 
Sample 1, whose design . is shown in Fig. (3.8), has a cantilever width of 3mm and 
Sample 2 has a cantilever width of 1.2mm. Obviously, Sample 2 has less spdng stiffness 
because of the narrower web width. The results of calculation and calibration are given in 
Table (3.2). It is noticed that the theoretical spring rate has a much better agreement 
compared with experimental results if a smaller web width is used. The possible reason 
will be discussed later. The disadvantages of the sample diaphragm-disc designs are their 
excessive stiffness and large size. Although an effort has been made to improve the design 
by decreasing the web width, the improvement was insignificant due to the elastic limits of 
the matedal. 
3. 2.2 Diaphragm-disc Modification 
It can be seen from Eq. (3.10) that the spring rate is considerably affected by the web 
length and web width. The first designs concentrated on reducing the web width. In the 
second design the straight webs were revised to a curved shape in order to increase the web 
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length within the same overall dimensions. The diaphragm-disc design, Sample 3, is 
shown in Fig. (3.8) and the design calculation is described in Appendix B. The effective 
web length was increased by 50%. Two samples with different thickness were made by 
wire erosion. The test results in Table (3.2) showed that the new diaphragm-disc had 
significantly lower stiffness. Sample 4 had even less stiffness because of the thinner spring 
steel sheet used but at the expense of less disc rigidity which was unacceptable for valve 
applications. 
T bl (3 2) 'II hni al d a e ec c ata o fd' hr 1ap1 agm-di scs 
Indices Main Parameters ｓｰｲｩｮｊｾ＠ Rate Weight 
Disc No Thickness Width Length Prediction Test Prediction Test 
Th b U2 (N/mm) (N/mm) (gram) (gram) 
Sample 1 0.50 3.0 8 154 85 8.6 7.8 
Sample2 0.50 1.2 8 61.5 60 8.4 7.6 
Sample 3 0.50 2.0 12 30.4 40 8.6 8.1 
Sample4 0.35 2.0 12 10.4 13 5.2 5.4 
SampleS 0.50 1.5 14 14.3 14 N/A 3.7 
Fig. (3.9) shows the final optimised diaphragm-disc design that is suitable for valve 
applications. Sample 5 made by laser cutting has a thickness of 0.5mm and web width of 
1.5mm. It has even longer webs and a smaller external diameter of 40mm, only. Typical 
calibration results compared with the calculations are given in Table (3.2). It has to be 
mentioned that due to the complex shape of the clamping area, the calculation of the total 
diaphragm-disc mass is hard to predicted. 
It is seen that the theoretical model has a good agreement with the practical design if a 
smaller web width is used. A possible reason might be found from calculated data shown 
in Table (3.3). 
T bl (3 3) C 1 1 d f a e a cu ate parameters rom T bl (3 2) a e 
Term bffh I/l'h Ub Relative Stiffness 
Disc No Accuracy% 
Sample 1 6 32 5.33 -81.2 
Sample2 2.4 32 13.33 -2.5 
Sample3 4 48 12.00 24 
Sample4 5.7 68.6 12.04 20 
SampleS 3 56 18.67 -2.1 
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The calculated parameters use the data from Table (3.2). The terms are defined respectively 
as: bfl'h is the ratio of the web width/thickness, l/l'h, the ratio of the web length/thickness, 
and Lib, the ratio of the web length/width. The relative accuracy of the stiffness prediction 
is defined as the difference of the calibration and prediction values divided by calibration 
values. 
The facts show that when the diaphragm-disc has a ratio of bfl'h less than 3, the predicted 
spring rate is very close to the calibration result. For example, Samples 2 and 5 have a 
stiffness accuracy of 2.5% and 2.1 %, respectively. However, a poor prediction of the 
stiffness is found when Ub is smaller, such as Sample 1. The possible explanation is that 
as the theoretical model is simplified to a symmetrical two dimensional configuration, the 
deflection in the web transverse direction is not considered because this effect is 
insignificant due to a higher ratio of Ub. In practice, the recommended web width of a 
diaphragm-disc is less than 2mm with a disc thickness of 0.5mm. 
3.3 Summary 
Comparing with a free disc coil configuration, the diaphragm-disc has the advantages of 
high stiffness, much lower moving mass, and good null-position location. The initial high 
cost of the diaphragm-disc manufacture by laser cutting should be decreased ｳｩｧｮｩｦｩ｣｡ｮｴｾｹ＠
for batch production. The significance of using a disc-diaphragm in a disc valve is that 
without sacrifice of the valve fluid and electromagnetic characteristics, the valve's natural 
frequency can be significantly enhanced thereby improving the dynamic performance. 
Apart from that, the diaphragm-disc can be shaped to any complex form for specific 
applications. Therefore, this arrangement has the potential for further development into a 
servo valve with advantages of compact size and low cost manufacture. 
In this chapter the theory has been developed for the prediction of the diaphragm-disc 
configuration from design data related to stiffness, the mass of the diaphragm and the 
natural frequency. Diaphragm-disc samples have been calibrated and the stiffness is in 
good agreement with theoretical predictions when the web width/thickness ratio is less than 
3 and the length/width ratio greater than 12. Further work could be done to optimise the 
web dimensions and the diaphragm matetials for specific applications. 
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3.4 Figures and Tables 
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Electric and Electronic Designs 
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part deals with the flat face coil-disc design 
and its evaluation. Some design criteria are developed for general design guidance. The 
second part of this chapter concerns with the designs of the coil amplifiers and controllers. 
4.1 Optimal Coil-disc Design 
A cylinder type of solenoid is used to actuate the flat-faced disc armature electro-
mechanically. It is characterised by having a magnetic circuit of extremely short length and 
large sectional area intending to produce a large force acting through a relatively short 
stroke. The configuration is illustrated in Fig. (4.1). There are two working air gaps 
separated by a magnetic path. In contrast to a plunger type of solenoid that has only one 
gap, these gaps are mechanically in parallel but magnetically in series hence lead to a large 
effective holding surface area. This configuration is particularly attractive for application to 
disc valves with small disc displacements. In the practical design, the disc armature moves 
between two opposing coils and two nozzles under the influence of the electromagnetic and 
fluid forces. 
The conventional coil designs are mainly based on the power output, the uniform magnetic 
flux cross-section and the ability to provide heat dissipation. The design and analysis is 
well covered in books by Roters, Hunt et al and Montgomery, etc. {Refs. 47, 48 and 63 }. 
Several practical coil designs for hydraulic applications have been made by Yi.iksel, Usman 
and Lau. However, little work has been found related to the design criterion of the coil-disc 
configurations. Therefore, there is a need to optimise the coil-disc design on the basis of 
the theoretical models and the previous design experience. This section attempts to 
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investigate the theoretical correlation of the coil design parameters on the basis of the 
minimum power consumption with respect to the coil-disc dimensions. Based on the 
available design parameters, criterion are set up to optimise coil-disc designs. 
4.1.1 General Coil Design 
The flat-faced coil shown in Fig. (4.1) consists of a coil conductor made of soft magnetic 
material and a coil. The coil body cross section is composed of the central core and external 
ring and has an E shape in side view. It is noticed that a central hole is drilled for fitting 
either a probe to detect the disc position or a nozzle for fluid applications. 
For uniform magnetic flux transmission, the two separated cross sections are designed to 
have equivalent working areas so that there exists the relation given by 
(4.1) 
where, D is the disc atmature diameter and d, the diameter for fitting a nozzle in the central 
core. The other parameters are shown in Fig. ( 4.1 ). 
The coil cross section is given by 
(4.2) 
Where, H b is the coil thickness, Lb, the coil length and dw, the coil wire diameter. w is 
defined as the coil space factor that depends on the wire dimension and the quality of the 
coil winding. 
The length and height of the spool have a ratio of 
Usually, 
0.4<w<0.6, 3<c<5 
Therefore, Eq. (4.2) may be expressed by 
d2 
1.2<N_!!!_<4 
ｈｾ＠
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If the bobbin has a thickness of tb throughout, its central hole diameter and external 
diameter are given by 
(4.6)) 
(4.7) 
The coil resistance determined by the wire cross section, the length and the material is given 
by 
(4.8) 
where, Pw is the resistance per wire length unit(Q/m), which is defined by the wire material 
and its cross section. 
Lm is the total wire length which is approximately given by 
dbl + db2 
Lw=nN 2 
Several enamelled copper wire resistance rates are given in Table (4.1). 
T bl (4 1) E 11 d a e name e copper wrre resistance rate 
dw (mm) 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.2 0.224 0.25 0.315 
Pw(Q/m) 1.5 0.9 0.75 0.54 0.43 0.35 0.22 
(4.9) 
0.4 
0.14 
In some circumstance the effect of the coil heat-dissipation is important with the coil 
temperature rise given by 
(4.10) 
In the equation, Tis the final temperature rise of the coil, k the heat-dissipation coefficient 
is typically given by Table (4.2) taken from Roters {Ref. 47}. 
T bl (4 2) H d' . ti a e eat tss1pa on coe ff . . df 1c1ent rev1se rom R otors 
T(°C) 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
k (W att/m2/°C) 10.39 10.85 11.32 11.78 12.25 12.71 13.18 
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4.1.2 Optimal Electromagnetic Coil Design 
The previous study shows that larger current, more coil turns, smaller coil resistance, 
stronger magnetic field, and greater coil cross-section all result in a larger force output. 
However, all these factors tend to increase the coil size and the cost. Sometimes they even 
conflict the design requirements. Therefore, a compromise among the coil dimensions is 
necessary for a specific application. For a good disc-coil system design, the maximum 
magnetic force output with the minimum electric power input is expected. However, there 
are number of variables, such as, the mass of the moving disc, coil turn number, wire 
resistance and temperature, etc, depending upon the coil dimensions. An attempt can be 
made to gain a rational correlation among the parameters in the coil design so as to achieve 
the best way of satisfying the objective required with in the available means. 
The maximum coil work done from the null position to the displacement end can be 
integrated from Eq.(2.12). The expression is derived by 
1 ､ｾ＠
Ｈ Ｑ ＭｾＩＲ＠ a+1 
a+1 
(4.11) 
If the coil wire resistance, Rc, is known, the coil electric power consumption is then given 
by 
(4.12) 
If the disc switching time is known as ts, the coil working efficiency can be rated by 
(a+1) F v 
W 
eif1. d 
c- a 
Pets- ＭＭｾＲＭｒ｟｣Ａ｟ｳ＠ __ 
J.la'icN
2 
= ｾＱ＠
(4.13) 
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It is seen from the above fotm that the coil working efficiency is determined by the air gap, 
coil body cross section, the disc response time, coil turn number and coil resistance. It is 
suggested that the last two terms be considered jointly for the estimation of the preliminary 
coil designs. 
By considering Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9), 
Alternatively, in a multifactor form: resistant per coil tum 
Rc 
N = np..Jdbl+Hb) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
If the coil size is determined, the multifactor is dependent only upon the resistant rate. 
Additionally, the disc response time is also another key factor to measure the coil working 
efficiency. Obviously, the more quickly the disc responds, the higher the coil efficiency. In 
a practical design, system damping effects, such as, mechanical friction, back electromotive 
force, fluid viscosity, etc., would be other restrictions to the coil efficiency. The system 
damped natural frequency is generally determined by 
md = mn-J 1- t;2 
= ｾ＠ ｾＱＭ t;2) (rad/sec), (0 < t; <1) 
(4.16) 
where, mn is the system natural frequency given by Eq. (3.11). 
Therefore, the disc response time, t8 , can be estimated by 
21C 
t - ---;:::==-
$- mn-J 1- t;2 
(4.17) 
Eq. (4.13) finally yields 
J.lcftc!'f,./K/m--J 1- t;2 
11e= 2 Bn a(a+l)XdPw(db 1+Hb) 
ｾＱ＠
(4.18) 
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Eq. (4.18) establishes the flat face coil-disc design configuration with respect to 
dimensions of both coil and disc armature. In view of the system construction, there are 
three ways of improving the coil efficiency, a) adjust the coil dimensions, such as, coil 
turn, resistance and core size, etc., b), optimise the disc displacement or holding gap and 
c), increase the device natural frequency and reduce the damping rate. Design expetience 
shows that design considerations should be mainly concentrated on the key factors a, Ks 
and disc mass which affect the coil-disc behaviour such as, the linearity and dynamic 
response. 
For a coil-disc force motor, if the coil size is of 25 mm in diameter, the operating regions of 
the key factors on the basis of the available data of the coil designs are an-anged by 
Suppose the coil-disc system has a natural frequency of 200Hz, the required system 
stiffness is thereby in the range 
3 < K s < 25 , (fn =200Hz ) 
If the average coil stiffness is taken as 14N/mm, damping rate of 0. 7, the theoretical system 
efficiency is situated in the shaded area between the curves shown in Fig. (4.2). The figure 
indicates that the disc thickness significantly affects the coil working efficiency. For 
proportional control purpose, a larger a value is required for linearity. By contrast, for the 
digital conttol, smaller a is preferred to achieve high efficiency. 
It can be seen that in conventional coil designs larger a values provide better magnetic force 
linearity but suffer from lower coil efficiency. Therefore, a compromise selection of a 
(from 2 to 4) is necessary. However, if permanent magnets are used, the holding-gap ratio 
would not be necessarily the major factor determining the linearity. In Chapter 2, it has 
been shown that the force motor linearity may be mainly detetmined by the magnet flux 
ratio, r. An example can be further seen in Table. (4.3) as follows. 
Table (4.3) The linearity of the Jermanent magnetic disc force motor 
£max% "( =2.0 "( =2.5 "( =3.0 "( =3.5 "( =4.0 "( =4.5 "( =5.0 
a.=1.0 14.29 10.96 8.70 7.08 5.88 4.97 4.26 
a.=1.5 12.51 9.64 7.69 6.30 5.26 4.47 3.85 
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Therefore, the coil working efficiency is further increased in the permanent magnetic coil 
configuration as shown in Fig. (4.2), if a value of a for proportional control is selected in 
the range 
1.5 <a< 3, ifr> 2. 
It is necessary to point out that the coil working efficiency given by Eq. (4.18) or Eq. 
( 4.13) is established in the ideal situations, such as no friction and no hysteresis, etc .. In 
fact it is impossible for a coil to provide such a working efficiency of 100% by decreasing 
holding-gap and disc thickness as shown in Fig. (4.2). 
4.1. 3 Comparison Between Conventional and Pennanent :Magnetic Coils 
Theoretical studies indicate that for a conventional coil disc design the coil-disc system 
suffers from poor working efficiency due to its thick moving disc and low stiffness. The 
diaphragm-disc arrangement can significantly improve the coil characteristics owing to the 
thinner disc and higher spring stiffness. Moreover, with the implement of the permanent 
magnets, the coil working efficiency may be higher as the holding gap would not be a 
restriction to the linearity. 
An example is taken below to compare the coil working efficiency of the previous 
conventional coil designs. Suppose, the system damping coefficient of 0. 7 is taken and an 
average stiffness of 14N/mm be assumed in the designs where no spdngs are implemented. 
The results by applying Eq. (4.14) are listed in Table (4.4-) for some typical designs 
undertaken by previous research workers. 
The calculation indicates that some of the previous designs have low coil efficiencies due to 
the large disc mass, low coil turn number and low stiffness. The example also shows that 
using a diaphragm configuration for proportional control the coil efficiency can be 
improved due to the the increase of the spring rate as well as decreasing the disc mass. 
However, the coil working efficiency developed in this section establishes an overall 
approach in the optimisation of a flat-face coil design. In practice the actual coil working 
efficiency can be less than this estimation if other factors, such as damping effect and 
hysteresis, etc., are considered. 
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T bl (4 4) E 1 f il ki ff . I 1 . a e xamp es o co wor ng e 1c1ency ca cu anon 
Research worker Yiiksel Usman Lao Sun 
Control function Digital PWM Position control Proportional 
Disc Number 1 2 2 1 
Th(mm) 4 4 3 0.5(Diaphragm) 
Rc(Q) 5.8 11.2 14.2 73 
N 210 438 500 1600 
a 1.4 1.0 1 2.5 
Td(mm) 0.178 0.51 0.4 0.18 
K8(N/mm) 14* 14* 12 14 
fn(Hz) 152 107 115 430 
Tle(%) 11.1% 9.7% 14.5% 35.3% 
* no spn.ng Implemented 
As stated earlier, a flat-face coil design is only characterised by producing a large magnetic 
force acting through a relatively shmt stroke. Any coil design with a holding gap ratio value 
greater than 4 is not recommended for use in proportional control operation. 
4.2 Electronic Network Design 
This section deals with design of the coil amplifiers to drive the coil for different control 
purposes, the PID controller to improve the system dynamic characteristics, and pressure 
transducer amplifiers for the hydraulic valve tests. 
A coil driver with the features of large current output, fast response and low power loss is 
requested by the electromagnetic coil force motor for fluid valve applications, such as the 
servo pilot valve and suspension valve. There is also a need to meet other specifications, 
like DC power source no greater than ± 7V DC for car systems, a differential current or a 
bi-directional current required for an aero-engine fuel metering control, and PCB circuits 
suitably installed near the valve. Therefore, in conjunction with other conventional 
operational amplifiers, a dual power op-amp, L272M, has been successfully used in the 
electronic circuit designs. The component has the features of good dynamic performance, 
high gain and high output power capability, combination operational amplifier-power 
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booster and compact size. Its maximum supply voltage can be 28V and output current, 
lAmp {Ref. 64 }. Other components used to support the valve electronic designs and 
experiments are 072 dual op-amps, OP-200GP dual op-amps and TL084 quad op-amps to 
simplify the electronic circuits and reduce the design cost {Ref. 65}. 
4. 2.1 Differendm CUDent Power Ant»>ifier 
The working principle of a differential current coil amplifier is shown in Fig. ( 4.3). It 
consists of a dual power op-amp, L272M, an input signal invertor and a quiescent current 
source. The input from a single signal source which can be either a function generator or a 
potentiometer, Rm, is fed into the power op-amp negative terminal 8 and also to another 
negative terminalS after altering the direction by the signal invertor. A constant negative 
cutTent signal supplied from the potentiometer, Rb, is fed directly into terminals 8 and 5 as 
the quiescent current input. Two potentiometers, Rn and Rf2, are used to adjust the 
feedback gains of the dual op-amp up to 10 times of the input, respectively. They are also 
used to equalise the two power outputs. If a triangle signal of magnitude ±0.5V is applied 
as shown in the figure, and the quiescent current is fixed at -0.5V, the L272M responds to 
currents to the coils in a push-pull mode with a magnitude of positive 0-lOV DC. 
When permanent magnets are implemented to the coils, the quiescent current is no longer 
needed in differential current operation. This working principle is shown in Fig. (4.4). The 
differences from the previous circuit are that the dual op-amp is supplied with plus and 
minus DC and there is no quiescent current added to the summing junctions before being 
fed into terminals 8 and 5. The potentiometer, Rb, provides a low bias current to adjust the 
output current to the coils symmetrical to the earth. 
A differential current power amplifier with a quiescent current used to drive the disc valve 
was constructed as shown in Fig. ( 4.5). A dual op-amp 072 is used as signal summa tor 
and invertor. The summator input accepts the signals either from a function generator, a 
manual controller or a feedback controller. The output of the summator is sent back to the 
invertor. Therefore, two identical signals but in the opposite direction are created and 
supplied to the power amplifier. The summator also has a feedback gain of 5 times 
the input and both output power gains are tuned to 2.5. Therefore, the total gain of the 
electronic circuit is about 12. The coil driver has other functions such as the power on-off 
indicator and a manual signal generator using a high quality linear potentiometer. 
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The coil driver has the features of single-ended cutTent, differential current and bi-
directional current control modes. The connections of the coil driver and the coils to 
provide different control functions are shown in Fig. ( 4.6). In conjunction with the 
permanent magnet arrangement, the servo pilot valve can be controlled by the power driver 
in dual-coil lane or the differential current mode without a quiescent current as shown in 
Fig. (4.6-c). 
4.2.2 Suspemion Valve Coil Driver 
An electronic coil driver for the suspension valve was constructed as shown in Fig. (4.7). 
It is designed to meet the requirements of being driven by vehicle batteries and high power 
output to support the valve to provide fluid pressure as high as 130 bar and flow rate of 
301/min. One advantage of this design is that a multiple power output provided by the dual 
op-amps, L272M, energies the coil simultaneously. Responding to a positive input signal, 
one L272M provides the positive voltage and the other provides the negative so that the coil 
driver may fully operate from the DC power supply and has a total power gain of 50. It is 
noticed from the figure that a diode bridge loop is applied to protect the power op-amps 
from the coil stored energy effects. The coil dd ver also includes the system signal feedback 
gain adjustable to provide the stability of the valve performance. For an advanced 
suspension control, using a D/ A convertor, the coil driver may also be supervised by a car 
central micro-processor to realise adaptive suspension control. 
4. 2. 3 Coil Conttollers 
Due to the non-lineatity of the electrohydraulic charactedstics, the position controlled valve 
like the suspension valve, MK-A, may be unstable. Therefore, a closed loop with a 
position feedback is necessary. An electronic proportional-integral-derivative controller was 
therefore constructed to improve the system performance. The PID network is shown in 
Fig. (4.8). Its output is connected to the input of the coil driver shown in Fig. (4.7). 
Before being fed to the PID controller, the disc position signal or other sensor signal 
through Feedback Signal Amplifier is compared with the demand signal in an op-amp 
called comparator. Its gain is defined by 
(4.20) 
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The PID parameters are determined by the circuit parameters of the capacitors and 
potentiometers. The expression is given by 
(4.21) 
where, the PID coefficients are defined, respectively, by 
Rp2 1 ｋｰ］ｾＬ＠ KI= R· c., Kv=RdCd pl , , (4.22) 
A quad op-amp, TL084, is used to build the PID controller and the comparater. The actual 
data is manually adjusted and achieved by experiments for specific applications, for 
instance, as shown in Fig. (4.8). 
In some cases, a dither signal is added to the control signal to overcome stiction, minimise 
the hysteresis and improve the sensitivities of the valve. The circuit diagram is shown in 
Fig. ( 4.9). A 555 Timer that can produce accurate and highly stable time delays or 
oscillation is employed in the dither network. The frequency of oscillation is determined by 
{Ref. 66} 
f - 1.45 
0 
-(RaJ+ Ra2 +2Rc)C (4.23) 
The output of the dither source ranges from 200-700 Hz with an adjustable magnitude 
within the power supply voltage. 
4. 2. 4 Odter Electronic N etwolks 
Due to the requirements of the experimental work, other supplementary electronic circuits 
were constructed. They are a differential pressure transducer amplifier, a four channel 
pressure amplifier and a flowmeter conditioner. 
A D/ A converter was built to modulate the flow sensor pulse rate output so as to provide an 
analog signal proportional to the flowrate. This signal can be monitored by either an 
oscilloscope or the data acquisition system together with other sensor signals. A typical 
flowmeter conditioner as shown in Fig. (4.10) was designed using a Tachometer ic 2917 
{Ref. 67} in the network to provide the voltage output from 0-5V DC. 
In the suspension valve experiment, the differential pressure signal was provided by two 
pressure transducers which have maximum output of lOOmV. The sensors are used to 
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detect the upstream and down stream pressures from the valve load ports, respectively. The 
pressure difference is then introduced as a damping reference to determine the valve 
performance in closed loop pressure feedback control. A differential pressure signal 
amplifier was therefore constructed and shown in Fig. (4.11). A TL084 Quad op-amp is 
employed to form four voltage followers in order to remove the loading effect on the bridge 
networks of the pressure transducers. A TL072 Dual op-amp is used with a unit gain and 
has a feedback gain adjusted to 100. The network output of max. 10V can be monitored 
manually or sent to a data logger. 
Fig. ( 4.12) shows another network which is used to magnify the signals from pressure 
transducers with output ranging from 0-100mV. Two precision dual op-amps, OP-200GP, 
are introduced as the first stage differential amplifiers with equal gains of 10 for up to four 
pressure transducers. The signals are then futther magnified by 10 times by TL084 Quad 
op-amps, so that they are suitable to be monitored or collected by a data logging system. 
4. 2. S Design Swmnary 
The work reported in this section concentrated on the design work of electronic coil drivers 
using integrated power op-amps for specific purposes, such as, symmetrical coil-disc 
configurations with or without magnets, a single coil driver powered by a dual op-amp. 
Other circuits designed include a PID controller, pressure transducer amplifiers, etc .. The 
features of the designs are simplicity in construction, low power loss, low cost and 
compact components, and ease of being designed in PCBs. 
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Experimental Investigations on Electromagnetic 
Characteristics 
This chapter validates the electromagnetic characteristics discussed in the previous chapters. 
A versatile test set-up has been constructed to examine the electromagnetic characteristics of 
various flat-face coil-disc force motors. An electronic control system has been designed to 
provide the required DC current. A data logging system has been implemented to collect all 
information input and output to and from the control system. In this chapter the structure of 
the test set-up is dealt with first, then the experimental work is concentrated on four major 
aspects: 1), structure of the test set-up; 2), diaphragm-disc stiffness; 3), general coil-disc 
electromagnetic characteristics; 4), diaphragm-disc electromagnetic characteristics. Finally, 
the results are summadsed at the end of this chapter. 
5.1 Electromagnetic Coil-disc Test Rig 
This test set-up is used to investigate the electromagnetic properties of the coil-disc 
configurations so as to validate theoretical models discussed previously. It allows wide 
range of coil-disc arrangements; for instance, free disc configuration, dual-lane coil 
construction, diaphragm-disc configuration, etc., and a wide choice of springs. The test rig 
may also be used for calibration purposes, such as, position transducers, springs, 
diaphragm-discs, etc .. The general sketch of the test set-up is shown in Fig. (5.1), and the 
actual test set-up is shown in Fig. (5.2). The rig has a symmetrical structure and mainly 
consists of three units. They are coil-disc block, sensor block and electronic control 
system. The three units are described respectively as follows. 
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5.1.1 CoiJ .. disc Block 
The details of the coil block is shown in Fig. (5.3). It mainly consists of flat-face coils, 
holding-gap stoppers, a disc armature, a joining pin and springs. 
The disc, Ｓｾ＠ moves axially under the attraction of the coil forces. It is normally made of the 
soft magnetic material. A joining pin, 4, is bonded to the disc centre and the other end is 
connected to an L VDT sensor to measure disc movement. To avoid magnetic interference, 
the material of the joining pin should be non-magnetic. Knitting-needles have been used for 
ease of manufacturing and low cost. 
The coil bodies are composed of a coil core, 6, and a coil spool, 5. Their sizes can be 
changed so as to meet various application demands. As the investigation of the magnetic 
hysteresis is one of the main experimental objectives, different magnetic materials are used 
to compare their magnetic properties. The coil shell, 8, is made of aluminium alloy and 
bolted on the base rack, 1. A lock nut, 7, is used to prevent the rotation of the coil body 
during assembly. The copper push ring, 9, is used as a spacer for different length of the 
coils and the coil lock nut, 10, is used to locate and hold the coil core at the other end. 
The holding-gap stopper, 2, is fixed to the coil shell. Its purpose is to control the holding-
gap to reduce magnetic adherence for quick response and proportional control purposes. 
Non magnetic material is used to avoid magnetic interference. 
A pair of spdngs, 12, provides a resisting force to the disc. Since the springs are installed 
outside of the coils, the spring size and material can be selected to suit any experiment 
requirements. The spring adjuster, 11, is used to adjust the mid-position of the disc and the 
spring pre-compression. 
5.1.2 Semor Block and FJectronic Control System 
As shown in Fig. (5.1) or (5.2), this unit consists of a sensor and the sensor-housing. The 
sensor may be a position transducer or a load cell to detect either the displacement of the 
disc or the force subjected to the disc. In this application an L VDT transducer, D40 1-01, 
made by Schaeviz em Ltd was used. Its technical specification and calibration are provided 
in Appendix C. The position of the sensor-housing can be adjusted and then fixed on the 
base rack. 
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The electronic control system mainly consists of a coil driver which can provide either 
single-ended coil current or differential current, a signal generator providing the required 
input signal to the coils, a data acquisition card, DAS-16G{Ref. 68 }, mounted in a PC, to 
collect all information for data processing and analysis, and DC power supplies. 
Due to the maximum disc movement being usually limited to within 0.1 mm, it was a very 
delicate operation to adjust the mid-position of the disc. In the experiment, it was 
impossible to obtain an ideal symmetrical structure, with identical coil turns, core properties 
and the measurement facilities, etc., hence experimental en·ors were inevitable. However, 
the results of the tests showed good correlation with the theoretical predictions. 
5.2 Diaphragm-disc Stiffness 
Several diaphragm-discs were made for the electromagnetic characteristic experiments. The 
work of validating the diaphragm spring rate was carried out on the same test-rig. The 
holding-gap stoppers were modified so that the diaphragm-disc could be fixed before being 
assembled to the coils. The test set-up was fixed in an uptight position in order to place 
scaled weights as an external load. Proportional to the load, the position of the central disc 
was detected by the displacement transducer. Three typical diaphragm-disc designs 
representing 5 samples made of spring steel are shown in Fig. (5.4). Details of the 
diaphragm-disc calibration results are given in Table (5.1). It is noticed that when the beam 
width is less than 2mm, the theoretical predictions are in good agreement with the test 
results. The calibration curves which exhibit reasonable linearity are shown in Figs. (5.5) 
and (5.6). Note that the final version Sample 5, which has the features of miniaturised size, 
long legs and constant spring rate as required in the application, has been applied to the 
prototype disc valve design. 
T bl (5 1) D. h d" alib · a e tapJ ragm- tsc c ration 
Indices Diaphragm-disc Spring Rate Diaphragm-disc 
specification (N/mm) Weight (gram) 
Disc No ThxbxL(mm) Process Method Prediction Test Prediction Test 
Sample 1 0.50x3.0x8.0 photo-etching 154 85 8.6 7.8 
Sample 2 0.50x1.2x8.0 II 61.5 60 8.4 7.6 
Sample 3 0.50x2.0x12 wire erosion 30.4 40 8.6 8.1 
Sample 4 0.35x2.0x12 II 10.4 13 5.2 5.4 
Sample 5 0.50xl.5x14 laser cutting 14.3 14 N/A 3.7 
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5.3 General Electromagnetic Force Characteristics 
This section deals with the general electromagnetic characteristics of the coil-disc 
configurations; such as, single-ended coil operation, differential cutTent operation, dual-
lane control, the holding-gap effect, disc thickness, and application of different magnetic 
materials. In addition to the above, other investigations not included in this thesis, such as, 
slotted disc structures and the principle validation of the permanent magnet arrangement, 
can be found in the author's Transfer Report {Ref. 69}. 
In the tests the external load against the coil forces was provided by a pair of conventional 
springs. Applying DC current to either or both of the coils, the relevant disc position can be 
monitored by the displacement transducer. The computing simulations compared with the 
experiment results were processed by applying Matlab also in a Macintosh computer. The 
general coil disc dimensions are given in Table (5.2). 
Table (5.2) General test specification 
Dimension: D=25mm, Th=3.0mm 
Magnetic material: REMCO B, annealing 
Coil winding: 1500 turns 
Spring rate: 22N/mm 
Disc travel: Xct=O.lmm 
5. 3.1 Single-ended Coil Operation and Differen1ial Current Operation 
The theoretical models of electromagnetic forces for single-ended coil operation and 
differential cun·ent operation have been derived in Chapter 2. As stated previously, if the 
electromagnetic force is assumed to be in equilibrium with the opposing force, which is the 
spring force in this application, at each disc displacement, the minimum coil current 
required is obtainable. 
The expression for the spring force can be described as: 
(5.1) 
where, Ks is the spring rate. Due to the employment of a pair of springs, twice the single 
spring rate were considered in the data processing. 
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Applying Eq. (5.1) to Eqs. (2.12) and (2.22) in Chapter 2, respectively, the minimum 
current needed for both operations may be developed 
in single coil operation, 
I = I ma JF"":-( 1 - _x -) , ( 0 ｾ＠ X ｾ＠ 1 ) 0V ｾ＠ a+l (5.2) 
or in differential current operation, 
M = I o( --2;=-s- 2x J , ( lxl ｾ＠ 1 J 
eo a+1 (5.3) 
Obviously, Eq. (5.3) is the linear function of the disc position, but Eq. (5.2) is not. 
The predictions based on Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) are used to compare with the experimental 
results. 
5. 3. 2 Influence of the Coil Holding-gap 
In the previous discussion the parameter of holding-gap (H8) has been being considered as 
a major factor affecting the disc valve performance. It is defined as a non-dimensional 
number a, the ratio of H g to X d. Reasonably large values of a can improve the disc 
stability, and the linearity of both fluid forces and electromagnetic forces. A compadson 
between experimental results and theoretical predictions are shown in Figs. (5.7) and (5.8). 
The experiments have sh<?wn that differential cutTent operation exhibits significant linear 
characteristics and continuity compared with single coil operation. It can also be found in 
the diagrams that the higher the value of a, the closer agreement achieved between the tests 
and the calculations. In addition, using lower value of a (less than 2) causes the disc 
unstable when it approaches to the coil. However, it would be at the expense of increasing 
coil current for better linearity. Therefore, it is suggested that a lie within the range of 2.0 
and 4.0 for proportional control. 
5.3.3 Use ofDifferentMagne1ic Materials 
REMCO B(used to be called Swedish Iron), a type of soft iron magnetic matedal, has long 
been used for disc valve applications. Although the material exhibits good magnetic 
properties, delicate heat-treatment is required after machining to establish the uniform and 
stable magnetic characteristics. Therefore, finding a low-cost suitable matedal as a 
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substitute for REMCO B has been considered. In this test a conventional mild steel, EN 
lA, has been successfully used for comparison with the Swedish iron. The advantages of 
using EN lA in favour of REM CO B are its low cost and freedom from delicate annealing. 
In order to obtain the ideal heat treatment, coil cores and discs made of REMCO B were 
annealed by Kepston Brazing Limited. For comparison another group of cores and discs 
made of EN lA were not subjected to any heat treatment after machining. Figs. (5.9) and 
(5.10) provide the electromagnetic characteristics from the EN lA coil-disc tests in contrast 
to Figs. (5.7) and (5.8). It can be seen from the diagrams that general agreements between 
theory and experiment have achieved. EN lA, free of annealing, has similar magnetic 
properties to the annealed REM CO B coils. Additionally, more evidence can be found from 
an investigation of the material magnetisation characteristics. Its B-H curve is very similar 
to the REMKO material. Their details are provided in Appendix C. Thus as a low cost 
material without a need for special heat treatment after machining, the low carbon mild 
, 
steel, EN lA may be used in disc valve applications as a substitute for REM CO B. 
S. 3. 4 Int1uence of the Disc 'Thickness 
It had been a design principle to make the disc radial cross-sectional area equal to the coil 
yoke cross-sectional area in order to achieve a uniform flux distribution {Refs. 38, 39, 42 
and 47}. For a servo disc valve design, the mass of the magnetic disc is an important factor 
influencing the valve frequency response. However, no evidence has ever shown the 
influence of the magnetic disc thickness on the valve electromagnetic properties. An 
experiment was undet1aken to establish the limitation on reducing the disc thickness using 
magnetic discs made of REMCO B and ENlA. The test results for single-ended coil 
operation are shown in Figs. (5.11) and (5.12); and the results in the differential current 
operation are shown in Figs. (5.13) and (5.14). The curves show little effect of changing 
disc thickness from 4.0mm to 2.0mm for REMCO B, even from 2.0mm down to l.Omm 
for EN 1 A. The preliminary explanation of this phenomenon is that for low level current 
and short stroke coil-disc an·angements, magnetic saturation does not occur. Therefore, a 
disc thickness of 1mm is recommended rather than the fotmer design thickness of 3mm for 
disc valve proportional control. However, due to lack of effective bonding area of the 
joining pin and the difficulty in machine, it is not realistic to make a disc thickness less than 
lmm unless diaphragm-disc configuration is used. 
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5. 3. 5 Dual-lane Coil Operation 
Due to the fuel valve design requirements, a dual coil lane structure is necessary. The first 
idea was the "double coil control" that is to employ an extra coil spool as a back up in each 
coil side. Once a coil fails in operation, the other one on the same side takes its place 
without changing the electromagnetic characteristics. In practice the length of coil cores has 
to be increased in order to install two identical coils in one housing. The identical 
performance of both lanes is required. The arrangement of the dual-lane is shown in the 
photograph of the unassembled test dg, Fig. (5.15). The objective of the experiment was to 
highlight any difference between the two lanes, while in the test only one lane in each coil 
was in operation at any time. The expedment results shown in Figs. (5.16) to (5.19) 
illustrate that no significant difference has been found between the lanes. However, 10% 
greater cun-ent input than the conventional an-angement was needed during the experiments. 
It may be explained that the increase of the coil core length leads to the increase of the 
magnetic resistance. Though the investigation of the dual lane configuration was 
successful, an over longer valve body size resulted. The study in Chapter 2 indicated that a 
permanent magnet configuration would be a better solution for dual lane control in a 
miniaturised disc valve. 
5.4 Diaphragm-disc Electromagnetic Otaracteristics · 
This section deals with the electromagnetic characteristics of the diaphragm-disc 
configurations. The experimental work also includes the petmanent magnet arrangement. 
The dynamic charactetistics are also explored. The investigation concentrates on Sample 5, 
since the diaphragm-disc has been applied to the disc valve design. The diaphragm made of 
spring steel has a working area of 25mm in diameter and a thickness of 0.5mm. The 
calibrated spring rate is 14N/mm. 
5. 4.1 Diaphragm-disc Configuration 
Fig. (5.20) shows the sketch of the test set-up. Since the diaphragm-disc an-angement does 
not need conventional springs at all, it makes the spring seats un-necessary and the probe 
of the displacement transducer is connected directly with the pin by a rubber joint. 
Therefore, the moving mass is further reduced and conforms design to reality. The steady-
state characteristics in differential cun-ent operation are shown in Fig. (5.21) which show 
quite good lineatity and agreement to the simulation. Also a preliminary test of the dynamic 
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characteristics of the force motor has been made using a sinusoidal excitation signal. The 
diaphragm-disc force motor responded well to a frequency up to 40Hz with no extetnal 
load. Typical tests results are shown in Fig. (5.22). 
5. 4.2 Pennanent :Magnet Ammgement 
As stated in Chapter 2, with the permanent magnet an·angement, the diaphragm-disc force 
motor can have better performance than just using electromagnets as the flux density is 
higher. Also its linearity is determined by the magnet flux ratio, y, as well as the holding-
gap ratio, a. The objective of this part is to present the experimental results to validate the 
theoretical work in both single-ended coil operation for dual-lane control and differential 
current operation without a quiescent current. Preliminary dynamic tests are also involved 
in this section. 
Referring to Eq. (2. 70) in Chapter 2, the expression for the single-ended coil current 
against the diaphragm force and the external load is given by 
. _ 21 (Fe +Fs _ 2yx) l- max F 
epo a+l (5.4) 
where F c represents the external load, and F s the diaphragm spring force given by Eq. 
(5.1). The equation is a function of the disc displacement if the external load is represented 
by the spring force which is a function of the position. 
From Eq. (2.62), the differential current in each coil is given by 
F+F 2'VY i =4/maJ c s- -'"""-) 
Fepo a+l (5.5) 
Similarly, if the external load is a function of the disc position, the coil current is linear with 
respect to the displacement. 
The permanent magnet diaphragm-disc motor used the same test set-up shown in Fig. 
(5.25). The coil bodies are made of the mild steel, ENlA. A pair of Nd-Fe-B ring magnets 
with axial polar orientation have been implemented. The main data of the magnet are given 
below and the details are provided by {Ref. 70}. 
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Table (5.3) Rin!:l magnet specification 
Material Sintered Neodymium- h·on-Boron 
Part number RGNI 00630 
Outside diameter OD=9.5mm 
Intetnal diameter ID=3.2mm 
Thickness Th=1.6mm 
Magnetic energy density [BH]max=210kJ/m3 
The experiments proceeded under no external load. The experiment results of the steady-
state electromagnetic characteristics are shown in Fig. (5.24). It can be found that good 
linearity has been achieved in both single-ended coil and differential current operations. 
With sinusoidal signal excitation, the force motor in differential current mode could 
respond to an input frequency as high as 60 Hz. Some typical test results are shown in Fig. 
(5.27). However, further investigation is required to complete the force motor dynamic 
characteristic analysis. 
5.5 Summary 
I 
It has been proved theoretically and experimentally that differential current operation can 
provide better linear characteristics than single coil operation. A quiescent current is 
required in a conventional coil-disc configuration to provide the positive current change in 
each coil, but with the magnet arrangement, the quiescent current is not necessary. 
The tests using the mild steel EN lA have shown satisfactory results compared with 
REM CO Band it can be used as a low cost magnetic material. However, more evidence on 
magnetic aging is required in future work. According to the tests, the dual coil lane 
configuration works quite effectively except it requires a longer coil body. 
For disc thickness less than the nominal thickness based on equal cross-sectional area, 
experiments have shown that modest reductions have no effect on steady-state 
characteristics in coil-disc configurations for low level current applications. This is a 
significant conclusion as the use of diaphragms to replace floating discs would not be 
possible if this effect did not take place. 
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Experiments also show that a large value of holding-gap ratio a can improve the 
electromagnetic force linearity at the expense of higher electtical power requirements. The 
introduction of permanent magnets into the coil significantly improves the situation as the 
electromagnetic flux ratio, y, has more effect on lineality than a. This allows smaller values 
of a to be used thereby reducing the electrical power. Recommended values are 
summarised in Table (5.4) below. 
Table (5.4) Linearity affected by a and r 
Control parameter 
a(=Hg!Xd) r( = cPpofcPeo) Coil-disc type 8max 
Normal configuration 2-4 NIA <17% 
Magnet atTangement 1.5-3 >4 <5% 
It has to be pointed out that the flat-face coil is only suitable for use in short stroke 
applications for proportional control purpose. Otherwise, it either loses the linearity or 
leads to higher electric power consumption and over large body volume. 
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Introduction to Part Two 
Disc valves are electrohydraulically operated switching valves or proportional control 
devices. The development of electrohydraulic disc valves at the University of Sun·ey started 
in the 1980's. In the last decade progress in floating disc valve design and control has been 
made. The main features of the valves are simple configurations, few critical dimensions 
with no precision sliding surfaces, and fast response. With suitable material modifications, 
the valves could in principle be used with non-lubricating or corrosive fluids. Due to the 
research reported in this thesis concerning in diaphragm-disc design and the use of 
permanent magnets, the coil-disc configuration may have higher stiffness, lower moving 
mass, more precise null position location, and higher control accuracy. This means that 
such a disc valve design exhibits the potential to be developed into a servo control device 
with advantages of fast response, compact size and low cost of manufacture. 
The purpose of Part Two is to investigate the electrohydraulic charactelistics of two specific 
designs of disc valves. In this part, Chapter 6 involves the theoretical model and analysis of 
a single disc pilot valve. The modeling work is then used in a single disc servo valve 
design and experiment which is dealt with in Chapter 7. In another valve application, 
Chapter 8 concentrates on a double disc valve design for a vehicle suspension system. 
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Electrohydraulic Characteristics of a Pilot Disc Valve 
Theoretical studies indicate that the single disc valve has the potential to be miniatudsed as a 
4-way pilot device. This requires the valve to provide good valve linearity, speed of 
response, control accuracy, minimum quiescent fluid and electdc power consumption. The 
theoretical fluid model of the proportional single disc pilot valve is developed in this 
chapter. It deals with the analysis of the steady-state characteristics, linearisation and 
dynamic performance. 
6.1 Operating Principle 
As a pilot control device, the disc valve can be used to actuate, for instance, a conventional 
spool valve as the second or power stage. The configuration is symmetrical and shown in 
Fig. (6.1). The pilot disc valve consists essentially of a diaphragm-disc, two 
electromagnetic coils with two nozzles facing each ｯｴｨ･ｴｾ｡ｮ､＠ two fixed upstream odfices 
implemented at the supply entrances. The fluid loops. are formed by the central disc, 
moving axially between the two coil-disc chambers, and the two opposing nozzles with 
fixed upstream orifices. Each disc chamber has provision for radial outward flow of fluid 
into the drain port. Due to the employment of the diaphragm-disc, it operates as not only as 
a fluid component but also as a flat-face circular armature with self-locating ability. 
Therefore the central disc, chamber gaps and the flat-faced cylindrical coil constitute a 
magnetic circuit. These provide a control holding force enabling the disc to be positioned in 
the axial direction,. hence the pressure at both load ports (A and B) is also controlled. To 
change the disc position, differential current is supplied to the magnetic coils for 
proportional control. 
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If the currents in the coils are equal, the disc remains at the central position, and pressures 
in both load po11s are also identical. The actuator therefore does not have any net axial fluid 
force acting on it. Suppose, the current change in the right coil is higher than that in the left 
one, the central disc is drawn towards the right nozzle, so the nozzle curtain area decreases 
and the left one increases. Consequently, the right load port pressure rises and the left port 
pressure falls proportionally. Therefore, the differential pressure across the pilot valve load 
ports drives the actuator towards left. This also applies in reverse when the left current 
change is higher than the right one, the disc is attracted towards the left and the actuator is 
then pulled to the right. If a feedback signal, which is either a position or a pressure from 
the actuator, is compared with the input, the actuator movement is stabilised and the device 
operates as a two-stage servo-valve. The overall design of such a valve is beyond the scope 
of this thesis, as research is confined to the pilot valve only. 
Several parameters have crucial effects on the performance of the pilot valve. Firstly, the 
distance between the protruding nozzles and the coil faces has been defined in previous 
chapters as the holding gap and controls the nearest distance of the disc to the coil. This in 
turn defines the maximum electromagnetic force of attraction and so controls the 
remanence. The holding-gap and the variable disc displacement alter the electromagnetic 
attraction but also provide the fluid film thickness for radial oil flow across the whole disc 
area. Secondly, the disc diameter affects the electromagnetic force and the fluid force 
generated. Ideally, a large disc is required to maximise the electromagnetic force but a small 
disc diameter minimises the fluid reaction forces. 
6.2 Steady-state Theoretical Model 
As the pilot disc is only displaced small distances from the null condition, a linearised 
approach is introduced to reduce the analytical complexity. This section is divided into three 
pru1s: the theoretical model, lineatisation and fluid force analysis. 
6. 2.1 Pressure-flow Characteristics, 
The single disc pilot valve is designed to be used as a pressure-flow control device and to 
achieve this the position of a circular disc is varied between the fixed nozzles to provide the 
desired pressure-flow modulation. In principle it has a symmettical and matched structure, 
which is illustrated by Fig. (6.2). It can be seen from the diagram that the pressure flow 
from upstream to the drain port passes through four distinct regions in each side. Regions 
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S, U and V are respectively considered as the fixed fluid restrictor, supply nozzle tube and 
the nozzle curtain area. Region W is the radial outward flow region which is formed 
between the disc and the coil face. On the basis of these regions the pressure-flow 
modulation is characterised in Fig. (6.3). Due to symmetry, only the right fluid loop is 
treated in detail. 
The pressure-flow equations through Regions S, U and V are generally well known, for 
example, {Ref. 28 }: 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
where R8 , Ru and Rv are defined as the fluid resistance coefficients in relative regions. 
They are given by 
(6.4) 
In the expressions, C do, and C dn are defined as the discharge coefficients for fixed 
upstream orifice and nozzle orifice area, p and J1 are fluid density and viscosity, D0 , Dn and 
Dnt are the diameters of the upstream orifice, nozzle orifice, and nozzle tube, respectively, 
and Lnt is the nozzle tube length. 
Many studies had been made by Livesey, Boyack and Rice, and Lee and Lin, etc. {Refs. 
71-7 4} to find a solution for the pressure distribution for radial flow. Some are shown to 
have good agreement with the experimental results, such as, Morgan and Pearson in 1960 
and Savage in 1964 {Refs. 74 and 75}. If assuming that the flow in Region W is radial, 
laminar and fully developed, the steady-state distribution pressure equation in differential 
form, which is found to be the closest to the experiment data by Jackson and 
Symmons{Ref. 76} has the form 
dP r 6J.LQ 
-=- + dr 3 
n .:hr 
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In this equation r is the radial distance and h the variable channel width. Derived from Eq. 
(6.5), the pressure-flow equation applied to Region W then becomes 
Q3 -2 ｑｾ＠
.&?wl=RwJn/3 -Rwb (1- J3 ) ----
- 3 -2 (a+l- x) (a+l- x) (6.6) 
where, 
6J..L 27p 
Rwa= 3 ' Rwb= -----X 2 2 2 n. d 35tc Xd Dr (6.7) 
the holding-gap ratio, a =H /Xd> 0, , and the fluid disc ratio, f3 =D/Dr ｾ＠ 1 .. 
It was proved in theory and through experiments by Moller {Ref. 77} that the fluid 
diameter, D, at which flow is assumed to be re-attached with the chamber wall, is a 
function of the channel width for a given inlet nozzle diameter and is independent of 
Reynolds number and the diameter of the disc. It is known from experiments to be 
equivalent to approximately 1.5 times the nozzle orifice diameter{Ref. 40}. 
As the fluid restrictions in Regions U, V and W, shown in Fig. (6.3), are in series, Eqs. 
(6.2), (6.3) and (6.6) can be merged into: 
(6.8) 
Similar expressions apply to the left side fluid loop with the positive disc position replaced 
by the negative value. An equivalent circuit shown as a form of a full Wheatstone bridge is 
shown in Fig. (6.4). 
In the blocked-load condition, there is no flow through the two load ports, the supply flow 
only taking the path through the disc chambers to the drain port. The flow conditions are 
therefore: 
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QL= Ql- Q3 
= Q4- Q2 = 0, 
Ps -Pd=&1 +&3 
=&>2 +&4, 
Ql'= Q3, 
Q2 = Q4 (6.9) 
The flow Q1 and Q2 on either side of the disc have a standard quadratic form given by: 
or, 
where, 
2 AQ +BQ-(Ps-P) =0 
-B+ V B 2+4A(P8-P) 
Q= 2A 
R 
A- R + v 
- s 
(1 ±x)2 
B=R+ RwJn/3 
u -3 (a+l±x) 
-2 
Rwb (1 - J3 ) 
(a+1±x)2 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
Therefore, the combined steady-state blocked-load flow rate and the load port pressure 
difference are given by 
Qs = Ql + Q2 
PL=Pl- p2 (6.12) 
The non-dimensional characteristics of the blocked-load flow and load pressure varying 
with the disc position are shown in Fig. (6.5). 
6. 2.2 Analysis of die Pressure-flow Characteristics 
From Eq. (6.8), the value of pressure drop in Regions U, V and W is affected by both the 
viscosity and the fluid inertia. On the right hand side of the equation, the flow resistance 
coefficients of the first expression are the combination of the laminar flow viscosity term Ru 
and the disc radial viscosity tetm, 
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Rwa ln[3 
-3 (a+l±x) . 
, 
The coefficients in the second expression are composed of the orifice flow term and the 
disc radial fluid inertia term. As a pilot control device the holding-gap ratio and the disc 
ratio can be properly chosen to minimise the radial flow effects. 
If a>l, and f3 < 8, then 
[ Rwa ｬｮｾ＠ ] Rwa ln[3 5Ru 
max (at-l+X/ = 3 a 
and, 
-2 
Rwb ( 1 - [3 ) Rv 
<< 
-2 (a+l±x) (1 ±x)2 
Due to the disc valve compact design, short fluid path from the supply port to the nozzle 
orifice, with large a and small f3 may be achieved. Further simplification therefore can be 
made by omitting the effects of the pressure drop produced in Regions U and W. In this 
case, nozzle area Vis only considered. Eq. (6.8) is finally simplified to: 
(6.13) 
It is noticed that due to these simplifications, Eqs. (6.1) and (6.13), together with the 
relations for the right side of the disc chamber, result in the well-known double-jet flapper 
configuration. The pressure-flow equations of the single disc valve can be developed to the 
general forms of the pressure-flow modeling from Fig. (6.4). The modified equations are 
summarised below: 
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or 
(6.14) 
It is concluded that the single disc pilot valve can have similar fluid features to a double-jet 
flapper device if it satisfies the conditions for a larger than 1 and {3less than 8. 
6. 2. 3 Static Fluid Foree Analysis 
In the steady-state condition, there are three types of fluid force acting on the surfaces of 
the central disc: the hydrostatic and fluid momentum forces applied to the nozzle-disc area, 
and the flow forces acting on the rest of the disc surfaces. 
The steady-state fluid force is the combination of the hydrostatic force, fluid momentum 
force and flow force. Based on the pressure-flow equations developed in Section 6.2.2, the 
steady-state fluid force acting on the right side of the disc is given by 
2 
pQ3 fD/2 
Fr=AnPJ +-A + 2n Pw1(r)rdr 
n Dr/2 
2 
pQ3 1C 2 2 ］ａｮｐ Ｑ ＫｾＫＺＮ［ｪｄ＠ -Dr)Pd 
n 
2 -2 
K (/3 -2lnf3-1)Q K (2lnf3+f3 -l)Q2 + 1 3- 2 3 
-3 -2 (a+l-x) (a+l-x) (6.15) 
Similarly, the steady-state fluid force acting on the left side of the disc is given by 
2 -2 
K (/3 -2ln{3-1)Q K (2lnf3+f3 -1 )Q2 + 1 4- 2 4 
-3 -2 (a+l+x) (a+l+x) (6.16) 
where, 
(6.17) 
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By definition the positive direction of the force is from the equilibrium point to the right. 
Therefore the net static fluid force balance on the disc, Ff, is the difference of Fr and Ft: 
where, 
F1 =Fr-Fl 
=Fh +Fm +Fv +Fi 
Fh =AnPL, 
p 2 2 
Fm =j;-<Q3- Q4) 1 
n 
2 Q3 
Fv =KJ(J3 -2lnf3 -l)l-----
3 (a+l-x) 
Q4 
----], 
(a+l+x) 3 
-2 Q; ｑｾ＠
F; = -K2(2ln{3 + {3 -1) [ - :1 
-2 -2 (a +1-x) (a+l+x) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
There are four terms defined in Eq. (6.18). The first term, Fh, is the hydrostatic force 
acting on the nozzle-disc area and its value changes with the load pott differential pressure. 
The second one, F,h is the fluid momentum force acting on the same area and vades only 
with the flow-rate. The last two terms, Fv and F;, are defined as the radial viscous flow 
force and radial inertia flow force, respectively; and their magnitudes depend on both the 
flow rate and disc position. 
For a proportional control valve, linear charactedstics are required. However, it can be seen 
in Eq. (6.19) that only the hydrostatic force is the linear component which is a function of 
pressure difference. The other three are nonlinear and affected by the flowrate. Obviously, 
if the valve is mainly used for pressure control, a low flowrate may significantly improves 
the fluid force linearity. The computing simulation work further shows that in the pressure 
controlled pilot valve, the linear characteristics are largely affected by the last two terms of 
Eq. (6.19), in which disc diameter and holding gap are key factors. Particularly, the 
holding-gap is a more sensitive parameter when the disc is closer to the nozzle. The 
computing simulation results are analysed below. 
Holding-gap effect. Typical changes in the total fluid force given by Eqs. (6.18) and 
(6.19) divided by the hydrostatic force with changes in a are shown in Fig. (6.6). The net 
fluid force appears non linear when the disc moves closer to the nozzle. This is due to the 
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flowrate being more dominant than the disc position. By increasing a the curves show 
improved linearity but the force gradient declines. When a becomes greater than 2, the 
improvement is not significant. Moreover, very large values of a are impractical and are 
usually detrimental to the electromagnetic properties of the valve as discussed in Chapter 2. 
Disc diameter. It can be also seen that the fluid force characteristics can be significantly 
affected by the non-dimensional number, /3, which depends on the disc diameter. By 
decreasing f3 the force linearity can be improved, especially when the disc is close to either 
nozzle. In theory, if the disc diameter is reduced to a small value approaching to 1, the 
nozzle-disc configuration then becomes similar to a nozzle-flapper. Clearly, in a practical 
design the disc diameter is a compromise as a small f3 improves fluid force linearity but 
reduces the electromagnetic coil force. Fig. (6.7) shows a set of curves with different {3 
based on Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19). 
Effect of the radial flow forces. The general effect of a and f3 on the fluid force 
acting on the disc can be further investigated by defining the ratio of the sum of the radial 
viscous and inertia flow forces to the total static fluid force at either nozzle closed position. 
Due to the fact of AnP s =Fttnax , the expression is given by 
e= 
F +F s x:=l v x:=l 
AnPs 
2 -2 2 
K 1(f3 -2lnf3-l)Qs K 2(2lnf3+ f3 -1) Qs 
(a+2) 3 (a+2) 2 
= 
(6.20) 
If the valve main parameters, such as system pressure and flowrate, are known, the effects 
of a and {3 can be estimated graphically in Fig. (6.8). It can be seen from the figure, if a is 
small the sum of the radial flow forces is positive at a greater value of f3 such as {3>8 . The 
curves approach to zero when a increases from small value and {3 is less than 8. The curve 
when {3= 1 is a straight line through zero which means no radial flow forces exist and the 
fluid model becomes a nozzle-flapper configuration. According to the diagram the 
suggested ranges of a and f3 are 1.5 ｾ｡ｾ＠ 3.5 and 4 ｾ＠ f3 ｾ＠ 8 respectively. Within this 
area, the ratio based on Eq. (6.20) is less than 10%. By referring to Chapter 2, the holding-
gap ratio, a, discussed in this Chapter has a consistent range required by the 
electromagnetic force linearity for proportional operation. 
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Summarising the above theoretical study the major effect of the fluid force on the disc is the 
hydrostatic force resulted from the static pressure acting on the nozzle area projected onto 
the central disc. The fluid momentum force onto the disc is also considered but it largely 
depends on the flowrate at the large nozzle opening. The radial flow forces are the terms 
affecting the general force linearity and their influences may be reduced if a and f3 are 
properly chosen. 
6.3 Disc Valve Dynamic Characteris6cs 
This section discusses the dynamic characteristics of the electro hydraulic disc valve without 
considering the use of position or force feedback. 
The disc valve fluid model can be simplified to a double-nozzle flapper configuration by 
taking the results of the last section. For a small disc movement under no-load conditions 
about the null-position, the fluid force is simplified for dynamic analysis as 
(6.21) 
Considering P1=P2=P/2, Xd!Dn«l/4, and PL=X =0 near the null position where most. 
operation occurs, Eq. (6.21) can be finally simplified to 
where, 
P ;x; 
2 
An.Rv 
The equation of motion of the central disc can be written 
d 2x dx F =m--+B -+K_x +Ff c 2 a dt s-
dt 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
In the equation Ba becomes the damping coefficient of the combination of the mechanical 
friction and viscous friction. 
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With the coil electromagnetic characteristics discussed in Chapter 2, the valve dynamic 
behaviour can be developed. Suppose a positive differential current is supplied to the coils 
given by Eq. (2.26), Eq. (6.23) yields 
(6.24) 
where, Km is the magnetic force stiffness defined in Chapter 2 and Kt represents the valve 
flow impingement which acts as a negative spring on the central disc and its stiffness is 
given from Eq. (6.22) by 
Together with Eq. (2.32), Eq. (6.24) can be combined to form the block diagram shown in 
Fig. (6.9). It can be seen that the counter electromotive force constant, Kb, in the system 
acts as the damping coefficient of the feedback loop. As the dynamic characteristics of the 
flat-face coil force motor has been described in Chapter 2, the valve characteristics can be 
developed directly from Eq. (2. 44). 
Due to the flow impingement the flow force acts as a negative spring force on the disc. By 
considering the magnetic stiffness, the total negative spdng stiffness is given by 
(6.25) 
Therefore, similar to Eq. (2.42), the dynamic function of the single stage disc valve is 
described by 
(6.26) 
The system damping coefficient, ｾＧ＠ is defined by 
The other quantities Kt, Rc, Km, Kb, Lc, me, m0 and A g are as defined in Chapter 2. 
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Again, the system stability is required by 
Without considering the effect of the pressure difference change, the frequency 
characteristics of the disc pilot valve by introducing the configurations of the diaphragm-
disc and the permanent magnets can be calculated. The non-dimensional dynamic behaviour 
of the disc valve is described by 
(6.27) 
In the equation 
where, e g=e IE g 
and, Eg is the maximum signal input magnitude. Other parameters in the expression are 
defined in Section 2.2. 
The valve dynamic charactelistics are simulated by using Matlab on a Macintosh computer. 
As an example, the non-dimensional frequency response is given in Fig. (6.10). A set of 
coefficients used in the simulation are given in Table (6.1). 
Table (6.1) Data used in disc valve simulation 
a=3.0 y=2.626 m=1. 917x1 0-3 Kg 
Rc=BOD lmax=50mA Xd=0.100x10-3 m 
N=1500 [BH]nUJX=40kJfm3 Ks=45kN/m 
0Je=3.431 Ox1 (J2rad/sec OJn=4. 571 Ox1 03 rad/sec ;=0.3 
Ka=l Km=2.5136x1 04N/1n Kr =1.0619x104N/m 
According to the diagram, the valve has a bandwidth of 50Hz (300rad/sec) from the 
magnitude plot. Due to magnetic forces and flow forces on the disc a large spring stiffness 
is required for the valve stability. In principle, the spling rate, Ks, must be greater than the 
combined negative stiffness of Km and Kf to prevent the possibility of disc instability. 
However, this is not the only criterion for stability as the expression of PL, which depends 
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on the load dynamics on the disc valve, should also be considered. From Eq. (6.26) it is 
seen that the steady-state stiffness of the valve to load pressure PL is 
(6.28) 
which is quite load sensitive. This can be solved by consideling a second stage valve with a 
force feedback. 
6.4 Summary 
A steady-state theoretical model of the single disc pilot valve for proportional control has 
been developed. Linearisation of both the fluid and electromagnetic non-linear 
characteristics is required for a successful design. This may be achieved by appropriately 
selecting the non-dimensional disc holding-gap a and the the non-dimensional disc 
diameter f3 within the range of 2 to 4 and 4 to 8, respectively. It is found that the value of a 
dealt with in this chapter is in a consistent range in the electromagnetic configuration 
developed in Chapter 2. The value of {3 may also be reduced, for instance, by drilling 
access holes in the disc without decreasing the disc diameter. The valve dynamics has also 
been investigated to predict the valve behaviour. On the basis of this theoretical model, a 
diaphragm-disc valve with the pe1manent magnet arrangement may be designed. 
However, the disc valve has two drawbacks. The flow capacity is limited because steady-
state flow forces on the disc to stall the force motor and restrict the valve stroke. The other 
disadvantage is the fact that the stability depends to a large extend on the load dynamics. A 
second stage valve with a force feedback can be used to overcome these limitations. 
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6.5 Figures and Tables 
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Prototype Disc Pilot Valve Design and Experiment 
This chapter deals with the design and experiment of a prototype diaphragm-disc pilot valve 
implemented with a pair of permanent magnet rings. The valve is designed to use in an 
aviation fuel supply system, so as to replace the existing torque motor type servo valve as a 
low cost alternative. The chapter is divided into five sections. There is a brief introduction 
to a fuel metering system, the pilot valve design and modifications, experiments and a 
summary. 
7.1 Description of a Fuel Metering System 
Fig. (7.1) shows a schematic of an existed fuel metering system. Its function is to adjust 
the flowrate of aviation fuel provided to the aero-engine. The fuel valve is controlled by a 
torque motor that turns an electric signal coming from the fuel managing system into a 
mechanical flapper deflection. The pressure difference generated is used to move the 
second stage spool valve which in turn actuates the metering cylinder. Its position is 
monitored by a transducer and the detected signal fed back to an electronic control unit to be 
compared with desired signal input. Thus the fuel metedng orifice area is controlled by 
position feedback. 
The conventional torque motor is made up from two pairs of electromagnetic coils which 
are placed in a permanent magnetic field. The armature is attached to a flexible flapper. As 
the atmature moves, under the influence of the cutTent load, the flapper moves closer to one 
of the nozzles, causing a pressure build-up on that side and pushing the spool 
correspondingly. To meet the needs of safety and reliability, the torque motor is equipped 
with dual-lane coils; at any time only one pair of coils( one lane) are in .operation. 
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The torque motor has been being successfully used for many years in fuel metering 
systems for its fast response, accuracy and reliability. The disadvantage is the high cost 
manufacturing and maintenance. Therefore, finding a low cost force motor that meets the 
requirements of the fuel metering system to replace the expensive servo unit is the objective 
of this design. The next two sections will deal with the design and development of a 
prototype diaphragm -disc pilot valve used for the metering valve control. The general 
requirements of the design are summarised in Table (7.1) below. 
T bl (7 1) ｾ＠ h . al a e ec n1c ifi fi fi 1 "1 al spec 1cation or ue p1 ot v ve 
Fixed orifices (do) 0.46mm 
Nozzles ( dn) 0.7mm 
Nozzle tube 1.5mm 
Disc travel (TD) 0.2mm 
Flow gain with one coil ±10% of nominal, reasonably linear, identical for both 
excited and equal pressures 
at the control ports lanes, smooth with no discontinuities, no latching 
Max flow (Q) ±0.27(g/s).Y(Ps-Pd)KPa (21itre/min) 
Max pressure drop(Ps-Pd) 0.7 to 11 MPa 
Drain pressure(Pd) 0.3 to 2 MPa 
With the control ports blocked the pressure difference at 
Pressure gain the control ports must not be less than 1400KPa or 
0.6(Ps-Pd) whichever is least at maximum cu11ent 
Electrical resistance Not more than 100 Q per lane 
Electrical cutrent SOmA maximum per lane 
Hysteresis Not more than 1.5mA total for full range excursions 
Natural frequency 200Hz minimum 
Bandwidth (cunent dlive) 32Hz 
Weight 325g maximum 
Operating fluid Aviation fuels 
Temperature 
-54 °C to +180 °C (at least 150 °C if 180 °C is difficult) 
Materials No copper or copper alloys in contact with fuel 
Vibration 22g up to 3KHz 
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7.2 MK-B Valve Design and Test Loop 
A prototype diaphragm-disc pilot valve with a pair of axial ring magnets has 
been built for experimental evaluation. The valve model is termed as MK-B. The outline 
dimensions are 50 by 50 mm in square and 58mm in length as shown in Fig. (7 .2) and 
emphasize the miniature aspects of the design. 
7.2.1 MK-B Valve Description 
The valve is mainly composed ·of three blocks, which are joined together by four screw 
bolts. They are right and left assembly bodies and the central diaphragm-disc clamping 
block. In the coil assembly body a flat-face coil, a permanent ring magnet and a nozzle tube 
are implemented. There is a coil wire connector fixed on the each side of the main assembly 
body to import the external signal to the coil. The diaphragm-disc is sandwiched between 
the left and the right clamping blocks made ｯｦｮｯｮＭｭ｡ｾｮ･ｴｩ｣＠ stainless ｳｴｾ･ｬＮ＠ The 
central disc, which is located in the central position, can have free axial movement between 
the two blocks. The total disc travel is O.lmm from the null position, which is restricted by 
the diaphragm-disc blocks. A diagram of the valve assembly cross-section is shown in Fig. 
(7 .3). Fig. (7 .4) is the photograph of the disc valve parts before assembling. Details of the 
valve design, such as the coil assembly and the diaphragm-disc block are provided in 
Appendix D. 
During the test the valve was mounted on a manifold adapted to the test bench and the 
hydraulic test circuit. The details of the test system are described in the next sub-section. 
7.2.2 MK-B Valve Test System 
The disc valve manifold adapted for the test bench has been designed and made. The disc 
valve was intended to be tested with Lucas Aerospace CVG actuator with built-in LVDT. 
Though it was rather larger than a typical secon.d spool, a smaller displacement at high 
frequency was expected. A fuel actuator clamping bracket was made and mounted close to 
the test valve on the hydraulic rig. Due to the aircraft industry fittings, special couples 
connected with the fittings and the conventional hoses were made. The CVG actuator built-
in L VDT needed a special power card with lOV peak and frequency 2.565kHz. 
Unfortunately, due to lack of technical specifications, the power card could not be 
constructed. Therefore, a micrometer dial gauge with a long probe was used instead to 
indicate the movement of the cylinder. 
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A purging block was constructed and the hydraulic system purged for 4 hours before the 
diaphragm-disc valve was mounted. A petmanent magnet was fitted in the purging block to 
collect magnetic contaminants in the system. The fluid used in the test was Shell No.37. 
The cooling system was running during the test to provided circulating water to keep the 
oil temperature below 40 °C. 
Four pressure transducers (Translnstruments-200N160bar) used to measure the inlet 
pressure and the load port pressures were calibrated before installed onto the valve 
manifold. The calibrated curves are given in Appendix D. The photograph of the manifold 
in conjunction with the pressure transducers is shown in Fig. (7 .5). Pressure gauges were 
installed in the valve supply port and drain port. More accurate readings could be provided 
by the pressure transducers at inlet and two control ports. The valve return flowrate could 
be measured by the two range of flow meters, Type 1: 0-2Litre/min, and Type II: 0-
20Litre/min. 
A coil amplifier was used to drive and control the disc valve. As discussed previously, it 
has the features of single-ended current, differential current and bi-directional current 
control modes. The electronic circuit is shown in Chapter 4. All electronic signals were 
modulated and then sent to the data logging system implemented in an IBM PC. The data 
was then transferred to a Macintosh computer for further data processing. 
The MK-B hydraulic test loop is illustrated in Fig. (7.6). The system pressure was 
controlled by a pressure regulator. A fine filter of 50J..lmm was fitted in the loop before the 
fluid flows into the diaphragm -disc valve. An accumulator was also implemented to smooth 
the inlet pressure. 
7.3 MK-B Valve Preliminary Test and Modification 
The valve was first tested in the block load condition. The ports connecting to the actuator 
were blocked by turning off the two switches to the cylinder ports. The maximum supply 
pressure was 1700psi/120bar and back pressure, 200psi/15bar. 
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7. 3.1 Prelbrinacy Test 
It was found in the early test that the disc valve coils used much more electric power than 
expected. To increase the coil force the two coils had to be excited differentially and 
simultaneously to move the disc with a supply voltage of ±15V. The valve then operated as 
a switching valve with a switching frequency of over 60 Hz. 
This was thought to be the relatively strong permanent magnets compared to the 
electromagnetic coil fields. A large proportional current had to be applied to overcome the 
magnetic force originating from the ring magnets. Apart from the stronger tnagnets, another 
suspicion was the magnetic flux leakage due to the use of the cartridges and diaphragm 
clampers made of stainless steel. 
In order to reduce the coil electric power consumption, an attempt to reduce the magnetic 
flux leakage was made by making a pair of thin brass shims with a thickness of 0.078mm 
and placing them between the coil block and the diaphragm-disc block. This also led to an 
increase of the coil holding-gap and a weakening of the permanent magnet fields. The test 
results indicated that the coil electric power supply, which was ±15V, was found to 
decrease to ±8V. Single-coil dual lane operation was found to be successful. Obviously, as 
the diaphragm was unable to close the nozzle completely, the blocked load port pressure 
changes were reduced. Further investigation was still needed. 
7. 3. 2 l\11{ .. B Valve 1\'i)dificatiom 
In order to examine if the magnetic short circuit existing in the valve weakened the magnetic 
fields, a new diaphragm-disc clamping block was made by using Dural, a non magnetic 
metal. The tests with or without isolating shims showed that the valve had more or less a 
similar behaviour as the valve using stainless steel clamping blocks in both situations. 
Therefore, the suspicion of magnetic flux leakage due to the material used was eliminated. 
Additionally, to improve the flow capacity to the actuator, fixed orifices with 0.58mm 
diameter were made to replace the 0.46mm orifices. Modification to the diaphragm-disc 
working distance was made in the Dural clamping block so that the total disc travel was 
increased to 0.3 mm from 0.18mm. Due to the increase in the working gap, the two coils 
had to be excited simultaneously ·to enhance the magnetic force in order to actuate the 
cylinder. Because of the unsymmetrical magnetic flux fields, the magnetic force in the 
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reverse current direction was much weaker than that in the positive current direction. 
Therefore, differential coil current operation no longer worked with this alteration . 
.It was concluded that the ring magnets inside the valve exhibited excessive magnetic 
strength thus leading to the high electric power consumption, and also the CVG actuator 
was too big to be suitably used as a second stage valve driven by the MK-B valve. As a 
result, demagnetisation of the ring magnets, and the design and manufacturing an 
appropriate actuator were considered. To reduce any possible pressure loss or any fluid 
effects due to the pipes and connections a manifold was constructed to be attached to the 
MK-B valve's manifold. In this case, there are no external pipes between the valve and the 
actuator. The photograph of the designed small cylinder mounted on the manifold is shown 
in Fig. (7.5) and the design details are provided in Appendix D. 
7. 3. 3 Demagnetisation of the Pennanent 1\tlagnets 
By heating the magnets above the Curie Temperature (in this case, 100 °C), uniformly, a 
change in temperature causes reduction in the magnetic field strength. However, due to lack 
of the flux meter, it was hard to tell the depth of the demagnetisation and ensure that the 
two ring magnets have identical demagnetisation characteristics. When this was tried the 
test result of the heat treatment indicated no significant improvement. 
The coil blocks with built-in ring magnets were then sent to Magnet Development Ltd for 
electric demagnetisation. By applying a reversed electromagnetic field to weaken the ring 
magnets, the magnetic strength can be changed to any required value. Demagnetisation 
details are described in Table (7 .2). The magnetic field strength was measured by a gauss 
meter. 
T bl (7 2) M a e tsd agne . f emagnetisa ton 
Magnet A MagnetB 
Before demagnetisation 2.9K Gauss 3.4K Gauss 
Full magnetisation(100%) 3.2K Gauss 3.4K Gauss 
After demagnetisation 1.08K Gauss 1.10K Gauss 
Demagnetisation rate(15%) 2.96 3.09 
The magnetic strength was decreased to 1/3 of the original value. The valve was then re-
assembled using the stainless steel diaphragm-disc block without the isolating shims. With 
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these improvement it was found that the valve could operate under either single-ended coil 
operation or differential current operation satisfactorily. 
7.4 MK-B Valve Characteristics 
The voltage supply to the MK-B electronic power card was ±5V and the oil was regulated 
at a max. pressure of 1 OObar and the oil working temperature was maintained within 40 °C. 
By applying a current signal to either one coil or two coils simultaneously and 
differentially, the pressure changes at the two control ports were recorded. The input signal 
was generated by a function generator, and magnified by the coil amplifier. The input and 
output signals from either the function generator, the coil driver or the pressure transducers 
and flowmeters were sent to the data logging system. The wave forms could also be 
displayed on an oscilloscope. 
The major parameters of the experiments are given in Table (7 .3) below. 
T bl (7 3) MK B Val a e - ve test parameters 
Inlet throttling diameter d0=0.46 mm 
Disc travel TD=0.18mm 
Supply pressure P8=100 bar 
Back pressure Pb=14 bar 
Electric power supply Vs=±5V 
Coil resistant Rc=73 Q 
Oil working temperature T=40°C 
It has to be mentioned that due to a lack of the necessary frequency analysis software to 
support the data logging system, the MK-B valve and the valve system dynamic 
experiments were unable to be fully analysed. The test results were only reproduced in 
graphical fo1m. 
7. 4.1 l.VIK-B Blocked-load Characteristics 
In the block-load condition, the valve static charactedstics were investigated first. The valve 
was tested in single-ended coil operation and differential current operation, respectively. 
Figs. (7 .7) and (7 .8) show the experimental results. In the figures, the abscissa represents 
the coil amplifier output voltage and the ordinate represents the load port pressure in bar. 
The blocked-load pressure charactedstics in differential current mode show quite linear and 
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symmetrical results. However, the single-ended coil mode shows an unsymmetrical 
differential pressure output due to the unequal effects of the positive current and the 
negative cutTent from the coil and magnets on the disc due mainly to the magnetic flux non-
linearity. Further work is required to optimise the magnet and coil designs to extend the 
operating range. However, the fundamentality of the approach has been clearly established. 
7.4.2 MK-B Valve Frequency Response 
The valve blocked-load dynamic charactedstics were investigated by applying a continued 
sinusoidal wave to the coiVcoils. The valve was found to be able to response up to 40Hz in 
the single-ended coil mode and 60Hz in the differential current operation, respectively. 
Typical experiment results are given in Figs. (7 .9) to (7 .12). Low frequency responses are 
shown in Figs. (7.9) and (7.10), and high frequency responses in different control modes 
are shown in Figs. (7.11) and (7.12). As it was stated earlier, the frequency response 
analysis was unable to be completed due to lack of frequency analyser but a comparison of 
the sine wave amplitudes established the attenuation with frequency. 
7.4.3 MK-B Valve Actuator Frequency Response 
Finally, the MK-B valve was tested in conjunction with the actuator. The load ports of the 
disc valve were connected to the cylinder access ports. The actuator displacement was 
detected by a position transducer (LVDT-0.5') replacing the micrometer gauge. The 
transducer gain calibration result is enclosed in Appendix D. The system was tested in 
open-loop without external load to examine its frequency response which was found to be 
as high as 20Hz at a supply pressure of 1 OObar and an actuator displacement of ±3mm. 
Typical expedment results in the different control modes are given in Figs. (7.13)- (7.15). 
Further work should include a more detailed evaluation of the valve design characteristics. 
7.5 Summary 
A prototype diaphragm-disc pilot valve MK-B has been built and tested under a limited 
range of static and dynamic conditions. The blocked-load static pressure characteristics 
were fairly representative of the pilot valve requirements operating in a two-stage 
configuration. When the magnetic flux characteristics were roughly balanced with the 
electromagnetic characteristics, the novel method of providing either differential coil 
operation or single ended dual lane operation were found to operate successfully although 
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further work needs to be done on matching the non-linear magnetic characteristics to those 
of the coil to extend the operating range. 
The dynrunic tests, although not comprehensive, illustrate that the high natural frequency of 
300Hz provided by the diaphragm-disc arrangement provides a very satisfactory bandwidth 
of 40-60 Hz for the pilot valve. 
The MK-B valve was also tested with a miniaturised cylinder in open-loop. In response to 
a sinusoidal input a frequency of 20 Hz in differential current mode and a frequency of 8 
Hz in single-ended coil mode were found in the test. 
Further experiments should include the valve dynamic characteristics and the valve-cylindar 
system with the position feedback control. 
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Pi . (7.4) Photo ra h ofMK-B disc ilot valve 
Pi . (7.5) MK-B valve manifold with ressure transducers 
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(8) 
Double-disc Suspension Valve Design 
Chapter 8 is concerned with improvements to electrohydraulic disc valve design and 
development with position feedback for vehicle semi-active suspension system 
applications. Two - and three - tetm controller compensators are shown to provide adequate 
stability and dynamic performance for both types of position and pressure feedback. 
Chronologically, the suspension valve improvements were incorporated before the disc 
force motor research described in Chapters 2 and 3 was completed so diaphragm-disc and 
permanent magnet features are not included. Although the valve is designed for the vehicle 
suspension system, it can be used as a two-port proportional control valve for other 
industrial applications. This chapter deals with the theoretical model of the valve, including 
its static and dynamic characteristics, together with experimental results. 
8.1 A Brief Review of Vehicle Suspension Systems 
A vehicle suspension system is used to minimise the vertical movements, due to the 
irregularities of the road conditions, which affect ride comfort, handling and control 
performance {Refs.78 and 79}. As an example, two simplified models of 1/4 car 
suspension systems are shown in Fig. (8.1 ). They are fixed damping suspension systems 
shown in Fig. (8.1-a) and variable damping suspension systems in Fig. (8.1-b ). According 
to the control mode, the suspension is categorised in three types. 
A passive vehicle suspension system as shown in Fig. (8.1-a), employing a linear spring 
plus a constant shock absorber, is the most widely used for road vehicles, because of its 
simplicity and low-cost. However, such system has only fixed characteristics that are a 
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compromise between a comfortable ride and good steering under different road conditions 
{Refs. 80-94}. 
An active suspension system, with parameters which change with vatiations in excitation 
and response charactetistics, provides improved shock and vibration isolation performance, 
by using a high performance servo valve {Refs. 95-102}. Recent development in 
optimisation techniques in automatic control has led to a study of the various active 
vibration isolators and vehicle suspension systems {Refs. 103-107}. But, an external 
energy source and associated equipment are required making the system complex, difficult 
to service and high cost. Therefore, the use of active suspension is limited to specialist 
cars. 
A semi-active system can provide a compromise between the performance benefits of an 
active system and the simplicity of the passive suspension. Such a system requires only 
low level electrical power for necessary signal processing, and can provide considerable 
improvement in vehicle tide. Therefore, more attention has been brought to this field {for 
instance, Refs. 42, 103, and 108, etc.}. 
The progress achieved in this research is the development of a double disc valve associated 
with a uni-flow shock absorber being used to provide semi-active suspension 
characteristics applied to the whole operating domain shown in Fig. (8.2). The advantage 
of this arrangement is that, irrespective of the piston displacement direction in the shock 
absorber, the oil flow is always in the same direction due to the use of non-retu1n valves 
through a single electrically controlled valve. Therefore, the damping performance is 
largely dependent upon the suspension valve's charactetistics. 
Early work with an electrically controlled variable damper was described by Parker and Lau 
{Ref. 42}. The valve acts as a variable flow orifice and controls the damping force 
produced by changing the pressure-flow characteristics. The experimental results showed 
good agreement in both static characteristics and dynamic performance with theoretical 
predictions. However, the major weakness of this valve design are its limitation of the fluid 
power output, a high stiffness spring employed to balance the flow forces on the disc 
assembly and excessive electric power consumption. 
As the pressure-flow modulation of the floating disc valve design is mainly based on the 
static fluid bearing principle{ Ref. 109}, it is most suitable for the valve in symmetrical 
configurations. However, for those unsymmetrical situations, especially for high pressure-
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flow applications like the suspension disc valve, the fluid model appears more complex and 
hard to predict. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a simplified pressure-flow 
modulation into the valve design. The theoretical study in Chapter 6 showed that if the 
channel width of the radial flow across the disc compared with disc travel is large enough 
and the ratio of the disc diameter to the nozzle diameter is reasonably small, the pressure-
flow modulation can be simplified to a nozzle-flapper configuration. This can also be 
applied to the double-disc suspension valve design if the fluid holding gap is increased and 
the total disc travel decreased. If the pressure flow is allowed to tun mainly through one 
nozzle, and a bleed flow through another, the flow forces appear more balanced due to the 
presence of static pressure on both sides of the discs. A new suspension disc valve 
configuration has been therefore developed using these ideas. 
By introducing the nozzle-flapper principle which differs from the previous design using 
the static bearing principle, a prototype electromagnetic suspension valve called MK-A with 
position feedback has been built for testing. It has been demonstrated that under PD 
controller compensation, the valve can operate continually in the whole control domain with 
the characteristics of balanced fluid forces and low electric power consumption. Details are 
described in the following sections. 
8.2 Suspension Valve Operating Principle 
In principle the disc valve shown in Fig. (8.3) is a configuration of a single nozzle with 
two discs joined together. In the left chamber of the valve there is an inlet nozzle and a disc 
that acts as a flapper, forming the main fluid control loop. In the light chamber, a sub-flow 
leads through from the inlet port, where there is a flat-face coil and a disc armature 
comprising of the electromagnetic control loop. There is almost no outlet flow in this 
chamber by employing a sliding rod to block the central tube. In consequence, the nozzle 
diameter has to be increased in order to retain the required valve flowrate. The two discs are 
joined by the sliding rod, which has an equal diameter to the left nozzle, making up the disc 
assembly moving axially between the inlet nozzle and the coil. It is noticed that there are 
access holes on the discs to reduce the static pressure difference on both sides of the discs. 
The movement of the disc assembly or the opening of the nozzle is monitored by a position 
transducer located on the left side of the valve. When the coil is excited, the disc assembly 
is attracted towards the coil by the electromagnetic force against the fluid force, hence, 
providing the required pressure-flow characteristics. 
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Due to the non-linearity of the electromagnetic force and fluid forces, a closed-loop 
configuration by employing a position transducer is necessary. In this case, the disc 
opening can be stabilised proportional to the coil input. Therefore, the valve provides 
pressure-flow characteristics varying continuously from the closed position to the full open 
as shown in Fig. (8.2). Owing to the inlet pressure introduced in the coil-disc chamber, the 
static pressure forces on the valve can be well balanced and this results in a combined fluid 
force in the disc closed direction. 
There is a requirement that in the case of electric power failure, the valve should go back to 
the closed position providing the upper damping characteristic or a "hard ride" bleeding 
flow to the shock absorber. Therefore, a small nozzle opening is considered to meet this 
demand. When the coil is switched off, the disc assembly returns to its closing position 
under the fluid force and the spring force. A small pre-opening remains at the left nozzle to 
provide the required leakage flow. 
8.3 Theoretical Model 
This section describes the theoretical characteristics of the double disc suspension valve. It 
is divided into three parts, the first part deals with the valve open loop characteristics. 
Secondly, the electrohydraulic theoretical model of the valve in the closed loop with a built-
in displacement transducer is developed. In the third part the dynamic characteristics of the 
disc valve with a differential pressure feedback are investigated for future development. 
8. 3.1 Open Loop Characteristics 
The valve theoretical model is developed using the assumptions below: 
1) Fluid density is considered as a constant; 
2) The pressure loss via inlet and outlet ports are ignored; 
3) Coulomb friction between the connecting rod and the sleeve is neglected; 
4) Fluid leakage is not considered apart from the "hard ride" bleed-off; 
5) The magnetic flux in the cylindrical coil is uniform and magnetic hysteresis, flux leakage 
are small so may be neglected. 
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As was discussed previously if the width of radial fluid access compared with the disc 
travel, which has been defined as a, is large enough and the ratio of the disc diameter to the 
nozzle diameter, which has been defined as {3, is small, the influence of the viscosity and 
the inertia distributed on the disc surface can be neglected. Therefore, the pressure-flow 
modulation of the disc-nozzle configuration is simplified to a flapper-nozzle configuration. 
Due to suspension valve design considerations, a large nozzle diameter with relatively small 
nozzle flat width and small disc displacement are easily constructed. Therefore, this 
pressure-flow modulation, which is treated as a sharp edge orifice with a small flapper 
displacement, is given by 
(8.1) 
In the equation, P a and Pb are inlet and outlet pressures, respectively; Rv , the fluid 
resistance coefficient, has been defined in Chapter 6; A represents the ratio of the pre-
opening, g, to the disc travel, X d. R v is the fluid resistance coefficient as previously 
defined. The definitions are given by 
x= x/Xd, A. =g/Xd (8.2) 
Due to the presence of the inlet pressure in the coil-disc chamber, the static pressure on the 
disc's surfaces can be approximately balanced. If the connecting rod external diameter is 
equal to the nozzle diameter, the static flow force due to the opening momentum is finally 
derived and given by 
(8.3) 
where the variable, AP, is the differential pressure drop across the valve and AP 0 is the 
differential pressure drop at the 11 hard ride 11 condition. 
Ft0 , the fluid force at the disc closed position, is defined as 
(8.4) 
From the form of (8.3) it is seen that the flow force is a non-linear function of the disc 
position. However, this non-linear effect can be suppressed by using small signal 
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variables at the "hard ride" position (x0 , LiP 0 ) for the dynamic control analysis. Therefore, 
the linearised expression can be derived by 
where the operating coefficients are given by 
-[i}Ff] _ 2 2 Kp- --( )-4nCdng i)L!P X 0=0 
LlP 0 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
(8.7) 
The flat-face coil and disc configuration shown in Fig. (8.3) is similar to the configuration 
developed in Chapter 6 except for its single coil arrangement. Therefore, the 
electromagnetic force acting on the disc atmature is: 
(8.8) 
Due to the single coil operation, the electromagnetic force is non-linear and this, inevitably, 
results in an unstable disc position unless feedback control is applied. The non-linear 
effects can be suppressed by using small signal variables for the dynamic control analysis. 
As an example, the characteristics at the "hard ride" position is given by 
(8.9) 
where, 
2Feo 2Feo ｋｴ］ＭｾＭＬ＠ Km= 
o (a+l)Xd (8.10) 
To make sure that in circumstance where the coil fails to work, the valve is in the "hard 
ride" position, a soft spring is employed to provide a pre-closing force. The spring force is 
given by 
(8.11) 
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where Ks is the spring stiffness and Xs is the pre-compression. 
The voltage equation for the coil circuit has been set up in Chapter 2. Due to the single-
ended coil mode, the counter electromotive force exists and varies with the disc position. 
The dynamic equation is re-defined below. 
(8.12) 
where Rc, Lc and Kb are coil resistance, inductance and counter electromotive force, 
respectively. Their definitions are given by 
Ncb eo Ncb eo 
Lc= ' Kb=----
Io Xd(a+l) (8.13) 
Considering the disc assembly as a moving object, the valve dynamic equation is given by 
(8.14) 
Considering the electromagnetic coil characteristics, displacement feedback and PID control 
compensation, the suspension valve behaviour is investigated in the next sub-division. 
8. 3. 2 Position Feedback Oosed Loop Control 
Due to the non-linearity of the fluid and the electromagnetic characteristics, closed-loop 
control is necessary. A position transducer is implemented in the valve to measure the disc 
position. An electronic proportional-integral-derivative(PID) controller is designed to 
stabilise the valve. The control system in block diagram is shown in Fig. (8.4). 
The Laplace transfer function of the position transducer in the feedback loop is described as 
e1=H (s) =Kp 
X X (8.15) 
where Kp is the linear displacement transducer gain. 
A PID network has been implemented to the valve forward control loop to stabilise the 
valve performance. The PID control transfer function is given by 
(8.16) 
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In the fotm, Kp, K1 and Kv are constant rates determined by the values of the components 
shown in Fig. (4.8) and defined in Eq. (4.20) of Chapter 4. 
For simple analysis, definitions of the combined s domain transfer functions are made as 
follows. 
The valve assembly: 
1 
2 
ms ＫｂｾＫＨｋ Ｘ Ｍｋ Ｘ Ｉ＠
The electromagnetic coil loop: 
Kt 
Ge(s)= Rc+LcS 
The coil controller: 
Gc(s) =Ag( Kp + K1/s+ Krft) 
2 
= Ag( KIY + Kpf+ K1) 
s 
The differential pressure gain is: 
(8.17) 
(8.18) 
(8.19) 
(8.20) 
where Ap is the gain of the differential transducer amplifier, which was discussed in 
Section 4.2.4, Chapter 4. 
The combined feedback loop is: 
Kbs 
H(s)=Hx(s)+ Gc(s) (8.21) 
Therefore, the block diagram of the valve control system is re-sketched as shown in Fig. 
(8.5). The system characteristics in terms of position input and pressure input is then given 
by 
(8.22) 
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A stable second-order system may be achieved by PD compensation only. The open-loop 
characteristic function is given by 
(8.23) 
Due to the complexity of the transfer functions, the closed loop system is analysed by using 
Matlab, the control simulation software for Macintosh computers {Ref. 50}. Computing 
results have shown that the system · is . stable only under PD control. The main data used in 
the computing simulations are given in Table (8.1) below. The program details are given in 
Appendix E. 
T bl (8 1) D a e d. ( ) ata use m computing program- I 
Function Parameters 
Gv(S) m=0.0278kg Kt=9.05x102N/m 
Ks=2.5x1 03N/m Km=8.7x103N/m 
Ba=300N-sec/m ｾ］ＰＮＵ＠
Ge(S) Kt=14.6869N/ A Lc=2.47x10·2H 
Rc=15Q 
Gc(s) Al'=5 KI=O 
Kp=6 Ko=0.0141sec 
Gp(s) K0 =4.52x10·10 A/Pa Pab=10xl06Pa 
Ap=6000 
H(s) Kb=14.7Wb/m. Kp=5 .2xl03V /m 
With constant pressure across the valve, a typical frequency response of the system closed-
loop simulation, by employing PD compensation given in Table(8.1) alone, is shown in 
Fig. (8.6). Assume the damping coefficient, ｾＧ＠ has a value of 0.5, the system can be found 
to be stable with a frequency bandwidth of 600 Hz under an adequate feedback gain of the 
position transducer. To further examine the valve system stability, a step voltage input is 
simulated and the response curve is shown in Fig. (8.7) and the effective response time is 
less than 0.05 second. As an example, the simulation of the valve operation in the closed 
loop with the position feedback in response to a continuous sinusoidal signal input with 
frequency of 50Hz is shown in Fig. (8.8). 
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8. 3. 3 Differential Pressure Feedback Control 
This section concentrates on the closed-loop control characteristics of the suspension disc 
valve with a differential pressure transducer feedback. 
Referring to Eq. (8.1), the differential pressure equation can be linearised near the disc 
closed position and then given by 
4J = Kt[J- Kxx (8.24) 
where 
(8.25) 
2 
K = pQO 
X 2 3 (nCd,P,J g (8.26) 
In Eqs. (8.24) to (8.26), Llp and q are differential pressure change and flowrate change, 
respectively, and Q0 is the flowrate at the disc closed position. 
By slightly modifying the position feedback system shown in Fig. (8.4) and substituting 
Eq. (8.24), a suspension valve control system with a differential pressure feedback is 
shown in Fig. (8.9). After the simplification, an equivalent system is shown in Fig. (8.10). 
Therefore, the dynamic characteristics of the suspension valve with the differential pressure 
feedback is given by 
where 
and, 
4-J= G(s) (-AeJ + Kq L1q 
1 +CT(s)ll(s) 1 + (T(s)ll(s) 
(T c ( s)(T e ( s)(Tv ( s)Kx (T( s) = --------
1 + (T e (s)(Tv ( s)Kbs 
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(8.29) 
where Kp is the gain of the differential pressure transducer. 
Neglecting the flowrate disturbance, the differential pressure dynamic characteristics with 
respect to an electric demand is fmally derived by 
L\v= G(s) (-L\eJ 
1 + G(s)H(s) (8.30) 
It is seen that any positive demand input causes a reverse change of the differential pressure 
output. This can be explained that a positive position change results in increasing the 
opening of the nozzle. This in turn decreases the differential pressure across the valve. 
It is found that in computing simulations, without changing the valve dimensions a PID 
compensation is required to stabilise the system with an adequate differential pressure gain. 
A prediction of the frequency response of this control scheme with a constant flowrate is 
shown in Fig. (8.11). The supplementary data used in this simulation is given by Table 
(8.2). 
T bl (8 2) D a e ata use tn computmg program-(IT) 
Function Supplementary Parameters 
Gc(S) A2 =5 Kr=4.3x 1 03sec·1 
Kp=l Kn=0.0023sec 
H(s) Kb=14.7Wb/m Kp=l.Ox10-7V /Pa 
Kx=2.0x1012Pa/m K0 =1.12xl 012PaJm3fsec 
The computing simulation is quite promising. It suggests that without a position feedback a 
suspension disc valve can also be used for a differential pressure feedback control. The 
advantage of this control approach is that the differential pressure signal can be measured 
directly from the inlet and outlet of a shock absorber to provide the variable continuous 
damping characteristics. 
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8.4 Double-disc Suspension Valve Design 
A double-disc valve which is designated as MK-A is shown in Fig. (8.12). It has been 
designed to provide the continued variable damping characteristics to the suspension 
system. The valve has an outline dimensions of 96x64x64mm3, and its assembly is shown 
in Fig. (8.13). As seen in the drawing, the valve is composed of a coil block, isolating 
block, and nozzle block. They are bolted together with a central cartridge. The main 
dimensions of the prototype suspension valve are given in Table (8.3). 
Table (8.3) MK-A valve dimensions 
Coil Chamber Nozzle Chamber 
Disc diameter Dt=27.0mm D2=34.0mm 
Nozzle diameter dnt=6.0 mm dn2=6.0 mm 
Nozzle length Lnt=12.0 mm Ln2=14.0mm 
Holding-g_ap H2 t=0.22 mm Hsz2=l.O mm 
Nozzle initial gap X2 t =0.005 mm Xg2=0.005 mm 
Disc travel Xd=0.2mm Xd=0.2mm 
Holding-gap ratio at=l.1 CX2=5.0 
Fluid disc ratio ｾｴ］ＱＮＵ＠ ｾＲ］ＱＮＵ＠
Connecting rod diameter dr=6.0mm 
Total disc travel TD=0.2mm 
Biased spring rate K8=2.54kN/m 
Coil tutn N=500 
Wire diameter dw=0.22 mm 
Resistance Rc=14.2 Qat 20 °C 
The coil disc is made of mild steel, EN 1A. There are holes equally distributed around the 
central disc area shown in Fig. (8.14) in order to maintain equilibrium static pressure on 
both sides. A similar situation applies to the nozzle disc except for its larger diameter as the 
sensor target and the material being tool steel. The discs are joined together by a connecting 
rod forming a disc assembly. The rod with relief grooves is also used to isolate the fluid 
connection in two chambers. In the coil block there is a light spring installed in the central 
coil core. The spring pre-compression is adjustable so as to provide a disc closing force 
and also to stabilise the disc assembly. The technical drawing is shown in Fig. (8.15). 
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A miniaturised displacement transducer has been built into the nozzle block. It is a non-
contact eddy current sensor with a gain of 8V /mm, having features of high linearity, high 
resolution, and temperature independence. The disc movement in the nozzle chamber side 
causes the impedance change of the sensor coil. 
It is noted that in this prototype design there is a probe screwed into the centre of the nozzle 
block. It is used to adjust the disc pre-opening for the valve to provide bleed flow in the 
nozzle closed position. 
8.5 MK-A Valve Experimental Investigation 
The valve experimental loop was constructed and its layout is shown in Figs. (8.16) and 
(8.17). The test circuit is more or less similar to the MK-B valve test loop which has been 
described in Chapter 7. A valve manifold has been built for adaption to the valve and pipe 
connections and provided housing for the pressure transducers. The valve disc position 
was stabilised by the displacement sensor feedback in cooperation with the PID controller. 
A PC-based data acquisition system was used to collect the test information, such as, disc 
position, inlet and outlet pressures, outgoing flowrate and so on. 
The valve inlet and outlet pressures were measured by two pressure sensors. The signals 
were combined to produce a differential pressure signal by an amplifier. The information of 
transducers used in the system is provided in Table (8.4). 
Table (8.4) Transducer data 
Transducer specification 
Type Position transducer Pressure transducer 
No. of unit 1 off 2 off 
Producer DORNIER Translnsttuments 
Model I-W-A/A4 2000A 
Working range 0-1.25 mm 0-160 bar 
Output 0-lOV 0-lOOmV 
Rate 8V/mm 0.625 m V /bar 
Power supply ±15V, DC +lOV, DC 
Amplifier supplied by manufacturer self-designed 
The electronic control system was set up for closed-loop position control. The coil driver, 
PID controller and differential pressure amplifierhave beendiscussed earlier in Chapter 4. 
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The electronic circuits are illustrated in Figs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.11), respectively. Settings 
for the PID controller were determined experimentally by first setting the proportional gain 
to give adequate stability through the valve operational envelope. Best expedmental results 
were then achieved by the application of PD alone. The PD parameters are given in Table 
(8.5). 
T bl (8 5) PD te a e parame r 
Definition Comparator Loop Proportional Loop Derivative Loop 
Input terminal Rct=5.lkQ Rnt=3.3k0 Cd=0.47J..LF 
Feedback terminal Rc2=20.4k0 Rn2=19.8kQ Rtt=21.3kQ 
Gain Kc=4 Kp=6 Ko=O.Olsec 
The investigation of the valve steady-state charactedstics were made by setting the disc at a 
demanded position, altering the upstream pressure, and then measuring the flowrate. 
Repeating the same procedure by varying the disc position enabled a series of pressure-
flow curves to be obtained. Boundary conditions could be determined by either 
disconnecting the cutTent input for "hard-dde" conditions or applying maximum current for 
the disc to be fully opened. Under closed-loop control with the position feedback, the disc 
was found to operate in stable status. The test results together with the theoretical boundary 
conditions are shown in Fig. (8.18), where pressure curves versus flowrate cotTesponding 
to fixed disc positions fill up the whole operating regime. 
In general, the static curves shown in Fig. (8.18) are continuous and smooth. 
Occasionally, discontinuity is found due to the pressure disturbance during manual loading. 
Due to the spdng pre-load applied to the disc, a zero flow below 20 bar is found at the disc 
hard-dde position. It can also be seen from the cutves that the "soft-dde" boundary does 
not pass quite enough flow because of the limit of the nozzle size. More flowrate under 
lower pressure drop can be gained by enlarging the nozzle diameter in a future design. 
The dynamic response of the valve can be obtained by using sinusoidal excitation of the 
coil at a constant differential pressure. The valve has been tested in a frequency range from 
5Hz to 80Hz and the disc was found to response satisfactorily within the frequency 
bandwidth of 50Hz. Three typical test results are given in Fig. (8.19). These curves show 
quite good agreement with the theoretical predictions. 
As mentioned above, "soft-ride" characteristics can be further enhanced by increasing the 
main nozzle diameter in a new design. Fig. (8.20) shows the simulated effect of increasing 
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the nozzle diameter on the pressure-flow characteristics which would be achieved with a 
slight increase in valve size due to re-balancing the flow forces. 
A 1/4 vehicle semi-active system by use of a uni-direction shock absorber implemented 
with the MK-A valve is shown in Fig. (8.21). The valve input may be either a demand 
signal or a _pressure feedback signal or even both to control the disc valve providing the 
required damping characteristics. For vehicle suspension applications, the electronic signal 
could be generated manually on the instrument board for a low cost operation or even a ride 
command from the vehicle microprocessor under a central management scheme for an 
advanced adaptive control. 
However, it has to be pointed out that due to the limit of the test means, such as, a shock 
absorber with the external loading system or an electrohydraulic pressure control valves to 
generate the required variable pressure differential signal, the test of the MK-A valve with 
the differential pressure feedback was unable to be carried out. Therefore further 
investigation of the suspension valve perfotmance remains to be made in the future. 
8.6 Summary 
Compared with the earlier design due to Lau {Refs. 42 and 43 }, improvements have been 
made in the MK-A valve design as follows. 
A simplified pressure-flow modulation using the nozzle-flapper principle has been 
introduced instead of the static bearing principle. The net static flow force on the disc 
assembly has beendecreasedby blocking the coil chamber, equalising the nozzle and central 
tube diameters, and introducing access holes on the discs. The nozzle diameter has been 
increased and the total disc travel decreased to provide the best force/volume charactedstics. 
The function of the spring used in this design is to stabilise the disc assembly in the closed 
position so the spring stiffness has been reduced by 4 times compared with the previous 
design. A PD electronic network has been introduced in the closed loop to improve both 
system stability and frequency response. Due to use of advanced electronic components, 
such as dual and quad op-amps, the PD network design is much simpler than the previous 
PI network with aRC lead compensator. Also, the coil electric power consumption has 
been reduced to 30% due to the minimisation of the static fluid forces. This has led to a 
miniaturised design of the coil driver using IC power amplifiers. 
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Lastly, the theoretical model of the suspension valve for differential pressure feedback 
control has been developed. The simulation shows that without using position transducer 
the system can be stabilised by introducing PID compensation assuming a constant gain in 
the pressure feedback loop. This establishes a foundation for an advanced suspension 
control system based on damping force control. 
An electrohydraulic valve in a vehicle semi-active suspension control must be compact, low 
cost, fast and reliable while operating proportionally throughout the duty cycle of the shock 
absorber. The development of the MK-A valve described in this chapter meets all these 
criteria to some extent. The coil design has been chosen to provide the best force/volume 
characteristics and has been integrated with the fluid valve through the use of a disc 
armature to provide a novel compact valve design. Valve flow forces have been carefully 
minimised through static force balancing to minimise the electromagnetic force 
requirements. The voltage and current demands are within a normal regulated vehicle 
battery capability. The valve can also provide a passive suspension control in the case of 
failure of the solenoid or the electdc power supply. 
Dynamic tests on the valve showed that it is capable of meeting a band-width requirement 
of 50 Hz without further development but it is anticipated that valve inertia could be 
reduced even further in future designs if required using the results of the disc force motor 
research based on a diaphragm construction and permanent magnets in Chapters 2 and 3. 
Chronologically, the suspension disc valve improvements were incorporated before the 
force motor research was completed so, unfortunately, these features were not included. 
Future design should therefore improve the dynamic performance of the valve. 
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Conclusions and Future Development Reconnnendations 
9.1 Conclusions 
An objective of this research was to investigate the use of a diaphragm armature in the 
electromagnetic coil of an electrohydraulic disc valve. Previous research at Surrey had 
shown that improvements to the inertia and the stiffness associated with the moving parts 
were required to increase performance and reduce size. This has led to the successful 
implementation of two novel features: firstly, a spider diaphragm with design adjustment to 
stiffness and, secondly, the introduction of permanent magnets to improve electromagnetic 
stiffness and provide dual-lane safety featw·es. To illustrate the improvements in disc valve 
design, a prototype diaphragm-disc valve for electrohydraulic pilot valve industrial 
applications was constructed and tested. 
Another successfully built valve is an improved version of a position or pressure controlled 
double-disc valve for use in vehicle semi-active suspension systems. It has been 
demonstrated that using proportional plus derivative electronic network compensation, the 
valve using position feedback can operate continually in the whole damper control domain 
with the characteristics of balanced fluid forces and low electric power consumption. 
The achievements are summarised in the following sub-sections. 
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9.1.1 Novel Disc Foree l\tlotor 
In the research a diaphragm-disc force motor with a permanent ring magnet arrangement 
were successfully developed. The theoretical study and experimental work indicated 
significant improvements in comparison with earlier designs for a floating disc valve. 
An inherent problem in a floating disc valve is the difficulty in providing compact locating 
springs to increase the disc natural frequency. Improvements were possible through 
reducing the inertia of the disc as experiments showed that modest reductions of the disc 
thickness from the normal design valve had no detrimental effects on the steady-state 
electromagnetic characteristics. This suggested the way forward in that by using a relatively 
thin diaphragm the characteristics of low inertia and adjustable stiffness could be 
incorporated in the one component. 
By implementing the diaphragm-disc into the the disc force motor, the diaphragm provides 
the required stiffness in a compact design. The moving mass is reduced 4-6 times 
compared with a free disc armature in a floating disc valve. Other advantages are high 
natural frequency, good null-position location and suitability for any complex diaphragm 
shape. The initial high cost of the diaphragm-disc manufacture by laser cutting should be 
decreased significantly for batch production. 
The significance of using a disc-diaphragm in a disc valve is that without sacrifice of the 
valve fluid and electromagnetic characteristics, the dynamic perfonnance is improved. 
Apart from that, the diaphragm-disc can be shaped to any complex form for specific 
applications. Therefore, this arrangement has the potential for further development into a 
servo valve with advantages of no sensitivity to magnetic contamination, compact size and 
low cost manufacture. 
By introducing rare-earth permanent magnets into the flat-face coils, the quiescent current 
required for differential operation is not necessary. Therefore, the coil current at null 
position is reduced by 50% and the coil electric power consumption is decreased to 25% of 
earlier values. It was verified both in theory and experiment that single-ended coil operation 
for the whole disc travel is feasible. By reversing the coil current, the electromagnetic 
forced changes in direction and the disc armature is pushed away from its mid-position. 
This is particularly significant for use in circumstances where a dual lane configuration is 
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required for fail safety, such as in an aviation fuel supply system involving servo control 
valves. 
In this research a conventional mild steel, EN lA, was employed to replace the soft iron 
REM CO B used for coil designs. The test results were very encouraging and no significant 
difference were found. The advantages of using EN lA in favour of REM CO B are its low 
cost and freedom from delicate annealing. However, more evidence on magnetic aging is 
required in future work. 
Three non-dimensional ratios, a, f3 andy, were introduced in the theoretical study. They 
are defined as the holding gap ratio, the fluid disc diameter ratio and the electromagnetic 
flux ratio, respectively. By introducing a, f3 and ythe theoretical models were simplified 
and linearised. The design criteria set up on the basis of these ratios provide the approaches 
to optimise the electromagnetic and electrohydraulic characteristics of the disc valve 
designs. 
9.1.2 Diaphragm-disc Pilot Valve 
A prototype diaphragm-disc pilot valve was built incorporating the features of a diaphragm-
disc, a pair of rare-earth magnets, low cost mild steel and dual-lane control mode. 
Typically, the valve has a natural frequency of 300Hz in a valve size of 58x50x50 
millimetres which overcomes the difficulties of performance and size of previous designs. 
The prototype valve named as MK-B was tested over a range of static and dynamic 
conditions. Though using the nozzle-flapper principle in the simplified fluid model, the 
blocked-load static pressure characteristics were fairly representative of the pilot valve 
requirements operating in a two-stage configuration. The valve had a maximum flowrate of 
2litre/min at a maximum pressure of 100 bar, which met the design requirement. The novel 
method of providing either differential coil operation with no quiescent current or single-
ended dual-lane operation was found to operate successfully. Comparing with the 
theoretical dynamic estimation, a lower stiffness diaphragm -disc was used in the pilot valve 
design. This was in view of the fact that, firstly, the experimental steady-state 
characteristics were in good agreement with the estimations and secondly, the dynamic 
analysis was made only for single stage control. The second stage valve with force 
feedback was not included. The dynamic tests, although not comprehensive, illustrated that 
the high natural frequency provided by the diaphragm-disc arrangement showed a very 
promising bandwidth of 40-60 Hz for the pilot valve. 
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The diaphragm can also be shaped to integrate a mechanical feedback from a second stage 
spool valve and also provide a seal to isolate the fluid from the magnetic circuit, preventing 
contamination from ferrous particle pick-up. As a dry force motor, the general device 
volume can be further decreased. Therefore, a low cost diaphragm -disc servo valve with 
these new features can be built in the future. 
9.1.3 Suspension Disc Valve 
The development of the prototype suspension valve MK-A based on improvements to 
earlier design by Lau was quite successful in providing continuous variable damping 
characteristics with advantages of fast response, reliable performance, fail safety 
performance, low electric power consumption, compact valve size and low cost 
manufacturing. 
A simplified pressure-flow modulation using the nozzle-flapper principle was introduced in 
i 
the valve design. The estimated pressure-flowrate was found to be in good agreement with 
the test results. The steady-state pressure-flow characteristics were continuous and stable at 
any required position proportional to the coil input throughout the working region. By 
blocking the coil chamber, equalising the nozzle and central tube diameters, and drilling 
access holes on the discs, the net static flow force on the disc assembly was decreased and 
in the nozzle closed direction. On the basis of the theory, the nozzle diameter was increased 
and the total disc travel was decreased in the design to provide the best force/volume 
charactetistics. In consequence, the coil electtic power consumption was reduced to 30% of 
the previous design. 
It was very successful to introduce PD electronic network compensation in the closed loop 
to improve both system stability and frequency response for position feedback. The actual 
PD settings were consistent with the estimation. Also, the electronic circuits using 
integrated op-amps were compact and are easily designed for PCBs. 
Due to a careful balance of the fluid forces on the discs, a strong spting was unnecessary. 
The spring stiffness was therefore reduced by 4 times compared with the previous design 
to provide a small pre-compressed force on the disc in the closed position. Future designs 
would incorporate the disc diaphragm features of the disc force motor research to provide 
improved stiffness and dynamic characteristics. 
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The theoretical study showed that by implementing pressure feedback in the disc valve, the 
,. 
shock absorber could be turned into a variable damper without using a position transducer. 
The computing simulation also predicted that the system could be stabilised by introducing 
PID compensation with a constant gain pressure feedback signal. Due to the limit of the test 
equipment the validation of the suspension disc valve with differential pressure feedback 
associated with the modified shock absorber remains to be made in the future. However, a 
position transducer in the closed loop control is still essential if the valve is used as a flow 
control valve in conventional control applications. 
The disc valves developed in the research are summarised in Table (9.1) in Section 9.3 
Figures and Tables. 
9.2 Future Development Recommendations 
The achievements of the successful design of the diaphragm-disc valve have shown that the 
diaphragm-disc force motor is a promising high performance, low cost mechatronic device. 
Future work is recommended in three areas. 
9. 2.1 ｬｭｰｲｯｶ･ｾｮｦｳ＠ to the Diaphragm-disc 
A study of the diaphragm-disc configuration using finite element techniques would 
establish the internal stress distdbution and fatigue limit associated with the diaphragm 
shapes, and the magnetic charactedstics under the electromagnetic fields in order to achieve 
the optimised design. Also more experimental work is needed to determine the diaphragm's 
material and the effective service life. 
More evaluation of the permanent magnet arrangement in the flat-face coil configuration is 
required, such as the affects of temperature and vibration on the stability of the magnetic 
properties of a rare-earth material, the form and location of the magnet, and magnetisation 
and demagnetisation charactedstics. 
Comprehensive experiments on the MK-B valve are required to evaluate the steady-state 
and dynamic characteristics, such as blocked-load pressure-flow characteristics, transient 
response and frequency response. Other factors such as temperature effects and ferrous 
contamination are also involved. The electrohydraulic characteristics of the two-stage valve 
system with position feedback also need investigating. 
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9.2.2 New Generation of Diaphragm-disc Valve in aSenro System 
The objectives of the second generation of diaphragm-disc pilot valves are to improve the 
valve performance reliability, reduce sensitivity to magnetic contamination, further reduce 
the valve size and weight. Also a miniaturised position transducer can be built inside of the 
coil to provide more improved performance. A dry diaphragm-disc force motor with a two 
jet-flapper configuration could be developed to actuate a second stage spool valve. A 
suggested configuration of the diaphragm-disc pilot valve is shown in Fig. (9.1). 
As mentioned earlier, the diaphragm-disc can be shaped to integrate a mechanical feedback 
from a second stage spool valve and provide a seal to isolate the fluid from the magnetic 
circuit, preventing contamination from ferrous particle pick-up. Therefore, a low-cost 
diaphragm-disc servo valve with these new features can be built. This novel configuration 
is shown in Fig. (9.2). 
It is expected that the new generation diaphragm-disc servo valves will have the advantages 
of high valve stiffness, fast responsible time, good null position location, the ability to 
provide first stage position feedback control, dual-lane safety and reliability, freedom from 
magnetic contamination, very compact dry compartment, low friction in the pilot stage, and 
low cost of manufacturing. 
9.2.3 A New Generadon of Diaphragm-disc Valves in Vehicle Suspemion System; 
An advanced car suspension system controlled by a microprocessor requires transducer 
signals for its adaptive control management. It is so important that an electrohydraulic 
power control device is able to translate a message into a mechanical response to an actuator 
to provide the continuous damping characteristics. For safety the valve must provide 
passive suspension control in circumstance where there is an electric power supply failure. 
Also control device must be compact, low cost, fast and reliable while operating 
proportionally throughout the duty cycle of the shock absorber. A new generation of 
diaphragm-disc valves used in a vehicle adaptive suspension system shown in Fig. (9.3) 
can be designed based on the development of the double disc valve achieved in this 
research. The valve can operate with either a built-in position transducer, or a differential 
pressure transducer, or two conventional pressure transducers. It is believed that in a 
suspension disc valve the control scheme used based on position control or differential 
pressure control depends to a large extend on the cost of a transducer itself. 
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9.3 Figures and Tables 
T bl (9 1) T h . al a e ec n1c d' 1 'fi f h spec1 1cattons o t e pro ｴｯｴｾ＠ rpe 1sc va ves 
Valve Type MK-A Suspension Valve MK-B Pilot Valve 
Specifications 
Disc configuration Floating disc assembly Diaphragm-disc 
No. of disc double Single 
Control mode Position feedback Proportional 
Frequency response bandwidth >30Hz 40-60Hz 
Flowrate range (Litre/min) 22 2 
Pressure range (Bar) 130 100 
Mechanical Configuration 
(mm) Coil disc/Fluid disc 
Outline size(LxBxH) 95x64x64 58x50x50 
Disc diameter(D) 27 25 
Disc thickness(Tb) 3/2 0.5 
Holding-gap(Hf!) 1.0/1.0 0.2 
Disc travel(TD) 0.2 0.1 
Odfice diameter( do) N/A 0.43 
Nozzle diameter( dn) 6.0/6.0 0.71 
Connecting rod diameter(dr) 6 N/A 
Coil Configuration 
Armature diameter, D(mm) 24 25 
Armature material Mild steel: EN 1A Spring steel: 
Coil body material Soft iron: REM CO B Mild steel: EN 1A 
Length(mm) 14 12 
Turns of coil(N) 500 1600 
Wire diameter(mm) 0.22 0.16 
Resistance(Q) 14 73 
Max. current (A) <0.8 <0.1 
DC supply (±V) 8 6 
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Diaphragm-disc Non-magnetic Coil Force motor 
Flapper 
Diaphragm and 
feedback pin 
shell 
Nozzle-flapper 
Pd 
ilot valve confi uration 
Diaphragm Armature Coil Coil core 
Disc type 
Force Motor 
Nozzle-Flapper 
valve 
Spool valve 
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Body Mass 
Main 
Spring 
I 
Fi . (9.3) 
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sensing demand Micro Processor 
b 
Demand Input 
ｾｐ＠ Amplifier 
Outlet 
LVDT 
Valve Controller 
DISC VALVE 
Pressure transducers 
Road Surface 
Converter 
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Appendix A 
Appendix A 
A.l Derivation of Feo with Respect to !biding-gap Ratio a 
RefetTing to Eq. (2.13), the electromagnetic force at the null position is rewritten as 
2 
f.l ｾ＠ c(N I maxJ 
F =------eo 2 2 
4(a+l) xd 
Let Feo be considered as a function of 1/a, Eq. (A.l) is modified to 
2 2 
ｦＮｬｾ｣Ｈｎｬｭ｡ｸｊ＠ (1/a) 
Fe 0 (11a)= ------Ｔｘｾ＠ (1+11a) 2 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
With a small change of 1/a, the change of Feo, with reference to Feo at the reference point 
of 1/a0 is described by 
(A.3) 
where, the first derivative of Feo is given by 
ｆｾ Ｐ ＨＱＯ｡Ｉｬ＠ = Fe 0 (1/a) 2 (a=aJ 1/a (1+1/a) (A.4) 
and, 
(A.5) 
Suppose, the reference value of a is taken by 1, Eq. (A.4) yields 
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(A.6) 
Therefore, from Eqs. (A.3), with reference to Fe0 (1/a0 ) when a0 =1, the magnitude of Feo 
with respect to a, is finally derived as 
(A.7) 
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B.l Shim Permanent Deflection Test 
A group of stainless spring steel discs of 29mm diameter with different thickness were 
deflected by axially displacing their centres relative to a 25mm diameter edge clamped. It 
was found in the test that there is no permanent deformation if a disc thickness is greater 
than 0.3mm. The disc permanent deflection against the axial deflection are shown in Fig. 
(B.l), which are provided by Advanced Engineering Centre, Lucas Automotive Ltd .. 
ＭＭＭＭＭ Ｍ Ｍ］］］］Ｍ］Ｍｾｾ］Ｍｾ ﾷ ］ Ｍ ］ＭＭｾＭ -, ］］］］］］］］］］］］ ﾷﾷ ｾ］［Ｌ＠
SHIM DEFLECTION ;:· 
Shim 410x12634-40 ( ｐｯＭＭｾｬＭ ｎｾ ｱＢＧＩ＠
Permanent deflection .001 inch 
ＵＰＬＭ ＮＭＭＮＭＭＮＭＭＮＭＭＮＭｾＭＭｾｾＭＭｾｾＭＭｾｾｾＭＮＭｾ＠
¥' b06" I o.obe· I 0 0 /o " ch-ot2 1 ! o -o
1
1c, • i o.o4o• i ﾷＰＲＮｾ＠ • 
45 - -'-34·----=!:+=-ss --* :a6- Ｍ ｾ＠ sr! · ＭＭ ｾ Ｍﾷ ｳ｡ ｬＭﾷＭＭﾷｊﾷＭ ｡･ ＭｩＭＭ ｾ Ｔｯ Ｍ Ｋ＠ ---·-
1 i I I I : i ! ! I '7, . 
40 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 L .? 
1 l j Ｓｾ＠ buckled , . . 1 ! j 1 I 1 1
: 1-·----.... -j ............ -j .. __ .. _-_-._ ＭＱＺｾＭ ｾ ｾ ｾｾｾ ｴ ｱ［ ｾ ｾ ﾷ ｪ Ｚ Ａ ＭＭＭＭＭｲ］ｬ］］ｾｩＭ］］ｆ ＺＺｆ ［ ｴ＠ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ -
ｯ ｾｾｾＭＭｾｾ］］］Ｍｾ ＭＭｾ｟ｌ＠ __ L__L __ ｌ｟ ｾ ｾＭＭ ｾｾ＠
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 
Total deflection .001 inch 
Fixture 410x12624 
(Acknowledgement to Mr. M. Appleyard, Lucas Automotive Ltd.) 
Fi . (B.l) Shim rmanent deflection test 
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B.2 Calculation of the Curved Cantilever Length 
The diaphragm stiffness is largely influenced by the length of cantilever. For a compact 
diaphragm-disc design, curved cantilevers are considered for the requested spring rate. 
Therefore, an approach to calculate the beam length is necessary. A diaphragm geometric 
graph is shown below. 
Fi . (B.2) Sketch of the calculation of beam len th 
In the figure, A is the inner-circle of the diaphragm clamping area and B is the outer circle 
of the central disc. AB represents the beam length intersected by A and B. It is a segment 
curve of a circumference whose centre, (a, 0), is at the X axis. On the basis of geometric 
relation shown in the diagram, the mathematic equations are given as follows. 
2 2 2 
X +y =Rl 
2 2 2 } X +y =R2 
2 2 2 (x-a) +y =R (B.1) 
The solutions of the two intersection points are 
2 2 2 Rr+a -R 2 2 
XJ= 2a , y 1 =RJ-XJ 
2 2 2 
R2+a -R 2 2 
x2= 2a , Y2 =R2-x2 
(B.2) 
Therefore, 
(B.3) 
where, 
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and 
. -1Y 1 
a 1= szn R 
2 ＨｒｾＫ｡ Ｒ＠ -R2 ) R1- -----
. -1 2a 
=szn R 
Finally, the length of the arc is given by 
--AB=Ra 
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(B.4) 
(B.5) 
(B.6) 
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Cl D401-0l LVDT Calibration 
A low cost L VDT sensor was used in the coil test set-up to detect the disc movement after 
an appropriate modification. Therefore, the calibration of the transducer is necessary. The 
available technical specification is given in Table (C.1) below. 
Table (C.1) Displacement transducer specification 
MANUFACTURER: Schaevitz em Ltd 
TYPE: D 401-01 
POWER SUPPLY: DC 24 v 
WORKING RANGE: ± 1.2 mm (0.05") 
GAIN 2.15V/mm 
The calibration set-up is shown in Fig. (C.1). A micrometer was installed on the base rack 
to obtain accurate readings. The calibration result is shown in Fig. (C.2). The transducer 
gain is 2.15V/mm. 
C2 Magnetic Characteristics of Mild Steel EN lA 
The experiment of the magnetic charactelistics of mild steel EN 1A comparing with the soft 
iron material was proceeded by Lucas Advanced Engineering Centre. The soft iron material 
tested is "Maximag .. relay iron to DTD 5102 manufactured by Watsons Metallurgists. The 
specification is very similar to the REMCO B material. Test samples were stress relieved 
rings wound and measured to BS6404. Results are given as initial magnetisation curves in 
Fig. (C.3) that is the B-H characteristic observed from a fully demagnetised state. 
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D.l Coil Assembly Design 
The coil assembly consists of a coil, ring magnet, nozzle tube and fixed orifice. Their 
dimensions are given as following, respectively. 
The drawing of the coil bobbin made by the department workshop is shown in Fig. (0.1). 
Four coils were externally wound by Draton Transformers Ltd. The top layer of the coils 
was covered by a glasstape when delivered. The coil specifications are listed below: 
T bl (D 1) C "1 if a e 01 spec tcation 
Main Data 
Copper wire Polyester 200 °C, Grade II. 
Wire diameter 0.15 mm with double enamel insulation 
Coil tutns 1600 (4 off) 
Coil resistance 73.10, 73.60, 73.70, 74.20 at 20 °C 
Wire lead 100mm in length, PVC, 200 °C 
Bobbin material brass 
Other Data 
Average resistance 730 
Rated current < 0.15 Amp at± 12V 
Core material Mild Steel, EN 1A 
Wire connector Hirschann, M series 
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The coil had been varnished before they were bonded inside the coil cores. The coating 
material is Aerosol Transparent, RS 514-464. The wire connections have been sealed after 
assembling (Hydraulic Seal542- RS 514-565) {Ref. 110}. 
A pair of ring magnets have an axial polar direction. They were glued onto each coil with 
the same polar facing each other. The ring magnet specification is given in Table (D.2). 
Table (D.2) Ring Magnet specification 
Manufacturer Magnet Developments Ltd, 
Material Sintered Neodymium- Iron-Boron, RGNI 00630, 
Outside diameter 9.5mm, 
Internal diameter 3.2mm, 
Thickness 1.6mm 
A nozzle tube made of silver steel was bonded into the coil core. Its general dimensions are 
listed in Table (D.3) below. 
Table (D.3) Nozzle tube specification 
Nozzle diameter dn= 0.71 mm 
Nozzle land diameter dr= 1.2 mm 
Nozzle tube diameter dn= 1.5 mm 
Nozzle tip protrusion H2=0.22mm 
Disc travel TD=0.18 mm 
The assembled coils were then pressed into the coil cartridges which are made of stainless 
steel(AISI 303 ). Two orifices, made of brass, have a fixed diameter of 0.46mm. Each was 
screwed into the supply port of the coil cartridge. The difference between the left and right 
coil assembles is that there is a return port on the right coil block to provide drain flow 
access to the tank. 
D.2 Diaphragm-disc Block 
The diaphragm-disc is sandwiched between the left and the right clamping blocks which are 
made of non-magnetic stainless, AISI 303. The diaphragm-disc is manufactured by George 
Ibbotson Ltd. The material used is hardened, tempered and polished steel strip, CS80 
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420/480. The calibrated spring stiffness is 14N/mm. The central disc can have free axial 
movement between the two blocks. The total disc travel is 0.1mm from the null position, 
which is restricted by the diaphragm-disc blocks, shown in Fig. (0.2). 
"0" seals used in the MK-B valve were selected from James Walker Ltd. The specifications 
are give below in Table (0.4) {Ref. 111}. 
T bl (D 4) J a e ames w lk "0". a er nngs 
JW Ref. No. Internal Dia. (mm) Cross section (mm) No. off 
72-0071-16 7.1 1.6 2 
72-0271-16 27.1 1.6 2 
50-030 41 1.78 3 
D.3 Valve Actuator Design 
A small actuator was designed and manufactured so that it could act as a second stage spool 
valve driven by the MK-B valve directly. The outline of the device is shown in Fig. (0.3). 
The main parameters are give below: 
Table (0.5) Actuator specification 
Piston diameter: 8mm 
Rod diameter: 4mm 
Whole stroke: 10mm 
Due to the requirements of the miniature size and low friction, the reciprocating seals used 
in the actuator are Bal Seals which were recommended by Oakwade Ltd {Ref. 112}. They 
are spring energised P.T.F.E. seals which are used in a variety of industrial applications 
where low or high pressure, low or high temperature, low friction, low abrasion and 
chemical compatibility are encountered. A manifold was also consttucted to be attached to 
the MK-B valve's manifold. The technical drawing is shown in Fig. (0.4). In this case, 
there are no external pipes between the valve and the actuator. 
D.4 Cldibration of Pressure and Displacement Transducers 
Four pressure transducers (Translnstrument 200N160bar) used to measure the inlet 
pressure and the load port pressures were calibrated before installed onto the valve 
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manifold. The calibrated curves are shown in Fig. (D.5). The average pressure gain is 
26.5barN. 
Two position transducers LVDT-0.5' used for the MK-B valve actuator were also 
calibrated and the results are given in Fig. (D.6). The working range of the transducer is 
20mm and the gains obtained from the calibration are 0.18V/mm and O.llV/mm, 
respectively. 
D.S Figures and Tables 
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Piston Rod 3* PfFE Bearing 2* Piston "0" Seal 1 * 
*Items 1, 2 and 3: BAL 
SEAL 
Part No.: 300A-(4-2) 
Stroke: 0 - 1 Omm 
Max. working pressure: 
100bar 
Temperature: 30-50 °C 
Hydraulic oil: Sell No. 37 
Full size 4XM4-20deep 
Fi . (0.3) 
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E.l Simulation Program of lVIK-A Valve with Position Feedback 
Software: Matlab based on Macintosh personal computer {Ref. 50}. 
%Simulation Program of MK-A Valve with Position Feedback 
%Valve dimemiom: 
do=4e-3; 
a=l.l; 
Xd=0.2e-3; 
D1=25e-3; 
D2=27e-3; 
Dr=6e-3; 
T=3e-3; 
Lr=13.3e-3; 
Den=7.8e3; 
m=pi/4*((D 1A2+D2A2)*T +DrA2*Lr)*Den; 
Ks=2.5e3; 
%Fluid parameters 
Cdn=0.60; 
Ps=100e5; 
g=0.0005e-3; 
Kp=8*pi*CdnA2*gA2; 
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%coil central hole dia., m 
%holding gap number 
%disc travel, m 
%coil disc diameter, m 
%nozzle disc diameter, m 
%connecting rod diameter, m 
%disc thickness, m 
%connecting rod length, m 
%disc material density, Kgtm3 
% disc mass, Kg; 
%spring stiffness, N/m 
%Nozzle orifice coefficient 
%System pressure, Pascal 
%pre-opening, m 
% 
208 
Kf= 16*pi *CdnA2 * g*Ps; 
%coil dimensions 
Jlo=4*pi* 1e-7; 
dc=10e-3; 
Ac=pil4*(dcA2-doA2); 
Io=250e-3; 
N=500; 
Rc=14.2; 
fo=J..Lo* Ac*N*Io/2/Xd/(a+ 1); 
Feo=foA2/(Jlo* Ac ); 
Kt=2*Feo/Io; Km=2*Feo/Xd/(a+ 1); 
Lc=NA2*Jlo* Ac/Xd/(a+ 1)/2; 
Kb=fo*N/Xd/(a+ 1); 
%PID Controller parameteiS 
Rp1=3.3e3; Rp2=3.3e3; 
KP=Rp2/Rp 1; 
Ri=500e25; Ci=0.47e-6; 
Kl=1/(Ri*Ci); 
Rd=30e3; Cd=0.47e-6; 
KD=Rd*Cd; 
Ag=2; 
o/cOcher coeffidenjs 
Ksf=Km+Kf; 
KF=8e3; 
wn=sqrt(Ks/m); 
% Control E1ement Definition 
numv=[O 0 1]; denv=[m 0 Ks-Ksfj; 
nume=[O Kt]; dene=[Lc Rc]; 
numc=[Ag*KD Ag*KP]; denc=[O 1]; 
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% 
%fluid gap permeability 
%coil core diameter, m 
% core area, m2 
%quiescent current, A 
%coil tutn 
%coil resistance, Q 
%flux constant at null position 
%magnetic force at null position, N 
% 
% 
% 
%parameters (Q) 
%Proportional Gain 
%Integrator parameters (Q,F) 
%Integrator gain 
%Derivative parameters (Q,F) 
%Derivative gain 
%Coil Amplifier multiple gain 
% 
%position feedback gain, V /m 
%valve natural frequency, ro 
%Gv(s) 
%Ge(s) 
%Gc(s) 
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numh=[(Kb+Ag*KF*KD) Ag*KF*KP]; denh=[O 1]; %H(s) 
. ｾ Ｎ＠ ' 
.. ｾ＠ . 
,· 
numl=conv(numv,nume);den1=conv(denv,dene); 
num2=conv(num1,numv);den2=conv(den1,denv); 
[num3,den3]=feedback(numl,denl,numh,denh); 
num=conv(numc,num3);den=conv(denc,den3); 
o/tfiltput 
% 1) Frequency response analysis 
bode(num,den,10:20: l.e4); 
[mag, phase, w ]=bode(num,den,1 0:50:5e3); 
% 2) Dynamic analysis 
impulse(num,den,0:.4e-3:.1); 
step(num,den); 
%3) Oscillation analysis 
clg 
t=(O: 1e-4: 1e-1)'; 
ei=400e-3 * sin(50*2 *pi *t); 
y=lsim(num,den,ei,t); 
plot(t,ei) 
subplot(221 ), lsim(num,den,ei,t); 
subplot(222), plot(t,ei) 
plot( t,ei/2,t, (y+max(y) )*2e3) 
%F.nd 
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%Gv(s)Ge(s) 
%Gv(s)Ge(s)Gc(s) 
%closed loop. 
% Position feedback closed-loop 
%Bode Diagram plots 
%Phase and margin 
%impulse response 
%step response 
%clear diagram window 
%time range 
%input function 
%plot output, only. m 
%plot input, only, Volt 
%sub-plot: output 
%sub-plot: input 
%plot input and output 
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